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     ABSTRACT 

 

This study investigates the expression of women abuse through female songs.  

Groups of singers from twenty-two communities were listened to during the study.  

A qualitative analysis was undertaken.  Songs obtained from secondary sources, 

were compared and analysed in the same way in which those obtained from the 

singers themselves were analysed.  In particular, the usefulness of these singing 

groups was examined.  It was found that most of the women who are experiencing 

abuse of some kind, derive perceived social support from fellow singers.  All the 

women in the different singing groups declared that they were not singing for the 

sake of singing but that they were sending messages to the perpetrators of abuse 

in the expectation that a change will be realized.  Singing groups were found to be 

effectively providing assistance in dealing with emotional abuse.  The study thus 

illuminates the subjective use of referential expressions in expressing abuse.  This 

emphasizes the challenge for singers to check whether or not the manner in which 

they present their pleas is appropriate. 
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     SUMMARY 

 

WOMEN ABUSE AS EXPRESSED IN TSHIVENDA FEMALE SONGS 

 

This study comprises five chapters which deal with the ways in which the topic was 

approached as a way of trying to examine the research problem. 

 

Chapter 1 outlines the background to the problem as a way of exposing what 

necessitates women to sing abuse songs.  This chapter will also reveal how 

prevalent abuse is in every society.  The nature of the problem reveals that 

Vhavenda women have always been abused, but could not openly voice their 

discontentment.  These women started to air their grievances through songs even 

though the perpetrators of abuse have disregarded such songs.  The aim of this 

study is thus to analyse Tshivenda female songs to establish how much protest 

they contain against women abuse.  The methodology to be used in this study is 

identified in this chapter while the scope is delimitated to cover those songs sung in 

initiation schools for mature and immature girls, those used during recreation as 

well as those used while doing work.  The significance of the study highlights 

women’s accountability in exposing abusive tendencies. 

 

Terms which encourage men and mothers-in-law to continue with abusive acts in 

relationships are defined as well. 
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Chapter 2.  This chapter presents views of different researchers who studied folk 

songs.  Researchers were classified according to the similarity of the research 

undertaken.  This chapter reveals that the male researchers failed to identify the 

abuse contained in female songs while the female researchers picked it up.  The 

issue of transcribing oral texts into written ones indicates how researchers are 

sometimes misled. 

 

Chapter 3 deals with the role of socio-cultural context in performing and 

understanding female songs.  In essence, the chapter aims at discussing how 

songs serve as a communicative vehicle within a speech community.  In this 

chapter the use of directness and indirectness will be discussed.  The relationship 

between setting, participants, and goals will be shown as well.  It has been 

indicated that performers prefer to use referential expressions as a means of 

achieving their goals in certain settings. 

 

Chapter 4 shows the effect of referential meanings of abuse expressions in songs.  

Two or more songs have been analysed as a way of revealing some themes as 

used in various contexts.  The use of referential expressions also brings about 

directness or indirectness when exposing power relations in relationships. 

 

In Chapter 5 the researcher re-examined the first four chapters to establish if the 

problem posed in the first chapter has been solved.  It has been found that women 

tend to abuse themselves and do not want to express their rights as outlined in the 

constitution of this country.  This chapter reveals that the expression of abuse 
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through female songs cannot be denied.  The study was able to cover its scope and 

the research question was answered.  This concluding chapter presented its 

findings, limitations, and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 1 


 


BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM 


 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 


 


This chapter aims at outlining the background to the problem.  


The nature of the problem will be discussed in order to reveal 


whether Vhavenda women are abused.  The aim of the study was  


dealt with as a way of trying to show the importance of female 


songs in addressing women abuse.  Research approaches, 


theories or methods were discussed as well.  These approaches 


are text-orientated and include the psychoanalytical theory and 


the ethnography of communication.  The method used for the 


collection of data was discussed while the study interrogated how 


female songs expose women abuse.   This is followed by the 


defining and explaining of concepts which will be used in the 


discussions.   


 


Life is characterised by interpersonal relationships.  Men and 


women should have  equal possibilities of leading a quality life.  


This quality of life should be characterized by how men and 


women relate to each other.  They should love, care, respect, 
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complement each other, and be prepared to make compromises 


where differences occur.  They should live life passionately to the 


point where they cannot imagine living without each other.  This 


takes passion, dedication, determination, and above all a vision to 


be in a successful relationship.  In most  relationships, the women 


are typically the victims of various kinds of abuse.  They suffer 


harassment, lack of respect, being controlled as to what they 


should do, whom they are to see, where they are to go, whom 


they are to talk to, as well as intimidation by being given 


threatening looks, actions, gestures, and yelled at by men. 


 


Women are in most instances subjected to discrimination while 


their male counterparts retain power, domination, and privileges.  


This ill treatment has been going on since time immemorial and is 


by no means limited to so-called developing countries as 


Mullender (1996:29) states: 


 


For as long as we have detailed social history of life 
in this country (and others), it has included accounts 
of women experiencing abuse at their partner’s 
hands and not being permitted to control their own 
lives … it is both endemic and prevalent in all 
continents, cutting across racial, cultural and 
economic development lines. 


 


Many countries have done research on women abuse and 


compiled reports on the issue.  Some have published magazines, 
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journals, and books as a way of showing the world how rife abuse 


is.  The U. S. Senior Judiciary Committee in the United States 


compiled The violence against Women Act of 1990 which reveals 


that every fifteen seconds a woman is beaten: ‘No woman is 


immune from violent crime in this country.  Of American women 


alive today, three out of four will be victims of at least one violent 


crime’.  Awake! (1992:03). 


 


The World Health Magazine 1970-1990 as reflected in Awake!   


(1992:03) states: 


 


Men’s attacks on women in their homes are thought 
to be the least reported of crimes – in part because 
such violence is seen as a social ill not a crime. This 
report further revealed that violence against women 
occurs in every country and in every social and 
economic class.  In many cultures, wife-beating is 
considered a man’s right. 


 


In India, the journal Indian Express (1990) reveals that the 


reported number of so-called dowry deaths (husbands killing their 


wives because of dissatisfaction with the dowry being paid by the 


wife’s family) increased from 2209 in 1988 to 4835 in 1990. 


 


From the above reports, one notes that women abuse has been a 


concern of many people worldwide and has reached epidemic 


levels because the abuse is becoming more prevalent each year. 
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Abuse prevails in Christian families too as revealed in the Awake 


(1992:03) of the Jehovah’s Witness.  For instance, a woman 


gives a description of what her Christian husband does to other 


people in the Congregation.  She states that ‘The Macho 


Christian head who is so nice at the Kingdom Hall buys gifts for 


others but treats his wife like dirt’.  


 


From a Biblical point of view proper respect for a wife leaves no 


room for repression and humiliation.  This affects both parties 


since a wife too should show respect for her husband.  The Bible 


gives counsel to husbands in Ephesians 5:28.  ‘Husbands ought 


to be loving their wives as their own bodies.  He who loves his 


wife loves himself’.  The above statement may be compared to a 


joint bank account into which both parties deposit an equal 


amount of money. If a husband or a wife misuses the money, he 


or she will be harming or destroying the financial status of both.  


Marriage is a shared investment, be it of Christians or non-


Christians.  If Christian husbands were to take Jesus as their role 


model, they would realise that Jesus Christ never got respect by 


trying to impose his superior power or position on others.  


Likewise, in a marriage, a husband and wife earn respect by their 
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mutual considerate course of action, not by using Biblical texts or 


cultural practices as sledgehammers to demand it. 


 


Locket (1990:16) gives Cole’s (1980) view on how men tend to 


use Biblical texts to suppress women: 


 


Adam’s curse is the reason for women’s bondage.  
This is the curse of (the patriarchal) God of Western 
Religious Myth, who decreed that women should be 
subject to the male and tied to reproduction and 
motherhood as punishment for original sin. 


 


Cole states that women have no choice but to bow to fate in 


silence.  The author, playwright, and dramatist Teigen gives a 


Norwegian perspective about women.  She makes mention of the 


fact that Norwegians have a strong tradition in equality between 


women and men, which was brought about by the Women’s 


Movements of not just the 1960s and 1970s but also of those 


during the whole twentieth century.  This means equality before 


the law, the same opportunities in education and professional 


work.  She mentions in Beyond 2000, in South Africa – a paper 


presented at the First Annual Conference on Women in Writing - 


that what is law is not always reality.  Her last statement refers to 


laws, because laws are transgressed.  The problem of violence 


against women in the home is usually considered to be of no 
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particular importance in the actual course of the application of the 


law. 


 


In the Asian cultures, such as Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and 


also in Arabic cultures, women are regarded as minors.  They are 


excluded from many activities in their societies.  They are not 


equal partners in religious, economic, social, and political 


institutions.  In some religions, a woman is taught that her 


husband is her ‘God’.  The woman is expected to fulfil his every 


desire as her religious duty.  


 


The Venda saying, ndi mudzimu wa vhana vhanu ‘He is a God of 


your children’ is used as a way of brainwashing the woman who is 


expected to turn a blind eye on the bad behaviour of her husband 


because he is regarded as a symbol of ‘God’ in the family. 


 


This situation in South Africa is no exception to that in other 


countries.  The Citizen of Friday 6 August 1999, reveals the 


situation as presented by Prof. Kadar Asmal, former Minister of 


Education.  He said that women were often subjected to violence 


by men.  His speech, which was addressed to women on 


Women’s Day, emphasized that in both the public and private 
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sectors women have been underpaid and exploited.  He 


articulates his concern about the treatment of women: 


 


They are generally expected to perform multiple 
miracles, run homes, look good, impress partners, 
mind children, work for a living and somehow survive 
all the pressure.  Worst of all, they are often 
subjected to violence of soul and body at the hands 
of men. 


  


Abuse is a common practice in all nine Provinces of South Africa.  


Community based studies on violence against women conducted 


by the Medical Research Council as reflected in The Citizen 


Friday 6 August (1999:06), have revealed that emotional, financial 


and physical abuse were common features in relationships and 


that many women had been raped. 


 


The South African media (radio, television and newspapers) have 


carried countless reports on female students who were sexually 


harassed by male educators.  Ex-learners confessed that they 


were sexually harassed by their educators. When interviewed, 


most of them spelled out that they had been pushed, and they did 


not really liked what was done to them. A survey supported by the 


Department of Arts, Culture, Science, and Technology conducted 


in the Eastern Cape, Mpumalanga and the Limpopo Province in 


1999 revealed that almost half the number of women interviewed 
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admitted to the fact that the women were ashamed, so they did 


not wish to speak ill about their husbands and to others.  Instead 


they regarded their experiences as ‘normal.’  Miscarriages and 


mental distress were found among abused women in all three 


provinces.  The address also refers to a high proportion of women 


who were injured due to the physical violence inflicted on those 


who had to seek medical attention, despite living in rural areas 


and having difficulty accessing medical care.  The proportion of 


women who reported violent incidents to health workers was high, 


and researchers believe health workers could play a greater role 


in identifying and supporting abused women. 


 


Many countries have agencies which deal with such anomalies, 


but the underlying problem is that women seldom voice their 


discontentment and continue to stay in relationships for some 


inexplicable reason.  This problem is mostly exacerbated by 


cultural constrains. 


 


1.1 THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 


 


Women abuse has also been regarded as a thorny issue by 


Vhavenda women from the beginning of time, as is revealed by 


the words of traditional songs sung by women.  The crux of the 
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matter is that although women have not been comfortable with 


such kind of treatment, they would not openly address issues of 


abuse but rather reflected their feelings in songs.  A close scrutiny 


reveals that female songs have never been valued, because of 


the assumption that they are mainly used for recreation.  Even in 


schools, they have never been analysed in the way modern 


poetry is analysed.  Women as singers have been believing that 


they are indirectly notifying the perpetrators, while at the same 


time washing away their troubles and tears in the hope that the 


situation will change for the better.  Vhavenda women have 


always believed that the bad treatment they receive at the hands 


of their husbands is part and parcel of marriage hence the saying 


vhuhadzi ndi nama ya thole ya fhufhuma ri a fhunzhela.  Marriage 


is like veal, when it boils over we beat the foam.  Most Vhavenda 


women enter into marriage with this philosophy.  Mullender 


(1996:52) concludes that women put up with discontentment 


because they regard it as part of their culture.  Describing a 


similar situation in Asia, Mullender (1996:52) writes: 


 


… it is certainly true that women with origins in the 
Indian subcontinent may have been brought up 
within the system of values that emphasises that 
acceptance of their lot in life without complaint, 
holding the family together and preserving ‘izzat’ (the 
family pride) at all costs.  However this does not 
mean that Asian women find abuse any easier to 
bear. 
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Although women would probably have liked to expressed their 


feelings more openly, they could not have done so because they 


are bound by cultural constraints, Locket (1990:32) mentions:  


‘Black women are not socialised to be assertive or even 


aggressive, and more often repress than express their anger’. 


 


Social constraints, which force Vhavenda women to keep silent, 


will be discussed in Chapter 3 as part of the study of the use of 


female songs within a socio-cultural context.  The philosophy of 


culturally conditioning women to repress their pain is unfair to 


black women because it gives men an advantage of continuously 


abusing the silent women because women have no choice but to 


accept what comes.  Locket (990:16) quotes Cole (1980:152) 


when stating: ‘Women have no choice but to bow to fate in 


silence’. 


 


Vhavenda women too were never socialised to be assertive. They 


were taught to be humble and never say anything in an 


aggressive way.  This has resulted in them often repressing 


rather than expressing their anger and bitterness.  This situation 


is similar to that described by Petra Muller’s poem ‘shall I lodge’, 


in which she longs to give way to the anger mounting inside her 


because of her lover’s desertion.  She calls to mind the example 
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of King David and King Lear, ironically both powerful men, who 


were able to vent their anger in impressive ways.  Then she 


records her recognition of her own social limitations in a world 


where women must suffer in silence.  Watson (1994:52) quotes 


Kennedy who mentions:  ‘The culture into which I was born and 


where I grew up sees a woman as the honour and glory, she is 


taught to endure many kinds of oppression and pain in silence’. 


 


Vhavenda women are no exception.  From their cultural point of 


view, they would never expose the abusive nature of their 


husbands, but have to accept the situation as though it were the 


only natural way of life.  The many songs sung by women in 


initiation schools equip female initiates with the knowledge that a 


good name comes from endurance of many kinds of oppression.  


Songs bearing this theme will be analysed in Chapters 3 and 4 of 


this study.  Even though initiates have been taught in such a 


manner, it does not prevent them from expressing their 


discontentment through songs they compose. 


 


The second underlying problem is that although African singers 


regard folk songs as a weapon, some Western 


ethnomusicologists have misconceptions and ultimately have little 


regard of them.  Blacking (1990:136) states that the concepts of 
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folk music, folk dance, and folklore are irrelevant and even 


politically objectionable.  The idea of terming African music 


‘irrelevant’ is caused by ethnomusicologists who listen to 


unwritten Tshivenda folk songs with the purpose of discovering 


resemblances of the music to that of the western world.  They 


have erred by comparing two distinctly different things.  They 


should not listen to African songs with the purpose of discovering 


their own aesthetic values, but should listen to them to enjoy them 


as a genre.  Listening to music for the purpose of deriving 


aesthetic gratification and listening to it for the purpose of 


establishing facts or formulating theories are two essentially 


different things (Cole, 1980:152).  Vhavenda understand the use 


and meaning of their songs used on different occasions as they 


understand their language.  Songs improve the standard of an 


occasion so much that no occasion can be complete without song 


and dance.  The use of songs is so important that it goes beyond 


the barriers where ordinary speech is cautiously used.  Blacking 


(1973:28) shows his understanding of  how Vhavenda interpret 


their music when stating that Vhavenda know the sound of folk 


music as they are versed in their language. 
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The failure to understand or appreciate folk songs has led to 


many misconceptions.  Chernoff (1979:33) vocalizes the danger 


of taking songs of another culture at face value when stating: 


 


When we try to understand the music of a different 
culture or historical period, we must be prepared to 
open our minds not only to the certainty that people 
will have different standards for judging musical 
quality but also to the possibility that they may have 
an entirely different conception of what music itself is.  
African music is not just different music but it is 
something that is different from music. 


 


It is, therefore, of paramount importance to re-examine Tshivenda 


female songs.   


 


Female songs are situationally and spontaneously composed and 


sung to loosen the tensions between person to person or person 


to persons.  It can thus be concluded that the research problem of 


this study refers to the need to investigate situations where songs 


of protest against abuse are used and the role that female singers 


play in the domain of female oppression by men.  The question 


here is how songs can contribute to addressing the dehumanising 


aspect of females under male domination.  Central to this 


question are notions of neutrality which will determine whether 


female singers and the rest of the female folk see themselves as 
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agents of change or simply as neutral people who should sing 


songs simply to release their tensions. 


 


1.2 AIM OF STUDY 


 


The aim of this study was to analyse Tshivenda female songs, to 


determine how much protest there is against women abuse.  This 


study shows how women use songs as a weapon against men.  


The theme of songs were analysed within the context of their use. 


 


This study intends to dispel certain notions about the standing 


and value of unwritten women music especially with reference to 


Tshivenda folk songs.  It  addresses itself to questions such as: 


 


- Why do Vhavenda women sing songs which are 


sarcastic? 


- Why do they continually compose sarcastic songs? 


- What kindles the desire for the composition of such 


songs? 


- Why do male listeners not hear the message 


addressed to them in female songs? 
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- What is the role that female songs can play in 


reconciling the female singer and the male listener 


(the abuser)? 


- Do these songs really provide a means for 


expressing abuse? 


- Is the strategy of expressing abuse through song 


effective enough? 


 


These research questions served as signposts to guide this 


research.  Cresswell (1994:25) is of the opinion that questions are 


the most popular norm for qualitative and survey projects.  The 


answers to these research questions were extracted from existing 


literature on female songs in Chapter 2 of this study as well as the 


corpus collected. 


 


This study aimed at giving clarification to the questions above.  


This was achieved by looking into the contextual approach 


applied in revealing abuse as contained in female songs.  The 


researcher or scholar studying texts of female songs usually finds 


it necessary to search for additional information in historical, 


social, and cultural practices to help him or her understand the 


meaning and use of these songs and also to understand how 


these songs are performed. 
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This study does not judge the quality of folk songs from their 


musical point of view but makes an analysis of the songs in terms 


of their expressive role.  The study endeavours to look at the use 


and meaning of folksongs in situations fused with tension.  The 


use of these songs is meant to defuse such tense situations and 


avoid further conflicts.  This in itself creates a need to look at 


Tshivenda female songs that serve as an outlet for emotions that 


tend to build up within women.  They also serve as a refuge for 


women in the face of a harsh and cruel world of men.  On this 


Chernoff (1979:30-31) comments as follows:  ‘We can clearly 


perceive African musical forms only if we understand how they 


achieve their effectiveness within African social situations’.  


 


1.3 METHODOLOGY 


 


Within the present study an attempt was made at making a 


combination of research approaches, theories or methods which 


were used in the analysis of song texts, while also understanding 


a social or human problem with reference to abuse.  Such 


approaches or methods are text orientated.  These methods will 


be used in conjunction with the ethnographic qualitative 


approach.  This study applied the ethnographic qualitative 


research method with a contextual approach focusing on the 
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speech communities within their socio-cultural setting where 


subjects usually conduct their daily activities.  According to 


LoBiondo-Wood and Haber (1990:40): 


 


Life context is the matrix of human environment 
relationships emerging over the course of day-to-day 
living.  So one person’s experience of pain is distinct 
from another’s and can be known by the individual’s 
subjective description of it. 


 


Text-oriented approaches 


 


This is the method known as ‘closed reading’ or the ‘internality of 


texts, others call it the externalities of historical social and cultural 


issues’.  In this study the researcher undertook the responsibility 


to find a principle that would allow the songs to reveal 


themselves.  This was achieved by analysing the language, 


imagery, and patterns, thus all the literary devices within songs.   


 


The psychoanalytical theory 


 


The psychoanalytical theory as a literary approach was used in 


looking at the essences of the songs sung by women.  The 


Reader’s Digest Oxford Complete Wordfinder (1996:1231) 


defines psychoanalysis as a therapeutic method of treating 


mental disorders by investigating the interaction of conscious and 
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unconscious elements in the mind and bringing repressed fears 


and conflicts into the conscious mind.  Goldstein in Strelka 


(1976:260) remarks: 


 


The psychoanalytic critic studies the language of a 
writer or of the character created by that writer to 
discover what is beneath the surface of description 
and speech to determine what is being defended 
against. 


 


A singer is a psychological being.  The use of the psyche by both 


singer and listener suggests that psychoanalysis provides for the 


composition as well as the singing of female songs since singing, 


like speaking or writing, is a reflection of a state of mind.  It, 


therefore, stands to reason that composition and performance as 


realised by the performer are initiated by the forces of the 


unconscious as Magezis (1996:15) states:  ‘The unconscious is 


that part of the mind which you do not have direct access to’.  


 


Since female singers consciously know that they are being 


abused, they internalise power relationships between men and 


women.  Magezis (1996:15) refers to Freud’s idea about the 


unconscious when he states that the main idea of the 


unconscious is that of women wanting to be biologically like men -  


‘penis envy’ (that women supposedly feel lacking because of their 


body).  Giddens (1992:166) cites Mitchell and Cowar’s objections 
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against Freud’s views by mentioning that identifying gender with 


genital awareness and viewing the penis as ‘naturally’ superior to 


the vagina is questionable because the female genitals could be 


regarded as perhaps superior to those of the male. 


 


Women do not want to be like men in terms of sex organs.  They 


want to be loved, treated with respect, and be able to share ideas 


with men.  They want to be fellow travellers in life.  That is why 


there are no female songs with such words of aspiring to be men 


in terms of body parts.  Women do not want to live in communities 


or families controlled by male rulers or husbands who use women 


mainly as assets for reproduction or fulfilment of sexual desires.  


Psychoanalysis will be used in this study because: 


 


Psychoanalytical scholars of literature try to analyse 
the work in terms of Freud’s theory that libido (sexual 
energy) should be seen as the primary psychic force 
in human beings (Swanepoel, 1990:45) 


 


Strelka (1976:IX) remarks on how the application of 


psychoanalytical methods to literary criticism is justified, stating 


that it is mainly justified on the ground that both psychoanalysis 


and criticism are involved in the interpretation of symbols – the 


symbols of the human sub-consciousness on the one hand and 


those of literary language on the other. 
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Language plays a major role in interpreting song texts or lyrics.  It 


is used as a form of expression by the singer, the listener uses 


language as a form of comprehension while the author of this 


study uses language to analyse themes inherent in female songs.  


The researcher, the singer or the composer and the listeners, 


draw information from human nature.  For the listener to 


understand a song, symbols used by the singer should be 


interpreted by using language.  The psychoanalytical theory was 


thus used in this study for reflecting the standing of women in 


relation to men when analysing female songs.  This theory was 


used to look at the women as revealed by songs sung by females 


which address the issue of abuse. 


 


Ethnography of communication 


 


Female singers as challengers focus on how a communicative 


behaviour is constituted within the holistic context of the culture of 


the Vhavenda.  This communicative nature of female songs falls 


within  the field of the ethnography of communication as termed 


by Hymes (1962, 1972).  Hymes’s theory basically deals with  the 


ethnography of speaking.  His research evolves contextually in 


response to the lived realities encountered in the field setting 


(Creswell, 1994:11).  This theory was applied in this study 
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because a speaking discourse is similar to the way folk songs are 


performed.  ‘In our society sung and spoken communication 


intersect in song’.  (Gumperz, and Hymes, 1964:39).  


 


Gumperz and Hymes chose to analyse the speech community as 


a social unit and defined speech as a surrogate for all forms of 


language, including writing, song, and speech-derived whistling, 


drumming, and horn calling. 


 


1.3.1 Collection of data 


 


Primary as well as secondary sources were used in obtaining 


songs for use in this study.  Primary sources entail first hand 


information from the respondents where the author interviewed 


female singers, recorded and transcribed the lyrics of unwritten 


female songs.  This was possible by listening to and interviewing 


female singers as they would be working individually or as a 


group during their leisure time, when they would be celebrating 


the return of initiates, during rituals, and during any festivity where 


female songs are sung.  The clustering of songs according to 


themes was used in Chapter 4 as a control mechanism in the 


data analysis. 
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Because the research question concerns what people do, the 


best way to get data was to watch them as they performed.  This 


involved observation: 


 


Participatory observation requires that the researcher 
joins the group of people who are being studied in 
order to observe and understand their behaviour, 
feelings, attitudes or beliefs better. (Bless, and 
Higson-Smith, 1995:43). 


 


Bless and Higson-Smith (1995) mention two types of observation 


methods, Non-participant and participant observation methods.  


Bless and Higson-Smith (1995:105) define non-participant 


observation as ‘simple observation’.  It is the recording of events 


as observed by an outsider while participant observation is ‘the 


method where observers hide the real purpose of their presence 


by themselves becoming participants’. 


 


This method was used in this study in that the researcher mixed 


with the participants as a way of discovering the meanings that 


singers attach to their songs.  For vhusha songs ‘songs for 


initiation for mature girls’ the researcher visited the places of 


initiation and families where functions for celebrating the return of 


initiates were held.  The researcher also attended competitions 


for traditional dances held by the South African Broadcasting 


Corporation.  She was sometimes involved in the adjudication of 
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such dances.  She was once admitted to a domba ‘final initiation 


for mature boys and girls’.  In such participation the researcher 


attempted to:  ‘Participate fully in the lives and activities of 


subjects thus becoming a member of their group, organisation or 


community’.  (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill, 2000:222). 


 


The researcher’s admission to a domba ‘final initiation for mature 


boys and girls’ was a way of understanding how and why certain 


songs were used.  The researcher played the roles of both a 


participant and observer.  She took part in some of the singing 


and dancing.  Twenty two communities around Venda were 


visited and groups of female dancers performed mostly 


tshigombela, matangwa and malende ‘all female dances for 


leisure’.  The dancers were asked questions especially when they 


sang songs with words which expressed pain and anger.  The 


general answer was that such songs are sung when one is hurt.  


The author of this study developed an extensively rich corpus 


consisting of transcribed lyrics and recordings.   


 


Secondary sources were obtained by visiting the South African 


Broadcasting Corporation in Polokwane as well in Makhado 


where disc records were listened to and transcribed into texts.  


The researcher spent quite a number of years collecting 
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information from the communities who provided the subjects and 


database for this research. 


 


The collection of the data necessitated sampling of those female 


songs which express abuse. 


 


Sampling 


 


A sample is a special group of people chosen from a population 


and observed in order to make inferences about the total 


population.  LoBiondo-Wood and Harber (1990:240) define 


sampling as:  ‘The process of selecting representative units of a 


population for study in a research investigation’. 


 


Bless and Higson-Smith (1995:85) describe sampling as a 


technical accounting device to rationalize the collection of 


information to choose in an appropriate way the restricted set of 


objects, persons and events from which the actual information will 


be drawn. 


 


There are two types of sampling namely, probability and non-


probability. 
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Probability sampling – Rubin A and Babbie E (1989:233) state 


that the probability sampling methods provides an excellent way 


of selecting samples that will be quite representative. 


 


The chief principle of this sampling method is its involvement of 


every member of the population who must have known non-zero 


probability.  A probability sample can be selected using five 


techniques, namely: 


 


- Simple random sampling which involves selecting the 


sample at random while avoiding bias. 


- Systematic sampling involves the selection of the 


sample at regular intervals from the frame. 


- Stratified random sampling is a modified way of 


random sampling.  Here the population is divided into 


important stratas. 


- Cluster sampling divides the population into groups. 


- Multi-stage sampling takes a series of cluster 


samples from a random sample. 


 


Probability sampling was not used in this study because the 


researcher could not obtain an existing list of all female singers 


who were singing about their own abuse or about the abuse of 
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other people.  The researcher was not in a position to create such 


a list. 


 


Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill  (2000:178) state that the choice of 


sampling technique or techniques is dependent on the researcher 


to estimate statistically the characteristics of the population from a 


sample. This requires probability samples and this is a 


quantitative research method. 


 


A research question and objectives that do not require such 


generalisations can make use of the non-probability sampling 


technique.  This type of method is qualitative in nature. 


 


Non-probability sampling – It sometimes becomes impossible to 


select a sample based on statistics chosen at random.  Non-


probability sampling has a number of techniques based on 


subjective judgement, namely: 


 


- Quota sampling which is similar to probability 


sampling because it tries to represent the total 


population.  It is non-random and is normally used for 


interview surveys. 
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- Convenience and self-selection sampling techniques.  


In this technique the researcher has little control over 


the content and there is no need to obtain a 


representative sample. 


- Purposive sampling and snowball sampling 


techniques do not require specified rules.  These 


techniques depend on the research question and 


objectives.   


 


The purposive or judgemental sampling technique was chosen for 


use in this study because it would enable the researcher to use 


her judgement to select songs that would best enable her to 


answer her research question and meet her objectives.  Rubin  


and Babbie (1989:234) mention that purposive judgement 


methods are often easier and cheaper to use.  Samples for use in 


this study were selected from the following communities:  Mapate, 


Tshimbupfe, Mashau, Makuya, Sinthumule, Tshikonelo, 


Masakona, Masia, Khubvi, Thengwe, Kutama, Ngudza, 


Tshixwadza, Thikundamalema, Maniini, Phiphidi, Nesengani, 


Mashamba, Tshakhuma, Tshivhase, Vondwe, and Mulima.  The 


common songs are:  Tamu tamu mungana ‘Envy, envy my friend’;  


Lufuno lu tuwa na bada ‘Love goes/has gone down the road’;  


Zhakatila ‘Disorder, trouble’; Ro vhofholowa ‘We are free’;  
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Mbuyavhuhadzi  ‘One who returns from the place of  marriage – a 


divorcee’;  Hwala gonyongo u tuwe ‘carry your load and leave’;  


Tshidavhula mananga ‘A bus travelling across the deserts’; and 


Vhakoma rine ri lila ngavho ‘We complain about the headman’.  


The songs for initiation were compiled with a group of women 


from Hamashau at an initiation ceremony.   


 


1.3.2 Scope 


 


The scope of this study was delimitated to cover the use of  folk 


songs or traditional songs sung by females protesting against the 


abusive nature of husbands, mothers-in-law, and sisters-in-law.  


The scope covers some of the ritual songs, occasional songs, 


and work songs which reveal protest or abusive tendencies.   


 


Ritual songs which will be taken into consideration are those sung 


during vhusha, musevhetho and domba ‘all initiation schools for 


girls’.  Malende and Tshigombela songs ‘songs for female dance 


during leisure’ were analysed because they are the main 


occasional songs in the Venda community. Songs which 


accompany pounding and grinding grain, mafhuwe and  davha 


‘communal labour’ will also be included in this study. 
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1.4 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 


 


This study investigated how songs are used by women to expose 


their abuse by men or their in-laws.  It will hopefully create a new 


awareness in men and in-laws, making them realise the need for 


observing the rights of women.  The study will also inform other 


disciplines such as sociology, psychology, and anthropology on the 


issue of women abuse. 


 


The significance of this study lies in highlighting the following: 


 


- Women accountability and use of songs as agents of 


change. 


- Ethical obligations that are binding on the 


perpetrators of oppression. 


- Power relations reflected in the songs used to 


communicate abuse. 


- Publicising the importance of female songs. 
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1.5 DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 


 


Folk songs 


 


The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English defines folk 


songs (1978:430) as ‘music that has grown up among working 


and/or country people as an important part of their way of living and 


belongs to a particular area or that has been made in modern times 


as a copy of this’. 


 


The Encyclopedia Brittanica (vol. 4:861) defines a folk song as a 


song that typically lives in oral tradition, is learned through 


hearing rather than reading, and is disseminated within families 


and restricted social networks’.  These songs worldwide are 


characterized by their close association with the routine activities 


of daily life. 


 


Female songs, being part of folk songs, transmit news, gossip 


and history.  Their functional use is multi dimensional as they 


serve as newspapers and archives of the nation.  This then 


proves that these songs occupy a firm ground in communities.  


Vhavenda women describe their sorrows, hopes, and aspirations 


through their songs. 
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Msomi (1981:19) mentions that music is the medium in which the 


African expresses all his or her feelings and emotions.  It is, 


therefore, appropriate for Vhavenda female singers to use songs 


in the expression of their feelings and emotions when they suffer 


from the abuse imposed on them by their husbands or mothers-


in-law because abuse is fundamentally an emotional issue to both 


culprit and victim. 


 


In this study folk song may be regarded as that special tool which 


is versatile in its use because its characteristic elements are in 


close association with the routine activities of females’ daily lives.  


Having had a look at the word folk song above, it also becomes 


essential to define the word female.  The word ‘female’ calls for 


an examination as well as words such as ‘sex’, ‘gender’ and 


‘women’, which appear to have similar meanings although a close 


examination reveals differences among them. 


 


 Female 


 


The Pocket Oxford Dictionary (1984:270) defines the word female 


as ‘of a sex that can bear offspring or produce eggs’ while The 


Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (1978:402) defines 


the same word as ‘of the sex that gives birth to young’.  
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The two dictionaries thus define the word on the basis of its 


functional use, namely:  reproduction, resulting in the assumption 


of the positioning of women to child bearing and child rearing. 


 


Gender 


 


Gender in this context refers to the biological maleness and 


femaleness of a person.  It is this biological difference which  


brings about power difference between men and  women.    


Femaleness and maleness are viewed in terms of femininity and  


masculinity.  Bepko (1991:69) states that the labels feminine and 


masculine are used to refer to biological gender and to social role.  


Women are supposedly programmed to act instinctively in a 


‘feminine’ way and men in a ‘masculine’ way.  Bepko gives 


Deborah Leupritz’s views on how feminists see gender as 


‘socially constituted not biologically given’.  What society has 


labelled as feminine and masculine have more to do with 


historical, cultural, economic, political, and family role factors than 


with biology.  Magezis (1996:04) reinforces Bepko’s views stating 


that being a woman means that which involves nurturing, wanting 


to take care of others, and being loved for it by them - a kind of 


sensitivity to emotions and being able to talk out problems. 
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It is within these parameters that women sing songs which protest 


against the behaviour of men because Vhavenda men are not 


accustomed to communicate with women.  The word female or 


woman in this study will be used with the meaning referred to in 


Magezis’s definition, namely that of sensitivity to emotions as 


constituted socially and culturally. 


 


Female songs refer to those songs which are mainly composed 


and sung by women or female individual performers for 


appropriate use when the need arises.  Songs to be used in this 


study are those which address the issue of abuse or maltreatment 


that women suffer at the hands of men and mothers-in-law. 


 


Sex 


 


Magezis (1996:04) defines sex as ‘everything which is biological 


about being a woman, including being able to reproduce’.   


 


Culturally Vhavenda women are expected to be reserved and to 


submit themselves to the dominating authority of men.  Benhabib 


and Cornell (1994:117) mentions that the nature of the 


relationship between men and women, is characterized by 


threats:  
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… the very relationships that women perceive as 
essential for the realization of their gender identity 
will characteristically be experienced as a threat to 
the identity of men.  Men will attempt to ward off this 
danger by avoiding intimate relationship or by 
transforming them into ‘relationships’ in which the 
self establishes invulnerability by achieving distance 
from and control over the other. 
 
 


Vhavenda men are bent to exercise power over women.  Their 


women on the other hand react by singing songs as a form of 


escapism.  It is the gender identity which draws a dividing line 


between men and women as well as between their roles. 


 


Abuse 


 


The Pocket Oxford Dictionary (1984:04) defines this word as ‘to 


make bad use of, maltreatment, attack verbally, revile, misuse, 


unjust or corrupt practice, offensive language’. 


 


The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (1978:05) 


defines the word as ‘unkind, cruel or rude words, wrong use, an 


unjust or harmful custom’.  Bepko (1991:72) views the 


maltreatment that females suffer at  the hands of males as 


follows:  ‘life is the highest value for feminine people, whereas 


control is the highest value for masculine people’. 
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When analysing the words of female songs, it is realised  that 


women sing about social values and do not want to be controllers.  


One may say that any kind of abuse is the result of power, power 


in this context as defined by Bepko (1991:71) and as it stands in 


the Websters New World Dictionary as the ability to do, act or 


produce, the ability to control others, authority, sway or influence’.  


This study will align itself to female songs which express different 


themes which describe women abuse.  It will examine the 


mediating role played by female singers, in the abusive 


tendencies which gradually developed in Venda communities 


between husbands and wives, mothers-in-law and daughters-in-


law as a result of their culture and tradition. 


 


Culture is supposed to assume concern for the 
individual’s claim to happiness.  But the social 
antagonisms at the root of culture let it admit this 
claim only in an internalised and rationalized form –  
(Marcuse, 1937:10). 


   


This study thus addressed itself to the nature of relations between 


men and women, the demands and expectations of wives, the 


traditional prerogatives and power of husbands, and the cultural 


beliefs that support individual attitudes or marital inequality. 
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Haralambos and Holborn (1994:03) repeat Kluckhohn’s elegant 


phrase about culture:  ‘Culture is a design for living held by 


members of a particular society’. 


 


In many cultures men practise a traditional type of authority.  Men 


command obedience on the basis of their traditional status which 


they inherited while women are controlled by feelings of loyalty.  


Tradition is defined as:  ‘the passing down of opinions, beliefs, 


practises, customs from the past to the present’. (The Longman 


Dictionary of Contemporary English, 1978:1174). 


 
 


Some of the beliefs and practices of the Vhavenda affect their 


type of marriage.  Traditionally it was believed that men should 


have as many wives as he could afford.  It is within these 


marriages where women were exposed to the treatment of 


Muhadzinga ‘wife who shares husband with another’. 


 


Muhadzinga 


 


The word Muhadzinga is derived from the verb stem – hadzinga 


literally meaning ‘to fry’ Muhadzinga therefore means the one who 


fries, meaning one who ill-treats.  Muhadzinga means a wife who 


shares a husband with another. 
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The co-wife is compared to a process of frying something in hot 


oil or fat, to have the skin burnt.  This shows that traditionally men 


exposed their wives to suffer in the hands of other women.  This 


word has been defined because many female songs for leisure 


refer to this practice.  The proverbs Vhuhadzi ndi nama ya thole 


ya fhufhuma ri a fhunzhela and vhida la musadzi li vhuhadzi ‘at 


the in-laws is like cooking lean meat when it boils over we beat 


the foam’ and ‘a woman’s grave is at her in-laws’ are traditional 


beliefs and practices which have turned into truisms over time, 


used when one has to suffer injustice at the hands of the 


husband, co-wives, and in-laws.  The sufferers who are wives 


generally challenge this practice through singing.   


 


The challenges which are made by female singers will be 


revealed when analysing songs through an approach called an 


ethnography of communication in Chapters 3 and 4 of this study 


because this approach is: 


Directed at the description and understanding of 
communicative behaviour in specific cultural settings, 
it is also directed toward the formulation of concepts 
and theories upon which to build a global meta-
theory of human communication (Saville-Troike, 
1982:02). 


 


Munna means a husband who has paid mamalo ‘bride price’ for 


his wife. 
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Makhadzi refers to a paternal aunt, the father’s biological sister or 


half-sister. 


 


Mazwale refers to the husband’s parents, either the mother or the 


father.  The other meaning refers to wife of one’s son. 


 


Muhalivho refers to sister-in-law.  With its synonym muvhuye ‘the 


one whose bride price was paid by that of her sister-in-law’. 


  


Recapitulation 


 


This introductory chapter has dealt with the identification of the problem, 


the aim of the study and how the data were collected.  Methodology has 


been dealt with.  The importance of language has been briefly 


discussed.   The scope and the significance of the study have been 


given.  Terms have been defined because it is the interpretation of such 


words which gives men the advantage of abusing women.   The notion 


that men have about women and how men socially and culturally accept 


women has been briefly indicated.  The next chapter will deal with a 


review of existing literature in order to provide background information 


that sheds light on the subject under discussion. 
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CHAPTER 2  


 


REVIEW OF LITERATURE 


 


2.0 INTRODUCTION 


 


The main objective of the previous chapter was to examine the 


background of the problem under discussion and to provide 


background information about the topic of this study.  The basis of 


the review of existing literature is to make the researcher and the 


reader of the current study aware of the results and limitations of 


other studies that are closely related to the one being researched.  


It provides a relationship of dialogue in the literature about the 


topic, giving room for filling in gaps, and comparing the results. 


 


The objective of this chapter is to present views on folk songs in 


general.  The views indicate how folk songs and female songs 


have been dealt with from the thematic point of view, as well as 


those views which mainly concern transcribing or merely making 


a compilation of folk songs needed for use on a musical scale.  


The aspect of meaning and communication in folk songs was 


examined as contained in the views.  Problems, which affect 


researchers, was also discussed because it is from this light that 
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the original texts were changed resulting in the omission of 


important words and phrases. 


 


2.1 VIEWS OF RESEARCHERS ON FOLK SONGS 


 


Researchers have always paid close attention to the study of 


songs of the different people of the world.  Although they have 


studied songs of literate and non-literate societies they have 


mostly concerned themselves with songs of non-literate societies.  


In focusing on the views of the different researchers on songs, it 


became imperative to group researchers into four categories for 


the purpose of discussion, namely, researchers of Western origin; 


African male researchers who studied African folk songs; 


researchers of Western origin who studied folk songs of the 


Vhavenda; and women researchers.  The grouping did not 


distinguish between scholars, ethno-musicologists or folklorists.  


All of them were referred to as researchers. 


 


2.1.1 Researchers of Western origin 


 


The above named researchers have studied folk songs of any 


cultural group of people, not necessarily those of the Vhavenda.    


Researchers of Western origin have concentrated on the musical 
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part of the songs rather than on the function and meaning of 


words.  To them a song is a short piece of music with words for 


singing. 


  


Bonny and Savary (1990) share Cooke’s (1990) views, namely of 


relating music or songs with emotions.  Bonny and Savary’s views 


are about the use of music in reaching and exploring  levels of 


human consciousness that are not ordinary.  To them, music is 


used to reveal the state of mind ordinarily used for thinking, 


problem solving, feeling, sensing, remembering, and 


communicating.  They examine the relationship between 


consciousness and music by studying the following three phases 


of inner space exploring: 


 


1) an understanding of non-ordinary levels of consciousness; 


2)  techniques for going beyond ordinary consciousness and;  


3)  suggested exercises for individual and group exploration of 


the frontiers of various levels of consciousness.  (Bonny, 


and Savary, 1990:14). 


  


Techniques for reaching new levels of consciousness have been 


described.  These techniques involve relaxation, concentrating, 


and listening, to suggest musical selections.  This is done with the 
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aim of helping listeners develop self-awareness, clarify personal 


values, relieve blocked-up psychic energy sources, enrich group 


spirit, bring about relaxation, and foster religious experiences. 


 


Cooke’s views contain the fundamental characteristics of music 


as the expression and evocation of emotions.  To him, music is 


the language of emotions, while the analogy between music and 


literature makes use of a language of sounds for the purpose of 


expression. 


 


Cooke (1990) and Blacking (1990:XII) investigate the problem of 


musical communication.  Cooke concentrates on communication 


as realised from the composer’s unconscious to that of the 


listener.  He confines his investigations to Western art-music: 


 


The investigations of musical language are confined 
to Europe since music is an international language 
within a given continent, it is certainly not an inter-
continental language (Cooke, 1990:XII). 


  


Blacking (1990:X-XI) condemns the idea of confining musical 


communication to a group of people.  Percy Grainger (1915), who 


studied music from around the world, revealed that people should 


listen to all kinds of music and be allowed to respond to its beauty 


and spiritual message with their own innate musically and 
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aesthetic preferences, and without the interference of words and 


cultural chauvinism. 


 


Blacking strongly supports the idea of music being the language 


of emotions.  To him emotions and feelings, like musical ideas 


and cultural forms in general, are the results of an intention to 


mean something. Its meaning depends on what message it is 


intended to convey (Blacking, 1990:79).  Clyne’s (1974:53) view 


does not conflict with Blacking’s.  Clyne emphasizes the 


fundamental role of measuring the expression of emotion as a 


form of communication. 


 


Chernoff (1979) and Nettl (1965) analyse folk and traditional 


music from a cultural point of view.  Chernoff discusses the 


aesthetics of social action in an African musical idiom.   In his 


study of music in Africa, he mainly concentrates on rhythm, style, 


and values which he finds to be totally different from Western 


music.  Chernoff discusses basic characteristics of African folk 


songs as being a focus of values and guides in the practical 


philosophies of the people who listen to them. Songs are derived 


from the language, but notes how the communication varies from 


tribe to tribe.  He uncovers that there is a vast difference in the 


understanding of drumming between Africans and Westerners.  
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To Chernoff (1979:154), Africans do not compose their music with 


Westerners in mind as he remarks:  ‘Africans use music to 


mediate their involvement within a community, and a good 


musical performance reveals their orientation towards this crucial  


concern’. 


  


Chernoff, Nettl, Cooke, and Blacking agree that the values of a 


society are integrated into a style of social communication. 


 


Nettl, who studied European folk music, music of Black Africa, 


Latin American folk music, Afro-American folk music and folk 


music in modern North America, mentions that the cultural 


background, the context, and the words of songs indicate the 


integrity of the continent.  A ballad tells a story, usually involving 


one main event. The epic involves several events bound by a 


common theme.  Ceremonial songs revolve around important 


events or stages of development in life:  puberty, birth, marriage, 


and death.  The French have songs to urge a child to eat and to 


teach him or her to count.  These songs accompany rites of 


passage.  There are songs about the seasons – the advent of 


spring, summer and winter solstices, and the equinox.  Work 


songs are common in Eastern countries more than Western 


Europe.  Some songs simply describe the work, but are sung at 
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social gatherings without actually doing anything.  Nettl stresses 


that dance music is one of the main types of folk and ethnic music 


throughout the world.  In the European folk music tradition, 


musical instruments are important. 


 


The Germanic speaking nations also practise folk dancing 


activities.  These are associated with death and religion. There 


are many religious folk songs and carols of various kinds.  Many 


European folk dances have their origin in pre-Christian ritual 


dancing while German ballads are deeply rooted in the medieval 


period.  These ballads contain more rape, seduction and violence 


on the part of the authorities than the English ballads from the 


same period, which  reflect the stormier and less isolated history 


of their country. 


 


The epic songs of Yugoslavia, Finland, and Russia  are  narrative 


poems telling stories.  They are usually sung with a main 


character (usually a national hero) who has many adventures in 


war and love.  The Kalevela has a similar function and 


significance with the Venda praise poem because it praises a 


Khosi ‘traditional leader’ or ‘a hero’. 
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The Russian traditional epic Byliny deals with the events of the 


wars against the Tartans.  The Dumy which is an Ukrainian epic, 


deals with the struggle of the Tartans and Poles in the late Middle 


Ages. 


 


A folk song of the Greeks is the Kalevela song ‘meaning bandits’.  


These songs are about men who fought against the Turks for 


Greek independence.  These songs are similar to those of 


Yugoslavia.  Yugoslavic songs deal with the struggles against the 


Turks and refer to the rulers and the leaders in war. 


 


Nettl studied the music of Black Africa as well and remarks that in 


Africa, music has many uses since it functions as an 


accompaniment to all sorts of activity.  This idea of viewing music 


as an accompaniment to something more important than just 


singing has also been noted by Chernoff. 


 


Both Nettl and Chernoff agree that Africans participate in musical  


life much more than members of Western civilizations do. 


 


In addition, Nettl (1989:171-172) discusses Merriam’s disregard 


for the music of the Basongye ‘musicians of the Congo’ who are 


regarded as being of a low status.  The musicians are said to be 
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heavy drinkers, debtors, unreliable, impotent, adulterers, poor 


marriage risks, and are the butt of many jokes.  Merriam labels 


songs of the Bahutu of Ruwanda-Burundi as songs for drinking 


beer thus as vulgar songs:  This is said to devalue African music.  


Labelling has also been done by Blacking in  referring to Malende 


songs ‘songs for leisure’ as ‘beer songs’.  Black Africans think 


highly of their music.  The Bahutu themselves, for instance 


classify their songs as songs of praise and songs to recount 


historical events.  The same is true for Vhavenda who use 


Malende songs ‘songs for leisure’ to address issues of social ills 


in communities.  Although Blacking refers to Malende songs 


‘songs for leisure’ as ‘beer songs’, he thinks highly of Venda 


songs.  However, these are not beer songs as such. 


 


Meyer (1990) was influenced by the diversity and complexity of 


Twentieth Century modes of thought and the need for an 


understanding of how attitudes, information, and ideas take place 


when judging their views.  He thus analyses meaning and 


examines the process by which ideas are communicated.  This 


process has attracted many scholars in other fields such as 


philosophy, psychology, sociology, and anthropology.   
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Like Chernoff, Nettl, Blacking, and Meyer discusses the problem 


of musical meaning and its communication and that it has 


become of particular interest for several reasons.  Within a 


cultural context, Meyer’s analyses agrees with those of Bonny, 


Savary and Cooke. Meyer describes the nature of emotional and 


intellectual meanings, their interrelationship, and the conditions 


which give rise to them.  Meyer (1990:01) gives prominence to 


the aspect of singing: 


 
Composers and performers of all cultures, theories of 
diverse schools and styles, aestheticians and critics 
of many different persuasion are all agreed that this 
meaning is somehow communicated to both 
participants and listeners. 


  


The meaning and communication of Tshivenda female songs will 


be analysed in Chapters 3 and 4 of this study indicating how 


abuse is expressed. 


 


Burrows, (1990) surveys the involvement and participation of 


human activities involving sound, and music.  He offers a 


proactive thesis about the relationship between sound, speech, 


and music by using the following explanatory schemes:  First, the 


notion of  radiation around a centre entailed as in speech or as in 


music.  Second, the notion of force or resistance between the self 


and others.  Lastly, the notion of human action enclosed in body, 
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mind, and soul.  He also examines the conflict that occurs as a 


result of musical instrument, verbal, as well as notational and 


gestural representation of music.  He comments about words in a 


song as follows: 


 


Certainly some verbal purposes are served by 
singing.  There is a literature of indoctrination and 
persuation illustrated by love songs and songs of 
worship.  Some messages achieve a kind of 
penetration of the listener’s defences when sung and 
a perfusion of his awareness that speech alone 
cannot bring about (Burrows, 1990:79). 
 
 


Burrows states that discussions of texts are easier to write and 


more entertaining to read than analyses of music.  Burrows  


(1990:79) thus emphasises the value of words by stating:  ‘When 


singing without words, we feel impotent and incomplete as though 


deprived of the use of our hands’. 


 


To Burrows, text and music converge.  This convergence 


exposes gaps between words that flow through music in song.  


This permeation of words causes a major gap between the singer 


and the listener.  Music obstructs the message causing other 


gaps between fixity and flow, between performers and listeners.  


Meyer in turn analyses emotion and meaning in terms of musical 


texts and its grammar and not on verbal statements and has thus 


laid the groundwork for an exhaustive study of the basic problem 
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of music theory and aesthetics, the relationship between pattern 


and meaning. 


 


Cook (1990) and Burrows (1990) are both concerned about words 


and music.  Cook outlines the difference between how people 


think or talk about music and how they experience it.  According 


to Cook, both theorists and ordinary people who listen to songs 


have doubts about the incompatibility between words and music.  


This incompatibility was also the concern of Burrows.  Cook gives 


the following explationation of listeners’ experience in a musical 


performance: 


 
People who go to concerts must sometimes be upset 
by the lack of correspondence between the manner 
in which they experience a piece of music and the 
manner in which it is described (Cook, 1990:01). 


 


Cooke, Burrows, Cook, and Meyer have pondered what it 


properly means to comprehend music.  Meyer’s statement that 


‘neither memorization nor performance necessarily entails 


understanding…’  It is possible to read, memorize and perform 


music that one does not really understand (Meyer, 1967:291).  


Cook adds:  ‘and to compose, listen to, and write about it too!’  


(Cook, 1990:185).  Blacking describes understanding music as  


‘too deeply concerned with human feelings and experiences in 
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society… for it to be subject to arbitrary rules, like the rules of 


games’  (Blacking, 1973:X). 


   


This study has tried to bring together the correspondence 


between text(s), singer(s), and listener(s).  The study has looked 


at some discrepancies between the listener’s musical experience 


and the way those experiences are explained by researchers and 


theorists as well. 


 


Rycroft (1947) promoted African music by organizing courses, 


concerts, festivals, and exhibitions.  He compared the acoustical 


behaviour of the African bow with that of the Jewish trump and is 


regarded as the first musicologist to transcribe the characteristic 


call – response pattern of much African music on to a five-line 


scale.  Blacking (1967) followed suit and transcribed Venda 


children’s songs onto a five-line scale. 


 


Western ethnomusicologists and researchers of folk songs have 


usually tried to find more adequate methods of classifying folk 


tunes with the aim of classifying such tunes or grouping them. 


The methods used have covered both Western songs and songs 


of Black Africa because the tunes, rhythms, and style of the two 


domains of music differ.  Cook, Chernoff, Bonny, Savary, and 
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Burrows expressed their views on folk songs from a musical point 


of view by commenting on rhythm, tone, beats, and the effects 


music has on the performers and listeners.   


 


Of most importance, however, is that the elements of either verbal 


statements or music have different significance in different 


cultural contexts. 


 


Although tunes of folk songs of Westerners and those of Africans 


may be different, the themes are usually the same.  For example, 


the theme of the most famous Western ballads is jealousy.  The 


same theme is found among the folk songs of the Vhavenda.  


Although some researchers have made positive comments on 


African folk songs (because of stories and sounds of instruments 


which go with them), some misunderstandings have occurred.  


Nettl concludes that the he-he! or the ho-ho! in the songs of the 


Blackfoot people are meaningless syllables.  To an African or an 


Indian, the use of idiophones cannot be described as 


meaningless.  This compares well with the use of ah! oh! or 


halleluja! in Western songs. 
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From Bonny and Savary’s views it is evident that female singers 


are able to generate a high level of emotional intensity and 


understanding.  They see new ways of looking at a problem, an 


idea, and people.  Their songs seem to induce empathy with 


others and unify people. 


  


2.1.2 African male researchers who studied African folk songs 


 


Nketia (1988), Kgobe (1985), Amaoku (1984), and Fiagbedzi 


(1984) cited in Jackson (1985) remark that most Western 


researchers have never made a consistent effort to view African 


music from a perspective devoid of Western thought and 


philosophy. African folk songs should never be scrutinized within 


the confines of Western theories. African folk songs should be 


viewed within the context of a traditional African life style, for it is 


this life style that gives these songs meaning, as Nketia (1988:36) 


avers: 


 


When one examines the texts of such songs, one 
understands why this is so, for they are not only 
songs of joy, but also songs in which references may 
be made to the duties and expectations of 
motherhood. 


 


Kgobe and Nketia classify African folk songs according to 


significance, focusing on themes when categorizing these songs.  
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Fiagbedzi, like Kgobe, and Nketia, mentions that African folk 


songs are a symbol of political, social, and cultural freedom.  


These male researchers have not dwelled on the issue of songs 


expressing women abuse, not because they disregard such 


songs but as African men they have ignored the issue of abuse. 


 


2.1.3 Researchers of Western origin who studied folk songs of the 


Vhavenda 


 


Blacking (1962, 1964, 1967, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1973, 1976, 1980, 


1981, 1983, 1985, 1990), Van Tonder (1986), Van Warmelo 


(1932), and Stayt (1931) have studied folk songs of the 


Vhavenda. Being a prominent ethnomusicologist, Blacking has 


made a meaningful contribution to documenting the history of 


ethno-musical thought.  The basis of his study was to find 


similarities of Vhavenda music with that of  Westerners.  Blacking 


used a similar approach as applied by Chernoff, their findings 


reveal that Western music is totally different from African music.  


Blacking did not find any resemblance between the two domains 


of music, but experienced different feelings from those he derived 


from Western music.  Blacking (1973:30) remarks that Vhavenda 


folk music, like any African music, is too complex to be judged by 


European standards.  He states: 
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To describe these differently organised patterns of 
sound as the same sonic objects, simply because 
they sound the same would be grossly misleading.  
Even to recognise the way in which the sounds are 
produced and to describe some of them as examples 
of polyrhythmic would be inadequate in the context of 
Venda music.  They should be described first in 
terms of cognitive and behavioural processes that 
belong to the pattern of Venda culture. 


 


At first Blacking opposed Grainger’s view that the repeated beats 


of folk music were caused by poor performance.  He believed that 


there was something natural about them.  Blacking thought that 


the repeated beats were irregular rhythms which were meant to 


represent culture rather than nature.  Later, however he agreed 


with Grainger by stating that some irregular rhythms expressed 


the harmony of human nature.  Lomax (1968) takes rhythm for 


granted, but to him musical ideas originate from social and 


cultural contexts while Blacking has stressed that folk songs and 


dances are a form of ritual communication which enhances co-


operation of the emotions and the senses.  He also reveals how 


songs are modelled on social life and cultural forms of the 


Vhavenda. 


 


Blacking and Grainger assert that role distinctions between 


composer, performer and listener are consequences of the 


division of labour in societies.  The role distinction influences the 
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performances of songs and dances, revealing the principal aim of 


songs as communication. 


 


Langer and Blacking mention that music, as a metaphor of 


feeling, reveals the truth that language cannot approach.  African 


scholars’ understanding of folk songs is focused on language.  


Musicians are able to direct the message intended to everyone, 


even those who do not appreciate music.  To Africans, language 


completes it all because without words listeners will be left with 


nothing after a performance.  Words are, therefore, used to 


augment a performance.  Blacking observes that in Irish 


traditional music, there are songs that tell a story and songs with 


words that express emotion about a story.  To him, words in a 


song among the Vhavenda do not have to tell a story. This is 


another misconception.  Dlamini (1995), Kgobe (1985), Mafenya 


(1988), and Rabothata (1988 and 1991), being African 


researchers, strongly agree that words of folk songs tell a story. 


 


Blacking’s realization about songs in the South African 


Independent Churches becomes an ethnographic support 


because songs are used as being culture-specific and depend on 


context.  Strauss argues about the ethnographic evidence, stating 


that neither words nor music is supreme and can never really be 
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placed on equal terms.  This study is however, not trying to 


reconcile or show any correspondence between words and music 


but endeavours to show that words are used by female singers to 


reveal their stories and emotions as they sing on different 


occasions. 


 


Like Blacking who set children’s songs on a musical scale, Van 


Tonder placed female songs for Matangwa, Tshigombela, 


Tshifase and Malende ‘female dances’ on a musical scale, and 


based on styles and patterns made by the legs of the dancers. 


 


Van Tonder (1986) discussed the unique situation wherein each 


dance is performed.  Like Blacking, she does not pursue the issue 


of the significance of female songs.  Blacking’s analysis of music 


performed in the Venda community covers the times of the year 


when such songs and dances are performed but does not 


analyse the underlying messages within the songs.  Van Warmelo 


(1932) compiled songs for vhusha ‘initiation for mature girls’, 


songs for domba ‘final initiation for mature boys and girls’, songs 


for malombo ‘possession dance’, and songs for matangwa 


‘female dance’.  Stayt (1931) did not only compile songs the way 


Van Warmelo did but he analysed a song about the snuff taboo.  


The song Fola li na mulandu na? ‘Is there an offence in asking for 
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a pinch of snuff’?’:  The story behind the song is about a woman 


who asked for a pinch of snuff from a man.  The man gave that 


woman the snuff and at the end had sexual intercourse with the 


unwilling woman.  The woman could not believe what had 


happened but realised she had been taken advantage of.  She, 


therefore, sang a song as a way of warning other women not to 


ask snuff from strangers.  She was also telling other women how 


men take advantage of a situation.   Culturally a woman cannot 


ask for a pinch of snuff from a man but men are allowed to 


engage in this practice.  A woman who disregards this cultural 


practice is regarded as exhibiting unbecoming  behaviour.  Such 


a woman would not be taken as abused in the case of any 


eventuality.  On the other hand, a woman may take offence at the 


nature of her treatment since she would not see anything wrong 


with a request for snuff.  Although Stayt did mention the 


circumstances surrounding the composition of the song in 


question, he did not touch on how the whole situation affected the 


woman.  Van Warmelo related every vhusha or murundu song 


‘initiation for mature girls as well as those for boys’ with every 


activity done during initiation. 


 


This study does not mainly relate songs to occasions but reveals 


the message within the given song as used in context. 
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2.1.4 Women Researchers 


 


Views of black and white women researchers who based their 


research on African folk songs will be given hereunder. 


 


Mafenya (1988) and Dlamini (1995) are of the opinion that 


females still live in a male dominated society with a culture where 


women have no prominent position in their communities.  They 


have revealed that women are not satisfied with the treatment 


since they are deprived of their rights as human beings.  They 


have nowhere to take their grievances to so they channel them 


into their songs.  Chipasula and Chipasula (1995) confirm 


Dlamini’s and Mafenya’s views.  To them African women have 


composed songs which tell the history of their people, expressing 


their concerns, both political and personal. 


 


Urdang(1989) describes the power of dance which goes hand in 


hand with singing. This supports Djedje’s views in Jackson(1985) 


about the music and poetry of the Tuareg. The power of songs as 


described by Urdang has found its way into many settings in 


Mozambique. Women danced when they suffered brutality under 


the Portuguese colonialists. They danced during the struggle of 


the war and they danced in victory. They sung their determination 
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to rid the country of the armed bandits.  Her work is both 


immediate and analytical, closely focused, and wide ranging.  She 


paints a devastating picture of the difficulties posed by under 


development, traditional gender attitudes, and divisions of labour 


but the women still danced. 


 


Jackson (1985), cites Djedje and Jules-Rosette’s views which 


reveal that the colonizers abused African music by giving 


generalized works which briefly made mention of the music types 


performed by women and that there are only a few writings 


concerning the role of women in music in their societies.  These 


authors are concerned about the influences of Islamic culture on 


issues of abuse.  As a result of this influence, women are 


excluded from many activities in their societies and African music 


is resultantly influenced. 


 


This concern also becomes the main reason why Vhavenda 


traditional songs are being dominated by the music of other 


cultures.  This results in the traditional music becoming stagnant 


and gradually being relegated to the dump heap. 


 


Jules-Rosette, Mafenya and Rabothata mention that the content 


of songs is intended to teach people about their moral and 
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spiritual obligations.  Didactic singing defines and strengthens 


community needs.  Jules-Rosette has concentrated on apostolic 


songs while Rabothata and Mafenya have focussed on folk songs 


of the Vhavenda in general and female songs in particular. 


 


Jules-Rosette, in turn, has pointed out that the medium of song 


removes conflicts from the immediate political and judicial domain 


of the church.  What is true in congregations is also true in 


communities, as mentioned by Rabothata, when she describes 


the political nature of folk songs.  Besides the content and use of 


songs in apostolic churches and the performance of malombo 


‘possession dance’ and malende ‘dance for leisure’, the use of 


songs for religious purposes is the same.  During chanting, the 


rhythmic shape of the song is transformed as worshippers 


increasingly emphasize the strongly accented beats as Chernoff 


(1979:111-112) explains:  ‘The effect resembles the intensification 


of drumming in customary African trance-dance performances’. 


 


Rabothata (1991) and Mafenya (1988) mention that Vhavenda 


women resort to singing as a way of entertainment during 


functions.  However, the messages sent to the men are frequently  


taken for granted by the men because they disregard women.  


Rabothata and Mafenya stress that female songs used in 
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initiation schools are used to teach mature girls sex education.  


To them the educational significance of female songs cannot be 


ignored because songs for initiation contain a wealth of 


information concerning adult behaviour.  They condemn the 


missionaries of Western origin who regarded folk songs as a sign 


of heathenism.  In contrast the present study emphasizes the 


contextual use of songs of protest and songs of derision sung by 


women admonishing the behaviour of their in-laws, co-wives, men 


or husbands.  These songs may be regarded as ‘archives’ 


because they preserve the matrix of culture, as (Chernoff, 


1979:112) mentions:  ‘folk songs are used as oral documents by 


students of African history and philosophy as well as by students 


of social philosophy’. 


 


2.2 TRANSLATION AND TRANSCRIPTION OF FOLK SONGS 


 


Translation and transcription of folk songs are included in this 


study because folk songs are mainly obtained from primary 


sources.  It thus becomes imperative for the student of folk songs 


to know song texts which were acquired orally and then recorded 


in writing.  A student who does not understand the African 


language of the songs in question, gets translators to assist him 


or her by translating and transcribing the given information.  It is 
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during this process where messages may either be changed or 


misinterpreted.  The problems which are caused by the process 


are discussed in this sub-section. 


 


The Pocket Oxford Dictionary (1984:808-801) defines the word 


translate as ‘to express the sense of the word or text in another 


language or plainer words’. 


 


It is the use of plainer words which may change the meaning of a 


text.  Transcription is defined, in the same dictionary, as ‘to copy 


out, reproduce in ordinary writing.  Musically, it refers to adapting 


the composition for voice or instrument other than for which it was 


originally written’. 


 


Grainger transcribed folk songs with the aim of collecting the 


world’s music in order to make it available to the world.  African 


scholars transcribed and analysed folk songs as a way of 


revealing the underlying meaning and the reasons why songs are 


used during many occasions. 


 


Blacking and Stayt transcribed the lyrics of Tshivenda folk songs 


musically while Mafenya and Rabothata concentrated on 


transcribing folk songs from oral form into written texts using 
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language.  The whole process of translation and transcription of 


folk songs from oral form into a written one involves a shift of 


messages as this process goes from one person to the other.  


Meetings between male researchers and male interpreters may 


give rise to problems when information is drawn from female 


informants especially if the researcher is a Westerner.  Culturally, 


Vhavenda women feel that there is a point they cannot go beyond 


when revealing sensitive information to male researchers.  These 


women feel that there are some issues which are personal and 


sacred, hence the use of metaphorical language in their songs.  


Djedje, Dlamini, Mafenya and Rabothata, being African women 


researchers, could thus extract unaltered female perspectives 


from primary sources.  The same applies to male African 


researchers when drawing information from male informants.  The 


method of data collection used by people of the opposite sex is 


thus questionable because it does not give the best results.  


Many songs have different versions, where important words are 


omitted in some renderings.  The idea of woman to woman or 


man to man in data collection in this regard should not be seen as 


a sexest idea because once some of the words are omitted for 


whatever reason, the meaning and purpose of the song changes.  


For instance, if words were omitted because they were regarded 


as being obscene and replaced by others, the issue of the song 
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expressing sexual or verbal abuse will be difficult to identify. This 


does not affect songs per se, but folklore as a whole.  Blacking 


(1967:50) translated malende songs into English as ‘beer songs’ 


because he was made to understand them as such by his male 


Western and African translators.  This labelling of female songs 


devalues these types of songs.  Men take it for granted that 


women are singing because they are drunk or may be are asking 


for more beer. 


 


Blacking, Van Warmelo, and Stayt used men as translators for 


various reasons.  First for the fact that they were initiated men, 


thus suggesting that they were adult members in Venda society.  


Second, because the assistants were shown to be well chosen 


due to the fact that they were able to communicate with both the 


informants (in any Venda dialect they spoke) and the researcher 


(Stayt, 1931:XI). 


 


Blacking’s, Stayt’s, and Van Warmelo’s assistants were S M 


Dzivhani, M M Sinthumule, and W M D Phophi, respectively.  The 


researchers whose work excluded analysis and interpretations 


created a barrier for other subsequent researchers: 


 


Only this would ensure that the subsequent 
researchers could have access to uninterpreted 
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neutral data which they could analyse from a specific 
perspective. In this manner the primary data allowed 
a range of interpretations which would be prevented 
if he, as initial collector, already placed the 
information into a particular form by analysing it from 
one specific theoretical point of view (Jeannerat, 
1997:31). 


 


Van Warmelo (1932:04) realised the importance of getting the 


exact words, not the translator’s interpretation by stating: 


 


… their [the interviewees’] exact words should be 
written down as completely and with as little change 
as possible.  Don’t interrupt them till they have 
finished talking, then ask more questions.  Put down 
everything they say, especially what you do not 
understand, and get the meaning afterwards. 


 


Misunderstandings and misinterpretations occur during 


translations.  Jeannerat for instance, was wrongly informed by a 


male informant who stated that no young woman can come out of 


a domba ‘final initiation for mature boys and girls’ without having 


engaged in a sexual relationship (Jeannerat, 1997:53). 


 


Those male perpetrators took advantage of the innocence of the 


initiates about the rules of the ceremony and abused them.  Such 


perpetrators might have engaged in such activities behind the 


backs of the senior women because women expect all initiates to 


qualify from the ceremony as virgins, hence the inspection of the 
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initiates’ womanhood on the last day of the ceremony and also 


the giving of awards while singing the following song: 


 


Tshi mukuloni wa khomba 
Chorus-Hee!  Hee!  Ahuwee! 
Tsho da tsho tunama hani? 
 
‘It is on the initiate’s neck 
Chorus Ah!  Ah! Ah! 
Why is it upside down?’ 


 


The words Tsho da tsho tunama hani ‘why is it upside down’ 


indicate the concern of the elderly women who have just 


discovered that the initiate has deflowered herself.  Tshi mukuloni 


wa khomba ‘It is on the neck of the initiate’ refers to the virginal 


membrane which has been raptured. 


 


In additions some male researchers attach labels to women when 


conducting interviews. Kodish (1987:573) has recognized the 


existence of labelling and stated that male collectors appear as 


magical outsiders, folk tale heroes initiating and re-establishing 


values.  Female informants appear as passive vehicles, unwitting 


receptacles of knowledge, silent, unspeaking, to be wooed, and 


won into speech.    In this instance the process of collecting folk 


songs resembles the awakening of a sleeping beauty. 
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The idea of labelling women as being passive jeopardizes the 


process because one cannot extract information from a passive 


person because such a person is not active and offers no 


opposition.  It is impossible for a researcher to get correct 


answers from a submissive person.  However, the researcher is 


of the opinion that the male researchers or interpreters who 


labelled women as being passive confused kindness with 


foolishness. 


 


Transcribing folk songs is extremely difficult because singers 


cannot simply hand over lyrics to the transcriber.  The transcriber 


should either capture the words using a tape recorder or pick 


them up as the song is being sung.  Transcription of folk songs is 


difficult because singing includes dancing as Blacking (1990:XI) 


remarks: 


 


I have come increasingly to doubt the merits of 
printing transcriptions of music of different cultural 
traditions without accompanying recordings that 
reveal their incompleteness, transcriptions can too 
easily be divorced from the reality of performance in 
context, and the structure and meaning of the music 
that they portray can be grossly distorted in the 
cause of some academic enterprise.   


 


Jeannerat commends Blacking’s fieldwork by remarking that 


Blacking’s fieldwork method was fundamentally shaped by 
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listening as a method.  He recorded all songs and dances 


performed during female ceremonies, as well as other musical 


events among the Vhavenda people.  The ability to transcribe 


the text, dance steps, melodies, and rhythms of these songs 


and dances fundamentally relied on Blacking’s ability to listen 


attentively.  ‘He was listening in a context where the visual 


effect of the event could grant an additional avenue to 


understanding removed’ (Jeannerat, 1997:37-38). 


 


Problems encountered during translations affect the writing out 


of lyrics either when using words or setting songs on a musical 


scale.  Blacking, Grainger, Strauss, and Clemens Krauss 


expose the problem of song text in terms of the problem of 


words and music by writing:  ‘Combining words and music is 


not just a matter of, uniting text and melody in an agreeable 


harmony.  (Blacking, 1990:84)’. 


 


Although female songs in this study will not be set on a 


musical scale, their transcriptions into lyrics should be seen 


from the same light as observed by Blacking who further 


guides those who will engage themselves in transcribing folk 


songs.  He believes that transcribers should ensure that 


transcriptions of the music represent what is intended by the 
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performers and that performances of the same song by the 


same performer may differ because of errors or because there 


is more than one acceptable version of the song.  Songs have 


different versions because of different performers with different 


abilities.  Also, in their creativeness performers often add as 


many lyrics as possible during a performance.  Transcribers 


should write down the interviewee’s words without alterations 


because it is from the transcribed lyrics that readers, scholars, 


and critics will get the necessary information to read and 


analyse. 


 


Jeannerat identified the method Blacking used when he was  


collecting songs and termed it listening as a method.  The 


author of this study used the same method.  The lyrics of 


female songs which express abuse will be used throughout 


this study.  The transcribed texts cannot be identical because 


songs differ from region to region and performer to performer 


because performers have a tendency of adding phrases to suit 


a context for which the song is sung.  The researcher should, 


therefore, use all methods of translation until the real meaning 


is understood, as observed by Herndon and McLeod 


(1980:153): 
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One pattern of translation is, first, a word-by-word 
translation in order to preserve the grammatical 
order, followed by a free or literary translation.  The 
end of the translation of short songs should be 
followed by a statement concerning the meaning of 
the entire song, plus any special reference 
necessary. 


 


From the views given above, it is evident that most male researchers of 


any colour or creed have evaded the issue of songs as a way of 


expressing abuse but their female counterparts, Mafenya, Rabothata, 


Dlamini, Urdang, Djedje, Jule-Rosette, Chipasula, and Chipasula, have 


detected it and indicated that abuse has always been expressed 


through songs. 


 


Recapitulation 


 


This chapter has revealed the different views of researchers on folk 


songs.  The views were given according to how researchers have 


approached their studies.  Gaps exist between African and Western 


researchers in the understanding of folk songs. 


 


African researchers can be said to have contextually explored, in depth, 


the importance of folk songs in African communities, while Western 


researchers have explored correlations and patterns of change between 


folk songs from people around the world, and diversities and changes 


that can be of considerable importance.  The views of African 
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researchers as compared to those researchers of Western origin, lead 


into description and comparison of whatever may characterize 


relationships as used in contexts, and not musical contexts in this 


regard. 


 


All in all, Western researchers studied African songs with the aim of 


finding resemblances of the two domains of music.  African researchers 


studied their songs for meaning and significance.  The most striking 


view is the interrelatedness of meaning and communication which is 


culturally bound together in an inseparable coherence.  The general 


view points out that folk songs are a language of emotions because 


most of the researchers have studied folk songs for their meaning while 


they have always attempted to reveal their communicativeness either 


through words or music.  Female researchers frequently comment on 


folk songs.  In the rest of this study the issue of translation and 


transcription of the lyrics from oral sources into written texts was 


examined and it was found that it affects the texts directly because 


some words are either changed or omitted in the process.  Certain 


researchers have revealed that very little research has been done on 


female songs.  This is indicative of the fact that much more research 


needs to be done on female songs.  The next chapter will deal with the 


contextual use of female songs. 
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CHAPTER 3 


 


THE ROLE OF SOCIO-CULTURAL CONTEXT IN PERFORMING AND 


UNDERSTANDING FEMALE SONGS 


 


3.0 INTRODUCTION 


 


The objective of the previous chapter was to review literature 


according to the work done by a number of researchers.  The 


views of researchers of Western origin, African researchers, male 


and female, were given which revealed similarities and 


differences.  It has been revealed that folk songs have always 


been used for specific reasons.  The findings revealed that 


researchers of Western origin linked folk songs to emotions as 


revealed either through words or music while African male 


researchers tended to show the relationship between occasions 


and folk songs, commending that occasions cannot be complete 


without folk songs.  African women researchers expressed that 


discontentment has always been expressed through folk songs.  


It is interesting to note that both African and Western male 


researchers tended not to notice the discontentment expressed in 


songs. 
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This chapter aims at discussing how female songs serve as a 


communicative vehicle and how context plays a role in performing 


and understanding female songs which express abuse.  It will 


also clarify a singer’s experiences and how such experiences are 


made known to others.  Singers are in a way reflecting on their 


experiences.  Reflection is seen as an important part of the 


singing practice.  The chapter will analyse and try to understand a 


singer’s experiences.  It will also endeavour to reveal out why she 


was acting or singing in a particular way and what was it that 


made her sing the songs she chose.  This analysis will be based 


on how singers deal with matters with regard to their practical 


requirements or consequences and how the socio-cultural factors 


are woven into a song which expresses abuse. 


 


3.1 Context 


 


The word context is defined according to ethnography of 


communication as: 


 


‘To explain the nature of the discourse in which a 
comment occurs in terms of its historical, social and 
political background’.  (Gray, 1994:71). 


 


The primary purpose of using the ethnography of communication 


in this study is to guide the analysis of song texts about ways in 
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which social meaning is conveyed.  This mode of inquiry will only 


be possible if looked at into in a context.  The largest context 


which will be referred to in this study is the Venda speech 


community.   


 
3.2 Speech community 


Speech community is taken as a surrogate for all 
forms of language, including writing, song speech 
derived whistling, drumming, horn calling and the 
like.  Speech community is a necessary, primary 
term in that it postulates the basis of description as a 
social, rather than a linguistic entity (Hymes, 
1972:53-54). 


 


It can be a community speaking the same language or groups 


within the same language but in terms of sex, age, occupation, 


church or whatever group women form. 


 


The Venda speech community will be defined as a way in which 


community members have set rules for how they communicate.  


Within the same language different groups of people have 


different set rules for how they communicate.   


 


The musanda community for instance ‘the chief’s community’ has 


its way of speaking.  The words used within this community are 


highly metaphorical e.g. vhutoko ‘cow dung’, vhuredzi 


‘slipperiness’.  The ordinary people speak of cow dung while 
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those staying at the chief’s palace call it vhuredzi slipperiness 


because of its smoothness like polish.  This is also another 


speech community in Venda.  Age has also an influence on how 


people speak or sing.  Utterances can only be understood if the 


meaning is analysed within a speech community.  Saville-Troike 


(1982:17) gave many definitions of speech community as defined 


by many scholars as: 


 


Shared language use (Lyons 1970), frequency of 
interaction by a group of people (Bloomfield 1933, 
Hockett 1958, Gumperz 1962) shared rules of 
speaking and interpretations of speech performance  
(Hymes 1972), shared attitudes and values regarding 
language forms and use (Labor 1972) and shared 
presuppositions with regard to speech (Sherzer 
1975). 


 


Women in their speech community prefer to speak indirectly while 


addressing delicate topics or as a way of avoiding children, 


husbands and in-laws from understanding the discussions when it 


comes to singing, they form a speech community too. 


 


There are set rules that women apply for singing because 


Vhavenda themselves regard singing as a mode of speech.   This  


study deals with shared rules of singing and interpretations of 


female songs which express abuse as sung within different 


contexts in the different Venda speech communities. 
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The use of female songs in a speech community can be seen as 


a community sharing a rule for conduct and interpretation of 


abusive tendencies.  Women as a speech community can also 


differ according to these groups.  On the whole, Vhavenda 


women sing for other speech communities within a broader 


Venda speech community.  Within all Venda speech communities 


described above, singing, whistling and drumming are forms of 


communication.  Singers cannot openly express issues of abuse 


by means of verbal statements but such issues are addressed 


through songs.  Female songs can be said to fall under the 


context of utterance because they are sung during particular 


situations and for particular purposes as evidenced in the 


following extract: 


 


In certain situations, the utterance that is produced 
(as a token of a particular type) is very highly 
determined by factors which we may describe loosely 
for a moment as contextual (Lyons, 1977:670). 


 


According to Vhavenda, elderly people are not supposed to 


discuss issues which affect elders, in the presence of young 


people.  Women have skilful control of words which come 


naturally in speaking or singing situations.  The Venda saying hu 


na makole ‘there are clouds in the sky’ is a reminder to the 


speaker that certain words should not be used because there is a 
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group which should not share the information.  The use of words 


in singing is referred to as communicative competence. 


 


3.2.1 Communicative competence 


 


The objective of this sub-section is to show how women use 


songs as a means of communication.  Factors which contextually 


affect communication are best described in terms of 


communicative competence as: 


 


The knowing of not only the language code, but also 
what to say, to whom, and how to say it appropriately 
in a given situation.  Communicative competence 
extends to both knowledge and expectation of who 
may or may not speak in certain settings, when to 
speak and when to remain silent, whom one may 
speak to, how one may talk to persons of different 
statuses and roles, what appropriate non-verbal 
behaviours are in various contexts, what the routines 
for turn taking are in conversation, how to ask for and 
give information, how to request, how to offer or 
decline assistance or co-operation, how to give 
commands, how to enforce discipline and the like – 
in short, everything involving the use of language and 
other communicative dimensions in particular social 
settings (Saville-Troike, 1982:22-23).  


 


Lyons (1977:573) supplies the definition of communicative 


competence by Hymes (1972) as ‘to cover a person’s knowledge 


and ability to use all the semiotic systems available to him as a 


member of a given socio-cultural community’. 
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Communicative competence with regard to Tshivenda can be 


defined as the ability to speak or sing intelligently using enough 


words to be able to communicate within a speech community.  


Both men and women discuss the same things, the most popular 


being sex, personal appearance and habits.  The difference 


between men and women is that women go for describing the 


details while men usually do not disclose very intimate issues.  


Although women describe the details, they have a way of using 


words and phrases only understood by them.  It is from this 


perspective that women prefer to manipulate words so that 


people belonging to a different speech community may have 


difficulty in understanding what is being discussed.  The same 


applies to boys and girls.  The literate community usually uses 


English words and songs while the illiterate community  


manipulates Tshivenda words.  For instance, language used 


during initiation cannot be understood by the uninitiated.  The 


initiated, therefore, form another speech community.  For a 


person to be part of the musanda ‘royal palaces’ speech 


community one must have stayed there, as Briggs and Bauman 


(1992), Eggins and Martin (1997) agree with Bakhtin’s view 


(1986:60), they mention that speech genres reflect the specific 


conditions and goals of their site of production and reception. 
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It is interesting to note that within the context of Tshivenda 


speech community there are other speech communities 


determined by age, sex or roles.  In this study where 


communicative competence has been applied in the study of 


songs, it will be identified and explained.  This involves ideas as 


to who may or may not sing in certain settings, when to sing and 


when to remain silent, how one may address a song to persons of 


different statuses, how to give commands and how to enforce 


discipline.  The song tsimu yavho ‘your field’ will be taken as an 


example.  Part of this song which states I do fhela ngani vho sala 


vho dzula vhomakhadzi? ‘Aunt, how will we complete the work 


when you did not assist?’  is only sung when somebody who does 


not join the group in communal work is around.  When that person 


is not in their midst the singers only sing the part which says i do 


fhela ‘it will be completed’.  Singers may easily code switch by 


singing an indirect message.  Directness and indirectness as a 


way of speaking and singing are characteristic of Vhavenda 


women.  All these elements of speaking and singing are referred 


to as communicative competence. 
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3.2.1.1 Directness as communicative competence strategy 


 


The main objective of discussing directness as an element of 


communicative competence is to reveal that singers sometimes 


find themselves in situations where they can openly express their 


feelings, especially if the singer is working alone or while she is in 


the company of fellow women during the initiation of mature girls.  


This message is said to be direct if it is easily understandable, 


having used everyday language in its literal form without figures 


of speech.  Such messages do not include idioms and proverbs.  


Ritual songs, especially for the initiation of mature girls, are used 


directly.  For example, the songs Lunya ndi mavhulaise 


‘stubbornness is punishable’ and Tswukamavhele i a ndidza 


‘kneading of breasts makes me cry’ are used directly because 


they are sung while an initiate is made to perform painful 


exercises as a way of reminding her of her disobedience before 


she was admitted to the initiation.  Although the message is 


direct, the singer also makes use of an insinuation by using the 


first person as in the i a ndidza  ‘it makes me cry’.  This statement 


sounds as though it is the singer who is crying when they knead 


her breasts yet the song is directed at the initiate who is the third 


person.  The initiate who is abused understands that the song is 


directed at her but she cannot retaliate because of cultural 
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constrains.  Through direct language the singer is trying to think 


aloud about her experiences or she wants those around her to 


know that all women are usually abused. 


 


3.2.1.2 Indirectness as communicative competence strategy 


 


This sub-section is discussed because it forms the basis of how 


women communicate especially if they are discussing female 


issues in the presence of men or in-laws.  There are various ways 


of giving information.  A statement, a frown, a wink or a nod can 


convey a direct as well as an indirect message.  The use of 


idiomatic expressions and proverbs usually sends an indirect 


message to the listener who is not well conversant with the 


language. 


 


This skilful control of words is highly valued among blacks yet 


there is no formal training in this art.  It comes naturally with 


immersed understanding of the language.  Blacks have a 


tendency of avoiding direct statements and prefer  to 


communicate indirectly or with opposite statements.  To cite an 


example.  A woman was raped.  When she was interrogated in a 


tribal court she became furious and gave nagative answers.  She 


was asked:  Vha a mu divha uyu munna na?  Answer:  Hai, vhone 
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vha ri ndi a mu divha? ‘Do you know this man?’  Answer:  ‘No, do 


you think I know him?’  If the prosecutor knew the language well 


he would have known that she knew him but that she only gave 


that answer because she did not like to see the rapist.  This type 


of speech is called tshiambela ‘impertinent answer’.  Singers use 


impertinent statements, as well as tshidinda ‘talking about 


someone in his or her presence but so that he or she does not 


realise it’ as a face saving device.  Once treated in this way the 


woman would start an impertinent song which admonishes the 


judgement passed. 


 


  U do amba hani? 
  A wo ngo tendelwa u saina basa 
  Ho tendelwa vhone 
   


‘How will you speak, you are not 
  Allowed to sign an identity document 
  You have been allowed’. 
 


Venda female songs are replete with honorifics, proverbs, 


metaphors, and ornate expressions.  This type of language is 


contrived to form a piece of song pleasing to the ear while 


concealing the pain experienced by the singer.  Saville-Troike 


(1982:36) discusses the use of metaphors and proverbs as a 


common communicative strategy for depersonalizing what is said 


and allowing more indirectness.  Criticism is given indirectly 
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through the use of circumlocution and innuendo.  These are also 


strategic elements of communicative competence. 


 


3.2.1.2.1 Circumlocution 


 


Circumlocution is defined by Goffman (1981:17) as: 


‘A variety of evasive tactics deployed by an 
interactant to protect himself or herself against face-
fall. Specifically a good speaker employs circum-
locution to manage a wide range of face threatening 
communicative situations’. 


 


Vhavenda women also have a way of addressing family politics 


using circumlocution.  While pounding grain a Muvenda female 


singer tactfully selects words and starts singing to expose the root 


of her problem, gradually describing the circumstances which 


may have led to the difficult situation she finds herself in.  She 


uses evasive means to avoid meeting an unpleasant state of 


affairs in a way that politicians do, as observed by Obeng 


(1997:49): 


 


Politicians in talking about potential face threatening 
acts or politically risky topics, avoid the obvious and 
communicate indirectly in order to protect and further 
their own careers and to gain both political and 
interactional advantage over their political opponents.  
The indirectness may also be motivated by 
politeness. 
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This type of circumlocution is used when addressing sensitive 


issues.  Nne ndi sinda ndo beba, nwana ha na makhulu, makhulu 


wawe ndi mutana ‘I pound grain with a baby on my back.  The 


child has no granny, its granny is my back’.  The direct side of the 


matter is that the child has a granny who does not look after the 


child while the mother is doing her chores.  The singer mentions 


the cause of her sufferings stating:  Ndo itwa nga makhadzi 


wanga ‘my aunt is the cause of all this’.  She thus tactfully 


reminds her aunt who is the mother-in-law that she is the one who 


arranged the marriage yet she is abusing the mother.  She, 


therefore, sings an indirect plea, requesting the mother-in-law to 


tend to the child. 


 


During a communal party mutshini wa malende ‘a dancer of 


female dance for leisure’ would sing mbilu ndi mbili mazwale 


wanga tho ngo zwi divha.  Ha vha zhakatila ‘I am in doubt 


because there is confusion and disorder’.  The singer is in a 


dilemma as she feels she must leave but she also feels she must 


give it another try.  The singer cannot tell her in-laws that they are 


ill-treating her.  Indirectness is also presented in the form of an 


allusion.  Obeng terms this kind of indirectness innuendo. 
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3.2.1.2.2   Innuendo 


 


Obeng (1997:56) defines the term innuendo as ‘an oblique 


allusion or an insinuation involving a veiled reflection on an 


interactant’s character or reputation.  Innuendoes often come in 


the form of compressed metaphors and sometimes proverbs’. 


 


Vhavenda female singers have a way of uttering unpleasant 


words without saying them directly but by using pleasant words.  


They borrow idioms, proverbs or riddles and use them in their 


compressed form in abuse songs as in the expression tswina dzi 


a tanaila and tshidongo kondelela ‘lizards are crawling and 


earthernware dish perservere’.  This expression is indirectly 


directed at the husband, in-laws, or co-wives who are abusers.  


The direct expression would be ni songo tshimbila sa tswina i tshi 


tanaila ‘do not walk like a crawling lizard’ and nne ndi kondelela 


sa tshidongo ‘I persevere like an earthernware dish’.  The abuser 


is compared with a crawling lizard meaning that he or she shows 


pride in whatever he or she does.  On the other hand the victim is 


expected to persevere the maltreatments.  The earthenware dish 


is symbolic of endurance since it is used as an object of carrying 


hot savoury soups.  The perpetrator is indirectly reminded that the 


singer is a human being with feelings and not an object.  She is 
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not wreaking revenge but politely expressing her strong feelings 


about the manner in which she is treated without directly 


engaging in verbal arguments.  She cannot be held responsible 


for accusing her husband or in-laws as being proud because she 


went off record and sang about a lizard and an earthenware dish.  


Obeng (1997:57) gives Levinson’s comments about the use of 


metaphors by stating:  ‘An off-record strategy, whose goal is to 


manage the most face threatening acts and thereby help 


minimize the accountability of the speaker’. 


 


The addressee is left to make inferences from the knowledge the 


singer assumes shared because they all belong to the same 


speech community.  The fact of the matter is that husbands, co-


wives, sisters, and brothers-in-law as well as mothers-in-law do 


not care about what is said.  They continue abusing the woman 


because they have realised that the singer is a coward. 


 


Abuse is sometimes not noticeable because of the melody and 


because of a general assumption - that of associating singing with 


happiness.  In most cases the singing is not done deliberately and 


is never used in direct quarrels except for some vhusha songs 


‘songs for initiation for mature girls’.  This tendency differs from 


the song as practised in Yoruba where singers exchange songs 
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which deride each other.  The point to note here is that ‘the 


target’s interpretation of the songs and her identification of herself 


as the target would trigger another series of abuse songs in 


response’.  (Omoniyi, 1995:304). 


 


This is also common amongst Vhavenda boys and girls before 


reaching adulthood but disappears as both boys and girls mature.  


In fact, such songs are used scornfully to test a person’s self 


image.  Boys and girls sing such songs without negative feelings.  


Vhavenda men seldom use songs on wives and children.  A man 


who does that can be labelled a woman.  This does not mean that 


men do not sing songs of derision, but they do so seldomly 


compared to women although there are no researched statistics 


to substantiate this assumption. 


 


During murundu ‘initiation for boys’ the songs sung by male and 


older initiates contain foul language.  Men teach the initiates to 


disregard women and encourage them to sing songs which 


verbally abuse women in direct language. 


 


  Lekgarebe le tswele madi sebopong hogo! 
  Sekhubekhube sa basadi hogo! 
  Nnyo yawe ya mabalabala hogo! 
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‘Blood has come out of the girl’s vagina 
  Co-habitation of women hogo! 
  Her colourful private parts hogo!’ 
 


The Sesotho sa Leboa song above refers to the mature girl’s first 


monthly period.  The words madi, sebopong, nnyo ‘blood, vagina, 


labia minora’ are harsh words which need not be used in a song.  


The preferred way of speaking would be Lekgarebe le a hlapa ‘a 


mature girl is having a bath’. 


 


The singing which is accompanied by the clapping of the hands 


and dancing as well as the ululating of the participants makes it 


difficult for people to notice the abuse.  The audience too is 


sometimes carried away, as a way of covering up the abuser who 


is in their midst.  The use of figurative language as well 


contributes to the difficulty of understanding.  The singers then 


also use expressions with a negative meaning such as Thi wari-


wari nangwe wa nyamba ‘I do not worry even if you talk about 


me’.  In actual fact, a person who claims not to be concerned is 


worrying hence the talking about the event as a way of trying to 


justify the fact that she cannot retaliate.  This is caused by cultural 


constraints whereby women end up abusing themselves.  To 


understand such songs one needs to be in a position to 


understand what Tope Ominiyi (1995: 302-303) calls the 


traditional wisdom of the Africans. 
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One who possesses traditional wisdom would be one 
who has been properly ‘schooled’ both within and 
outside the organised family and thus knows the 
behavioural norms of the society and can respond 
appropriately to situations as they arise within and 
according to the unwritten rules of the socio-cultural 
environment of her socialisation.   


 


People of the same speech community possess the traditional 


wisdom.  The perpertrators deliberately pretend not to understand 


what songs of abuse mean.  They regard women as being weak 


because they cannot defend themselves either verbally or 


physically, so the use of indirectness contributes strongly to the 


disregard of abuse songs.  Although husbands, co-wives, and in-


laws disregard women and their singing and continue abusing 


them, they are also abusing themselves because they cannot 


make peace with the victims or with themselves. 


 


Besides the disregard mentioned above, indirectness as a 


strategy has excellent results which can never be achieved by 


using directness in that the victim escapes confrontations and 


solicits support.  Singers do not want to be labelled the 


aggressors.  Throughout this strategy singers are able to escape 


for a short while from the burden of oppression while group 


singing encourages group solidarity as well.  Singers voice 


uncertainties and frustrations while at the same time offering a 
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message of togetherness and stability.  By using this indirect style 


of communication singers become direct and powerful. 


 


Singers are reprimanded of certain behaviours which were done 


‘secretly’, such as indulging in external marital affairs or bearing a 


child out of wedlock.  Ndo wanala ha Magadani tsindi ndi 


shavhela kule ‘I was found at Magadanis, I flirt far’.  In this 


instance, the singer uses the first person which results in a face 


saving device because the real culprit who is a man is not 


mentioned.  The use of hypothetical names is strongly 


encouraged by the singers.  Vhasadzi vha fhano vha toda u 


ndzhiela khotsi a Taki  ‘Women around the neighbourhood want 


to snatch Taki’s father from me’.  The singer might not have any 


child named Taki but the allegations reveal who the intended 


target is because singers and the one who committed the crime 


stay within the same neighbourhood.  Such songs arise from 


gossip.  The singer indirectly reprimands everybody who 


practises such a bad habit.  The manner in which the message is 


communicated is not just because the wife complains indirectly 


about other women, but about her husband too who is the cause 


of all the troubles.  Circumlocution and innuendo will be used in 


the analysis of song texts because it is a kind of communicative 
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strategy which helps singers to hide their feelings if they are 


singing when the perpetrators are in their midst. 


 


The strategic elements of communicative competence used 


above reveal how powerfully female singers indirectly express 


their abuse as opposed to how male singers directly sing abusive 


songs.  This will also be shown by the analysis of the data 


according to use in context. 


 


3.3 DATA ANALYSIS ACCORDING TO USE IN CONTEXT 


 


The method used for collecting data as explained in 1.3.1 in 


Chapter 1 and the choosing of purposive or judgemental sampling 


technique is specifically meant for choosing the best method 


which will assist the researcher in the analysis of the data. 


 


The analysis according to use in contexts is intended to show that 


songs can only be understood if analysed contextually.  Although 


context can be used to refer to many different types of aspects, 


situations or environments, the following descriptions and 


interpretations of the use of female songs in context hereunder 


are simple illustrations of how songs are used socio-culturally to 


reveal abuse within Venda speech communities.  The language 
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used within a context determines the meaning of the different 


songs.  Hymes (1972) cites a number of components which he 


used when discussing, language is used as a form of 


communication.  In these components language is forced out of 


the usual place and placed in a different context, for instance 


tshidongo for dish is used to symbolize pain in the song Tswina 


dzi a tanaila ‘Lizards crawl proudly’.  Gumperz and Hymes (1964) 


state that for communicative events to take place properly the 


communicative behaviour within a community is analysable in 


terms of determinate ways of speaking.  Hymes (1972:58-65) 


discusses sixteen components of speech.  Of the sixteen 


components discussed by Hymes only setting and scene, goal, 


participants, and channel will be discussed in this analysis. 


 


Setting 


 


The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (1978:1018) 


defines the word setting as ‘the time and place where the action 


of a book, film etc. is shown as happening’. 


 


The Reader’s Digest Complete Wordfinder (1996:1414) defines 


the word as ‘the position or manner in which a thing is set, the 


place and time, scenery of a story or drama.’ 
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Omoniyi (1995) and Saville-Troike (1982) refer to setting as the 


‘extra-personal context’ of a speech event.  To them the time of 


the day, day of the week or season of the year often affects the 


choice of language form.  Physical settings determine the type of 


words to be used in a song.  Some words are omitted in certain 


settings as in the song Tamu-tamu mungana ‘Envy-envy friend’.  


The lines khii ndi dzanga and u kovhelelwa ndi u toda u 


fhelekedzwa ‘keys belong to me and drinking until late is in a way 


asking for someone to accompany you’ are usually sung at beer 


drinking parties but kha vha sokou ralo and thi wari-wari  ‘just do it 


like that and I do not care’ are sung while the singer is with her 


husband or in-laws.  She is trying to conceal her real feelings but 


at a beer drinking party she generally directs her words at the 


abusers.   


 


Scene 


 


The word scene is defined in the Longman Dictionary of 


Contemporary English (1978:992) as ‘any of the divisions, often 


within an act, during which there is no change of place, a single 


piece of action in one place, the background for the (part of) the 


action of a play’.  The Reader’s Digest Oxford Complete 


Wordfinder (1996:1375) defines the word as ‘a place in which 
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events in real life, drama or fiction occur, the locality of an event, 


an incident in real life or fiction’. 


 


Gumperz and Hymes (1964:60) make a clear distinction between 


the words ‘setting’ and ‘scene’ in the context of the ethnography 


of communication.  To them setting refers to a place whereas 


scene to a psychological setting.  The time and place of a speech 


act and in general, to the physical circumstances, the situation, 


may remain the same even with a change of location.  It may 


change in the same location if very different activities go on there 


at different times.  They refer to speech situation, speech event, 


speech act, and speech styles.  Scene also determines the type 


of words.  If a singer is singing alone she can sing all the lines of 


the song tamu-tamu ‘envy-envy friend’ without omitting some of 


the words because psychologically she feels she is safe and 


there is no need to hide her feelings.  What has been described 


above is carried out by the participants and a channel. 


 


Participants 


 


The word participant is defined in the Reader’s Digest Oxford 


Complete Wordfinder (1996:1108) as ‘participator, partaker, 


sharer, party, contributor’ while The Longman Dictionary of 
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Contemporary English (1978:790) defines it as ‘a person who 


takes part or has a share in an activity or event’. 


 


The definitions given above reveal the involvement of a person in 


activities.  It can  either be by giving contributions, by being part of 


the group or in other ways.  This involvement is clearly 


examplified by the way in which Africans perform their music. 


 


Participants in female songs and dances are both singers and 


listeners.  This shows total involvement in such an event: 


 


Participant is a term used to combine the four 
components i.e. speaker or sender, addressor, 
hearer or receiver or audience and addressee. The 
various kinds of participation in communicative 
events – senders and receivers, addressors and 
addressees, interpreters and spokesmen and the like 
(Hymes, 1972:13-61). 


 


Participants within a Venda community are those groups of 


people taking part in the activities.  It could be a ritual or 


communal celebrations.  When a woman sings while doing work 


in the absence of others, she becomes both the addressor and 


the addressee. 


 


Participants use an oratory form of communication.  Performers 


may hum, sing or chant or do the call response.  The listeners 
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may join in the singing, stamp their feet, ululate or clap their 


hands with drums as accompaniment.  Performers decide on a 


channel of transmission to achieve their goal.  They link the goal 


with the scene, setting, participants, and channel.  The joining of 


both participants and audience in the chorus part of the songs 


augment the theme addressed.  The chorus part of the song 


Lufuno lu tuwa na bada, is a hee! Lu a tsa ‘Love goes down the 


road is oh! it goes down’.  These words reveal strained love.  


Goals may either be situational or personal.  Singers use various 


expressions in person referring.  These are self-referring, other-


referring or general referring as a way of involving the 


participants. 


 


Goal 


 


The word goal refers to one’s purpose in doing something.  All 


songs sung by women have a purpose to achieve.  The goal 


served by female songs must be derived directly from the 


purpose and needs of occasions within or outside a speech 


community.  Sometimes the goal of singing in a situation might 


differ with that of the participants, as (Hymes, 1972:61) points out:  


‘The purpose of an event from a community standpoint, of course, 


need not be identical to the purposes of those engaged in it’. 
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This is true of the purpose of Vhavenda female singers who 


address different issues through songs during various communal 


events.  For instance, during leisure times, songs of derision are 


sung while people are entertained.  The singer might have sung a 


song as a way of telling others about her experiences yet the 


addressees take such a song as a means of entertainment.  The 


analysis in the next chapter aims at revealing the goal of songs. 


 


3.3.1 The socio-cultural context 


 


The relationship between society and culture will be discussed 


under this heading as a way of showing how this context 


influences the composition and performance of female songs.  


The Reader’s Digest Oxford Complete Wordfinder (1996:309) 


defines the word context as ‘… circumstances relevant to 


something under consideration’. 


 


Gumperz and Hymes (1964:17) observe that an ethnographic 


approach requires to extend the concept of communication to the 


boundaries granted it by participants of culture and also makes it 


necessary to restrict it to these boundaries. 
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Contextually the word social refers to how human beings organise 


their activities, forming groups of people living together under 


agreed cultural values and living standards.  Like any other 


people, Vhavenda have also grouped themselves into a 


distinguishable group with a culture.  They have norms and 


values which govern them in their society.  They have language 


skills and habits in their society which they pass on to their youth 


from generation to generation.  Women, men, and the youth are 


expected to behave in special varied ways.  Respect is basic in 


relationships.  That is why elderly people are addressed as vho 


‘same meaning as these’.  They are kind and they have their arts 


which they portray through dances, pottery, sculpture, and attire. 


 


3.3.1.1 The socio-cultural setting 


 


The objectives of this sub-section were to examine which settings 


are culturally fit for performing female songs.  Settings are 


distinguishable into two main categories, namely for rituals and 


organised occasions.  For the purpose of this study the setting for 


rituals will only include that for vhusha ‘initiation for mature girls’ 


and musevhetho or sungwi ‘initiation for immature girls of 


commoners’. 
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The setting for vhusha ‘initiation for mature girls’ is defined to be a 


hut called tshivhambo ‘at the chief’s or headman’s kraal’ while the 


musevhetho or sungwi ‘initiation for immature girls of commoners’ 


is held in the veld.  The two ceremonies are governed by different 


rules.  The most striking similarity is the singing by female singers 


and their expressions of abusive situations.  The only common 


setting for the two types of rituals is during the celebrations of the 


return of the initiates.  Such a setting may be an initiate’s home or 


any suitable place which may be chosen by the parents of all the 


initiates.  The chosen setting is not governed by the rules of the 


rituals.  Even the songs and dances are those for leisure.  This 


setting is an open space and the audience is everybody in the 


community. 


 


Besides the settings for rituals, there are many settings within the 


Venda community because many situations are graced by singing 


and dancing by female singers.  Such context of situation 


described as occasions or ceremonies are, murula ‘sending of 


beer and presents to in-laws’, davha ‘voluntary communal labour’, 


zwinwelano ‘parties for mature boys and girls’, mafhuwe ‘songs 


for grinding and pounding grain’, tshigombela, malende and 


matangwa ‘all female dances for leisure’.  The setting for the 


occasions mentioned above is usually an open space except for 
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davha ‘voluntary communal labour’ where a setting which is 


determined by the type of work to be performed. 


 


In some instances, especially in rituals, performances are usually 


patterned by their settings or social situations.  It is in such 


instances where the meaning may become totally distorted.  The 


song tswukamavhele i a ndidza ‘kneading of breasts makes me 


cry’ is duly acceptable if sung in a vhusha ‘initiation for mature 


girls’.  This song reveals the pain the initiate feels when older 


initiated girls midabe knead her breasts, by so doing they are ill- 


treating the initiate.  Singers use indirectness when they 


purposefully know that they are hurting the addressee.  This 


activity is both a physical and an emotional harassment.  


Physically breasts are very painful when forcefully pressed but 


they are also sensitive if touched with passion.  The initiate is 


deprived of the pleasure she would experience had her breasts 


been touched with passion.  In turn, she is shown the bad side of 


the situation.  This song cannot be sung in other settings or in the 


presence of anyone who is not initiated.  On the other hand songs 


for leisure may be sung in the context of a party and still be sung 


in the presence of abusers or when the singer is all by herself.  


The following song serves as an example. 
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  Vho rwa musadzi nga tshibonda 
  Haee …!  Haee …!  A vha humbuli ngani? - chorus 
   


‘He hit his wife with a stick 
  Oh!  Oh!  Why does he not think?’ - chorus 


 


The socio-cultural setting reveals that there are specific songs 


especially composed for certain settings while it is a taboo to sing 


such songs in other settings. 


 


3.3.1.2 Participants and channel of socio-cultural songs 


 


The underlying objective of this sub-section is to identify who the 


participants are in different settings and how the message is 


channelled by the participants.  During leisure or any cultural 


celebrations or during beer parties the whole community come 


together to participate in musical performances.  During leisure 


celebrations the participants are women, the youth and elderly 


people including men.  The singers sing songs to set standards 


and believe that listeners will understand them and think that the 


defaulters will learn and turn over a new leaf.  When a singer 


starts a song even the spectators join in the singing.  The song 


below is started as soon as any man who quarrels and assaults 


women is amongst the participants.  The word tshibonda ‘stick’ 


indicates that the woman is assaulted by her husband.  A vha 
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humbuli ngani ‘why don’t you think?’, followed by Vho rwa 


musadzi nga tshibonda ‘You hit your wife with a stick’. 


 


The question part of the song is addressed to the abuser who 


lacks reasoning, does not discuss issues, and lacks tolerance.  A 


person who thinks is appreciative without ill temper, can control 


his emotions, has foresight and insight.  Men abuse women as 


well as their culture because as abusers they allow their strength 


to dominate their reasoning powers. 


 


Participants in a ritual ceremony such as vhusha ‘initiation for 


mature girls’ are women, initiates, and older initiated mature girls.  


Women attend only during the day of admission and participate in 


the singing, but for the rest of the initiation period it is the initiated 


girls together with the initiates who participate.  On the day of the 


celebrations of the return of the initiates the youth, women, elderly 


people - both men and women - come together.  The initiates and 


older initiates as the youth know what song to sing or when to 


change it when the situation compels.  In the same setting singers 


manipulate the scenes.  The following two songs serve as 


examples of scene changing in one setting. 
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  Tswukamavhele i a ndidza. 
   


‘Kneading of breasts makes me cry’. 
 


This song is sung while the abusive act is in progress but as soon 


as the older initiates realise that the victim does not react by 


crying another song is sung. 


 


  Ha athu a lile lile khomba. 
   


‘She hasn’t cried she hasn’t the initiate’. 
 


The songs are used interchangeably.  The initiate who does not 


cry is said to have an unbending spirit.  The song 


Tswukamavhele ‘Kneading of breasts’ is meant to condition a 


woman to resort to crying when abused.  This is typical of 


abusers’ behaviour who are satisfied if what they have done or 


said affects the victim negatively.  The young woman who does 


not cry is regarded as being unwomanlike because they compare 


her with a man who it is said never shows his tears munna ndi 


nngu u lilela thumbuni ‘man is a sheep he does not show his 


tears’. 


 


Singers usually use types of references.  Self referring 


expressions such as ndi, thi, nne, ‘me’ or -n,  -m, or ri, rine for ‘I’ 


and ‘we’ in objective verbs such as nnyamba ‘talk about me’, 
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ntsola ‘gossip about me’, and mphira ‘go past me’ are usually 


used by the singers either directly or indirectly.  Addressee 


reference is usually noticeable by the use of vhone, vhoinwi or 


iwe ‘you’ or the referent is mentioned by the name, either a proper 


name or an improper name such as Taki or Khomba respectively.  


For impersonal reference the singer would use muthu wanga, 


muthu, iwe, vhone or use a name that stands for the referent.  


This use could be self-distancing because the singer does not 


want to refer to herself.  This is applied if the singer is protecting 


herself or criticizing somebody. 


 


In the first song the -n as in ndidza ‘makes me cry’  being the 


object verb is used by the singer who is an older initiate.   She 


indirectly chooses to refer to herself rather than the initiate who is 


supposed to cry.  In the second song khomba ‘mature girl’ is used 


by the same singer to refer to the initiate who is the addressee 


but the phrase is also not direct.  The singer prefers to address 


the initiate as a third person using tshidinda ‘talking about 


someone in his presence but so that he does not realise it’.  The 


direct version would be a ni athu lila ‘you have not yet cried’ being 


referred to the initiate who is supposed to cry. 
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Within families co-wives, vhahadzinga ‘those who fry each other’ 


are viewed as cruel and destructive by the first wives as the song 


vha mmbulaiselani nga muhadzinga? ‘why do you let a co-wife 


destroy me?’ sung by women during leisure exposes.  The song 


indicates that husbands intentionally allow other wives to abuse 


their first wives.  The phrase is presented in a question form as a 


way of demanding a reply or a change in behaviour.  According to 


Gaidzanwa (1985:10) the purpose of singing is as follows:  ‘The 


aim is largely to point a moral and convey a powerful message 


about how society ought to behave’. 


 


Women are expected to fulfil the expectations of their husbands, 


in-laws, and co-wives, to make life manageable for others and 


care less about themselves.  Men, on the other hand, should be 


condoned for being irresponsible or for immoral behaviour hence 


the saying munna ndi ndou ha li muri munwe ‘a man is an 


elephant - he cannot feed on one plant’.  The song vhasadzi vha 


fhano vha na luambiso, vha toda u ndzhiela khotsi a Taki ‘women 


around the neighbourhood propose love to men.  They want to 


snatch Taki’s father from me’.  Khotsi a Taki ‘Taki’s father’ is used 


as an impersonal reference.  The singer uses this impersonal 


reference which refers to anyone or everyone because she knows 


that many of the addresees themselves engage in such an 
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immoral behaviour.  According to Venda culture men propose 


love to women and not vice versa, but singers blame other 


women.  Women also abuse themselves by shifting the blame 


from the abuser: 


 


By so doing men are pardoned and largely condoned 
from responsibility for explaining or consorting with 
them against social expectations because these 
women are bewitching and irresistible (Gaidzanwa, 
1985:12). 


 


Vhavenda female singers as participants attend to this.  Their 


songs are accessible to all children, the youth, and elderly people 


so that their singing is done everywhere.  These women are 


expected to hoe the fields, pound grain, prepare food, and do the 


general cleaning of the home without the help of the husband or 


the in-laws.  Sometimes the work becomes too much for the 


woman but she is still expected to work alone as the following 


song reveals: 


 


  Vhannani ndi felani ndi tshi tambula 
  Matangwa a lila thi dzuli 
  Tsha musadzi ndi u kondelela 
  Mutambo wa phulu dza Venda 


Nwana a si na makhulu 
  Makhulu wawe ndi mutana. 


 
‘Oh! I am suffering.  I always attend 


  Matangwa (meaning pounding grain) 
  For a woman is to persevere 
  The play of Venda bulls 
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  The child has no granny 
  Its granny is my back’. 
 


The singer here uses an ornate expression.  Matangwa ‘dance for 


females’ meaning pounding grain.  It is a pleasure for her to be 


part of the dancers but in this context the dance she is referring to 


is a painful exercise which is intensified by the mother-in-law who 


does not look after the child while the mother is pounding grain.  


The expression is used to avoid the mother-in-law from detecting 


that the singer does not like the job she is doing but she is to 


persevere to fulfil her cultural roles tsha musadzi ndi u kondelela 


mutambo wa phulu dza Venda ‘for a woman is to persevere a 


game played by Venda bulls’.  Women ironically compare 


themselves with bulls.  Bulls are strong animals which are used 


for helping people to do hard work such as ploughing or pulling 


carts.  Women thus feel that they are being exploited. 


 


Sometimes the singer prefers to be direct in her singing by using 


self referring expressions such as ndi ‘I’ and thi ‘negative I’ in the 


previous song because she no longer conceals her anger. 


 


The singer can go on mentioning the causes of her suffering by 


saying:  Ndo itwa nga makhadzi wanga ‘my aunt is the cause of 


all this’.  The singer knows that the mother-in-law who is her 
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biological aunt will no longer let her pound grain with the baby on 


her back after hearing the complaints: 


 


Such pre-sequences help avoid obstacles and 
thereby help the speaker in his face saving work.   
They help avoid request refusals by drawing from the 
grounds that would be used by an addressee to 
reject a request (Obeng, 1997:55-56). 


 


The social system of the Vhavenda involves a system of 


intercommunication.  In their intercommunication speakers or 


singers are expected to be eloquent in their deliberations.  


Eloquence involves the use of metaphors.  Words are used 


eloquently but indirectness is used for a variety of reasons as 


discussed under its relevant sub-heading in this study: 


 


In such delicate situations where there is a prevailing 
potential for embarrassment, the speaker may 
initially shift the topic and divert the attention of his 
potential benefactor to other issues (Yankal, 
1990:53). 


 


Indirectness as a channel helps the singer to concentrate on her 


singing and dancing, thus avoiding direct eye contact with the 


addressee who might be a husband, in-laws or co-wives.  


Sometimes the words are used to refer to the singer.  The 


addressee may adopt a similar strategy and start singing her own 


song as a way of describing her own situation.  This takes place 
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within the family or at a party.  The nature of female songs are 


impersonal, attributed to an undefined addressee, and as a 


cultural value, make them an appropriate tool for addressing 


issues of abuse or domestic violence. 


 


Singers also use obliqueness as a channel.  This usually implies 


that the message being communicated to the husband has to be 


routed through the mother-in-law.   Basani yavho vha songo tsha 


nwala.  Vhurifhi vha nwalele mme avho ‘Do not include my name 


in your dealings.  Write letters to your mother only’.  Hearing this, 


the mother-in-law will no longer read her daughter-in-law’s letters.  


She will also tell her son what his wife is complaining about.  


Elderly people use indirectness more than the youth as the 


expression Tswina dzi a tanaila ‘Lizards crawl proudly’ shows.  


This is influenced by their ability to use figurative language.  


Tswina ‘lizards’ refers to the abusers who show pride while 


walking in the presence of the victims.  This song can be used by 


both the daughter-in-law and the mother-in-law when accusing 


each other of being proud.  In this way each participant is 


complaining of being abused. 


 


The use of ornamental language may impress the listeners so 


much that they feel amused and regard the whole idea of sending 
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messages through singing as a joke.  This then nullifies the 


communicative goal of songs.  From the above discussion it is 


evident that participants use referring expressions while sending 


messages across.  These expressions are self-reference or other-


reference which will be explained in detail in the next chapter.  


 


A vha takali ngani? 
  Nne ndi a tuwa ndi yo vhona-vho hayani 
  Nne vha sala vha funa munwe 
  Ndi yo funa Mandiwana 
  Nne vha sa mpfuna musadzi wa Hamanenzhe 
  Ndi cherie yanga 
  Nne nda humbula musadzi a no lala 
  Hamanenzhe ndi cherrie yanga 
  Nangwe vha nnyala vha sala vha funa munwe 
  Ndi ya u dzula na mme anga. 
 
  ‘Why are you not happy? 
  Oh my! I leave for a visit 
  I am going to fall in love with Mandiwana 
  If you do not love me a woman at 
  Hamanenzhe is my girlfriend 
  I am thinking of a woman who sleeps at 
  Manenzhe she is my girlfriend 
  Even if you despise me and love somebody else 
  I am going to stay with my mother’. 


 


The A in the first line, the vha in the first, third, fifth, and ninth 


lines are other-referring expressions while all the nne and ndi ‘I in 


particular’ are self-referring expressions. 
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3.3.1.3 Goal of socio-cultural songs 


 


This sub-section is intended to investigate what the goal of socio-


cultural songs is.  From a socio-cultural point of view there is 


always a purposive selection of songs by the participants.  The 


main goal of songs sung socio-culturally is to encourage peaceful 


relationships within the family and within the community at large.  


Many of the songs stress this need. 


 


No matter how songs which address abuse are sung or to whom 


they are directed, the bottom line is that there is a need to 


address delicate criticism as in the song Luambo lu si na musi ndi 


do vhuya nda fa ‘quarrels which occur daily will end up killing me’. 


 


In initiation schools songs are used as a means of educating the 


initiates about womanhood although the message is presented in 


a manner which indoctrinates the initiates to accept oppression.  


Mature boys are taught about the pleasure they will experience 


when having sexual relations with mature girls.  Their female 


counterparts are in turn indoctrinated to suppress their feelings.  


Songs for initiation for boys are full of foul language.  This proves 


that boys are conditioned to regard women as sexual objects.  


The main purpose of female songs for rituals is to prepare the 
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initiates to cope with abuse throughout their life.  The goal of 


female songs for leisure is to expose the abuse that women are 


experiencing in relationships.  The following song indicates the 


belief that any form of abuse is a natural way of life: 


 


   Va!  Va!  Makuse 
  Na rine ro itwa ngaurali. 
   


‘Burn!  Burn!  Pubic hair, 
we also experienced it’. 
 
 


Very painful exercises accompany the singing of this song.  The 


initiate is expected to squat on her heels holding a piece of 


firewood burnt at one end and rhythmically putting it in and out 


between the thighs.  The initiate should be careful not to burn her 


pubic hair.  The initiate is to do as she is told which is a tricky and 


painful experience.  The goal of the song is to instil perseverence 


in the initiates. 


 


All activities which are conducted either for social or cultural 


reasons are goal directed.  To understand the goal of songs one 


needs to study texts in their contexts.  Researchers need to look 


for information about other components of the situation in which 


such songs are used.  The following songs serve as illustrations: 


  Mulenzhe mbere u no nga wa 
  Mbidi ya shango. 
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‘Throwing hard of a leg which resembles that of a 
zebra’. 


 


Culturally women and girls should gwadama ‘sitting on both legs 


bent’ as a way of avoiding boys and men from seeing their private 


parts.  This was in a way a means of avoiding enticement which 


would end in a woman being abused.  The singing of the song 


mulenzhe mbere ‘throwing hard of a leg’ reminds women to sit in 


an acceptable position because if they happen to be raped they 


will be regarded as the culprits. 


 


The initiate is reminded of cultural rules of sitting.  Females are 


expected to gwadama ‘kneel down’ which may be regarded as 


abusive by literate women.  The moral of the song is that women 


should not entice men by how they behave.  It is directed in 


whatever they do, be it the way they walk, sit, talk, laugh or their 


code of dress. 


 


  Vhasadzi vha fhano vha na luambiso 
  Vha toda u ndzhiela khotsi a Taki. 
 


‘Women around here propose love to men 
  They want to take Taki’s father from me’. 
 


The song is directed to women with loose morals during a party.  


They are warned never to entice other women’s husbands: 
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  Thi wari wari nangwe wa nyamba 
  Khii ndi dzanga thi wari wari 


   Nama i do swa ha sala muthotho. 
    


‘I do not care even if you talk about me 
   I do not care the keys belong to me 
   The meat will burn leaving the gravy in a pot’. 
 


The singer is directing the song to co-wives in a polygamous 


marriage or to the husband’s concubine.  Co-wives and 


concubines are usually disrespectful to the owner of the husband.  


They usually abuse her emotionally.  Although the abused woman 


is hurt by the behaviour of the perpetrators she is also determined 


to hit back by ironically singing the song thi wari wari ‘I do not 


care’.  She is creating an impression that those other women are 


fighting a losing battle. 


 


Socio-culturally the goal of female songs is in line with the cultural 


norms and values of the Vhavenda but if one is to stand out of 


this context one would have difficulty in understanding the goal of 


such songs.  Being a member of a speech community also 


influences the understanding of the songs. 


 


Recapitulation 


 


This chapter attempted to discuss the role played by female songs as a 


communicative vehicle and how context plays a role in performing and 
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understanding female songs which express abuse.  The setting, 


participation, channel, and goal have been discussed in order to see 


how they influence the performing and communication of such songs.  


There is a definite correlation between the participants, channel, setting, 


and goal.  Trying to understand the use of songs in context without 


understanding the participants, the setting, and the goal of the song can 


be grossly misleading.  Indirectness with its various uses plays a 


significant role in understanding the use of female songs in context. 
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CHAPTER 4 


 


A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CONTEXTUAL THEMES WITHIN A 


SOCIO-CULTURAL CONTEXT 


 


4.0 INTRODUCTION 


 


The role of socio-cultural context in performing and understanding 


female songs has been discussed in the previous chapter.  The 


use of referential expressions identified in the previous chapter is 


thus investigated in this chapter. 


 


The main objective of this chapter is to give a comparative 


analysis of contextual themes and person referring expressions in 


songs to show how women are abused.  The analysis of 


contextual themes and the use of referring expressions offers the 


researcher and the reader a mirror into the thinking and attitudes 


of singers on issues of abuse.  This is done by trying to show how 


female songs can take on a comparative perspective from the 


strategies adopted by the singers.  This involves establishing out 


what the main themes and sub-themes are and how these 


contribute to the configuration of the singers’ particular discursive 


style. 
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Songs will be compared against one another in order to show the 


similarities or differences of the manner in which singers express 


themselves.  The role of the comparison is to reveal the purpose 


of using referential expressions during performance. 


 


4.1 A COMPARATIVE ANALYIS OF CONTEXTUAL THEMES OF 


FEMALE SONGS 


 


The word theme has been defined by various researchers.  


Brooks and Warren (1950:273) regard theme as: 


 


‘What a piece of fiction stacks up to.  It is the idea, 
the significance, the interpretation of persons and 
events, the pervasive and unifying view of life, which 
is embodied in the total narrative … some comment 
on values in human nature and human conduct on 
good and bad, on the true and false, some 
conception of what the human place is in the world’. 


 


The views given above have directed the researcher of this study 


in the choices of the themes of songs to be selected and 


analyzed when observing how people conduct themselves socio-


culturally in relationships.  Peck and Cole (1984:141) define the 


word theme as ‘large idea of concept dealt with in a work.  In 


order to grasp the theme of a work we have to stand back from 


the text and see what sort of general experience or subject links 


its details together’. 
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In the previous chapter, the author tried to stand back from the 


text and observe how songs can be used in different situations.  


This was in a way trying to understand the meaning where 


themes form the basis of singing such songs because a theme is:  


‘The essential meaning or concept in a literary work, (Cohen, 


1973:198). 


 


 Abrams (1981:111) defines theme more broadly: 


 


The term theme is more usefully applied to an 
abstract claim or doctrine, whether implicit or 
asserted, which an imaginative work is designed to 
incorporate and make persuasive to the reader … 
some critics claim that not all non-trivial works of 
literature including lyric poems, involve an implicit 
conceptual theme, which is embodied and 
dramatised in the evolving meanings imagery. 


 


Although the themes in abuse songs seem to be implicit due to 


the language used, an analysis of song texts in this study has 


revealed that themes are contextually meaningful in nature.  The 


following comparison reveals how themes are expressed in 


different songs as determined by scenes and settings as well as 


by the participants.  The analysis in the previous chapter explored 


how singers from a socio-cultural point of view selected the 


manner in which the message is given for the audience or for 
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personal purposes.  The choice of the manner of presentation is 


affected by the relationship between the singer and the audience. 


 


In order to identify the contextual theme of a song under analysis 


language as context will form the basis of such an analysis.  


Different meanings can be identified on the type of language 


used.  The words used literally will always give one the correct 


meaning in a song text but once words are used metaphorically 


different meanings can be attached to them, but the many 


versions of songs usually reveal the same themes. 


 


Singers believe that they sing for an audience which understands 


them especially if the audience comprises Africans but 


Westerners listen to folk songs for different reasons as Cook 


(1990:151) comments:  ‘We listen to it not to understand it in the 


manner in which Indian and Venda musicians understand it, but 


to enjoy it.  We really listen through it and not simply to it’. 


 


Most Westerners fail to understand the African songs the way 


they are understood by the custodians of their culture because 


the former are not the first speakers of the language.  Speakers of 


the language do not merely understand the language but also 


understand how such language reflects the views and values of 
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the people as a socio-cultural unit.  Without themes, songs would 


be meaningless and could not address issues of abuse. 


 


The materials obtained from the interviews helped the researcher 


to form a clear picture of the information collected.  During the 


interviews with the singers, the attitudes and views of the singers 


were given in an open-ended way.  The next step taken by the 


researcher was to identify the same as well as the different views 


of the singers.  Several similar points were given by the majority.  


The researcher was in a way trying to identify the themes inherent 


in songs.  The themes, which were given by a few individuals, 


cannot be included in this discussion because they are peculiar.  


The themes of abuse songs cannot be treated as placed in rigid 


compartments because contextual categories and thematic ones 


can be used interchangeably. 


 


A theme can be manipulated within different settings and different 


participants using tactical references.  Singers tend to manipulate 


themes using language to indicate their positions on abusive 


issues.  The following are some of the themes identified and 


compared. 
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4.1.1 THE IDENTIFICATION AND COMPARISON OF THEMES IN A  


         SOCIO-CULTURAL SETTING 


 


The underlying theme of abuse songs is either protest or 


admonition addressed through the following sub-themes:  Shock, 


grief, blame, resignation, anger, resentment, bitterness, jealousy, 


loneliness, betrayal, misery, pain, rejection, depression, sadness, 


despair, unfulfilled expectation, frustration and strained love.  A 


song may contain one sub-theme or a combination of these.  


Such themes are identifiable in songs for leisure, work songs as 


well as ritual songs.   


 


The above themes are not confined to songs for a particular 


dance or specific setting.  Socio-culturally, these themes are 


revealed in songs for vhusha ‘initiation for mature girls’, 


musevhetho ‘initiation for immature girls’, work songs, and songs 


for leisure.  The main difference is the manner in which songs are 


performed as determined by the setting in question. 


 


4.1.1.1 Shock and blame 


 


The following song indicates a state of an unpleasant feeling 


caused by an expected behaviour of the mother-in-law: 
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Thi fulufheli nandi vho nkhakhela vho nkhakhela 
Ndo itwa nga makhadzi wanga 
Murengi wa khali khokhonya u si renge khali 
dzhenzheda 
Ndo rengela nwenda phomoni. 
 
‘I cannot believe this, you wronged me. 
You wronged me, my aunt is the cause 
The one who buys a new clay pot should test it first 
Do not buy a half-baked clay pot 
I bought a salampo dress without examining it’. 


   


The singer could not accept the ill-treatment from her aunt who is 


her mother-in-law.  She blames herself for not having verified her 


aunt’s behaviour before marriage.  She is being abused so much 


that she even blames herself instead hence the statements 


murengi wa khali khokhonya and ndo rengela nwenda phomoni. 


Murengi  ‘buyer’ in this context refers to a person who is receiving 


something she did not have before.  The singer calls herself a 


buyer who did not examine the khali ‘clay pot’, meaning her 


mother-in-law or her husband, because she did not first examine 


the pot khokhonya ‘knock’.  The words khali ‘clay pot’ and 


khokhonya ‘knock’ have been used indirectly to refer to husbands 


or mothers-in-law and to examine.  The listener cannot simply 


understand what the singer is complaining about unless she 


understands the indirect use of words.  ‘The buyer of a new pot 


should knock on it in order to verify its quality and I bought a 


salampo dress without having checked it’ implies a sense of 


shock because a person who bought a new pot or a new dress 
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would always expect to find it in a perfect condition.  The singer 


compares her husband or her aunt who is her mother-in-law with 


a new clay pot or a new dress, which was assumed to be in a 


perfect condition.  The newly wedded woman has imagined 


marriage to be a perfect experience. See the following song: 


 


Ri vhomakhadzi haee! 
Musidzana a songo tamba 
U mona na nndu a lila  
A tshi elelwa zwiita vhanwe 
Ri sedza vhone vhomakhadzi. 
 
‘We look upon you aunt 
A mature girl who rushed into womanhood 
Goes behind the hut and weeps 
Thinking of what those belonging to her age 
group are experiencing’. 


 


The singer is pointing a finger at the aunt who arranged a 


marriage for a mature girl who was not yet ready for it.  The 


expression u mona na nndu a lila ‘going around the hut and cry’ 


indirectly refers to a person who is hurt and angry with herself.  


This person cannot even seek advice from other people because 


she is blaming herself for having got married before she was 


ready, hence Musidzana a songo tamba ‘the young maiden who 


did not enjoy her youth’. The young woman referred to in the 


songs is in a state of shock because of what she is experiencing.  


She did not expect the type of treatment from her mother-in-law 


who is her aunt. 
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In both instances, singers are blaming the aunt because married 


women no longer see their aunts playing the role they should 


play.  According to Tshivenda culture, an aunt is a person with 


outstanding qualities.  She is referred to as Mazwale ‘one who 


bears a husband for a daughter-in-law or one who bears hatred in 


a family’.  She is both a friend and a parent or a guardian who 


should offer security and protection but the aunt referred to in the 


songs is the antithesis of all these elements. 


 


The two songs are both meant to be songs for leisure, which are 


performed in the open where all members of the community are 


allowed to become the audience.  The main difference is the 


wording in the two songs.  In the first song the singer spells out 


that she was wronged but in the second song, the opening line 


states that they look upon the aunt, which does not necessarily 


mean that the aunt wronged anybody.  This line is said in a polite 


way but one who understands the culture of the Vhavenda, will 


know that even though the statement is presented in such a 


manner it does not nullify that the aunt is to blame. 


 


Thi ‘negative I’ in the first song refers to the singer alone but the ri 


‘we’ in the first and last lines of the second song refers to the 


singer and other women who are in the same situation.  The ri 
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‘we’ in the last line of the stanza is used to direct the statement to 


the aunt.  This implies that she is seen as a mother to all, in other 


words, if she fails one daughter-in-law, then she has failed all.  


The song warns mothers-in-law to take their act properly. 


 


4.1.1.2 Grief, pain and misery 


 


It is the wish of every woman to have a baby but a woman might 


sometimes grieve when all her plans have failed, especially if the 


husband is physically and emotionally not supportive.  The pain 


that she usually experiences is communicated by singing the 


following song: 


 
Ndo mona mona na dzinanga nwana ndi nga si mu 
wane. 
Ndo mona mona na mashango nwana ndi nga si mu 
wane. 
Phophi tshikhevhereshi nwana ndi nga si mu wane. 
Nne ndo malelwa mazwale nwana ndi nga si mu 
wane. 
Phophi o bebelwa vhone nwana ndi nga si mu wane. 
 
‘I consulted many doctors I cannot conceive. 
I went to different communities I cannot conceive. 
Phopi the whore I cannot conceive. 
I was married for my mother-in-law I cannot 
conceive. 
Phophi was meant for you I cannot conceive’. 
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The singer uses circumlocution here.  She is taking a long route 


because she is using an evasive tactic to protect herself from 


both the husband and the mother-in-law. 


 


The husband’s behaviour is a source of grief to his wife who longs 


to be impregnated but cannot due to another woman’s 


involvement with her husband.  The singer is thus emotionally 


abused.  The line:  nne ndo malelwa mazwale nwana ndi nga si 


mu wane ‘I was married for mother-in-law I cannot conceive’  


indicates that the married couple do not engage themselves in 


their conjugal rights. 


 


Child-bearing is regarded as a special act according to African 


tradition.  It adds status to a woman but women who cannot give 


birth to kids are viewed negatively by society.  They even have a 


special name for such a woman namely muumba.  Such women  


are not respected in society.  Their misfortune is associated with 


bad things the woman has done in her life especially having had 


an abortion.  Some women who cannot give birth to children are 


even chased away from their married homes or other wives are 


married into the same marriage so that the husband can have 


children.  This situation is very infuriating to the unfortunate 


woman.  The following song also refers to child-bearing: 
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  Ahee! nwana ha lili 
Matakadza mbiluni ndi nwana 


  Mbiluni ya mukwasha ndi nwana. 
 
  ‘Oh! the child does not cry 
  That which pleases a heart is a child 
  The son-in-law’s heart is a child’. 
 


The two songs for leisure stress the importance of a child in a 


marriage.  In the first song the singer voices her grief: nwana ndi 


nga si mu wane ‘I cannot conceive’.  The singer of the second 


song is mocking another woman who cannot conceive by singing 


nwana ha lili ‘the child does not cry’.  The emphasis of nwana 


‘child’ in all the lines is a strategy to blame the woman for not 


bearing a child.  It is a way of reminding her that a child is 


important in marriage. 


 


4.1.1.3 Anger, resignation and resentment 


 


An angry person develops an unpleasant feeling which leads that 


person to hurt the perpetrator, loneliness gives rise to a decision 


of giving up a marriage because of the perpetrator, who is a man.  


See the following song: 


 


Tshidavhula mananga khotha khotha. 
Ndi nga si khothe nwana wa mutshangana. 
Tshidavhula mananga ndi Vho-Sidima  
Vho-Sidima vha na khomba vha a shavha. 
Tshidavhula mananga tshivhunge vhunge, 
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tshivhuya vhuya nwana wa mutshangana. 
Tshidavhula mananga nne thi senwi, 
Nne thi senwi nda malwa nda tenda. 
Tshidavhula mananga haka, haka, 
Ri yo haka muwewe vhanwe vho tuwa ngani? 
 
‘A bus crossing the wilderness squat, squat. 
I cannot squat before a son of a Tsonga person. 
A bus crossing the wilderness it is Mr Sidima, 
Mr Sidima is afraid of mature girls. 
A bus crossing the wilderness repeats, 
repeats and son of a Tsonga person. 
A bus crossing the wilderness I cannot be scolded, 
I cannot be scolded and agree to marriage. 
A bus crossing the wilderness join, join, 
we are going to join the queue. 
What made others to leave’? 


 


The husband is compared to a bus, which travels across the 


wilderness.  This bus is seemingly not in a good condition 


because of the condition of the roads.  The words Tshidavhula 


mananga ‘bus crossing a desert’ is repeated many times to 


emphasize the husband’s weakness, namely, of having an affair 


with different women.  The singer derogatively accuses the 


husband of being afraid of young maidens and uses abusive 


language.  Because the woman cannot stand the bad treatment 


she decides to quit the marriage with the hope of becoming part 


of the other divorced women.  Haka, haka ri yo haka muwewe 


vhanwe vho tuwa ngani? ‘join, join we are going to join the queue, 


what made others to leave?’.  The husband is compared to an old 


bus which travels across countries meaning that her husband has 


many lovers:  Haka, haka ri yo haka muwewe ‘Join, join we are 
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going to join the queue’.  The singer imagines herself as part of a 


chain of her husband’s lovers, and she feels disgusted.  


Tshivhunge-vhunge, tshivhuya vhuya ‘gather gather, come and 


come again’ refer to a husband who is mingling with different 


women. 


 


The singer is just singing about her complaints but she cannot 


take the initiative of abandoning her marriage because of cultural 


restraints. 


 


The next song also indicates anger, resignation and resentment. 


   


Ahee! hwala gonyongo u tuwe 
  U sa do linda saga - chorus 
  Saga la vha gonyongo hwalai 
  Saga tsha vha tshituku dzhiai. 
 
  ‘Oh! take the half a sack full and go 
  Before you wait for a full bag - chorus 
  A bag full if it is half a sackfull carry it 
  A bag full if it is small take it’. 
 


The singer addresses other women who are experiencing abuse.  


She warns them to get out of the marriage before the situation 


becomes worse.  The singer chooses circumlocution in order to 


be indirect because the husband cannot stand to be called names 


directly without retaliating. 
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In the first song the singer sings as though she is the one who is 


angry, who is ready to walk out of the marriage.  Haka haka ri yo 


haka muwewe ‘Join, join, we are going to join others’.  The plural 


concord ri ‘we’ indicates self-reference.  In the second song, it is 


the other women who are warned by the singer who appears to 


have experienced an abusive situation.  The one woman knows 


that perseverence would not change the perpetrator’s behaviour 


for the better but the situation would only become worse.  The 


concord u ‘you’ has been used to refer to no one specifically but 


includes anybody in general. 


 


When comparing the two songs it is noted that both singers are 


no longer prepared to compromise.  In the first song the singer 


uses ndi nga si khothe nwana wa mutonga ‘I cannot squat before 


a child of a mutsonga’ meaning she cannot respect a person who 


does not deserve her respect.  She has resigned herself from her 


tradition that of squating before her husband as her culture 


dictates.  In the second song the singer uses the expression 


hwala gonyongo u tuwe u sa do linda saga ‘carry the half full sack 


and go before you wait for a full bag’, an indication that she is 


prepared to abandon her marriage.  She is also defying her 


tradition because according to Venda tradition she is to persevere 


and remain in her marriage no matter what the circumstances, 
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hence the proverb vhida la musadzi li vhuhadzi ‘the grave of a 


woman is at her in-laws’. 


 


In the two songs, the advice is that when there is abuse in a 


marriage the solution is to leave since perseverance and abuse 


will make the situation worse. 


 


4.1.1.4 Bitterness, jealousy, loneliness, and unfulfilled   


expectations 


 


An abused person also reaches a stage where she is filled with 


bitterness after she has felt severe pain caused by anger and 


hatred.  When realising that her expectations are unfulfilled she 


will externalize the sorrow by singing as follows: 


 


  Tshibulebule ee! Haa! 
  Ro da tshothe na khosi a ro ngo i suma 
  Vhathu vha fhano a si u tonga 
  Vha tshi ri fha khuhu muthenga 
  Vha sa ri fhi phulu Romani 
  Ngoho ndi hone ro xela 
  Mpundu wanga ndi feisi 
  Nne itali ndi tsiwana 
  Shango la fhano lo naka dzithavha 
  Masimuni ndi lukwangu fhedzi 
   
 


‘Guess ah! Oh! 
  We came before saying farewell to our khosi 
  People are proud 
  They gave us a fowl 
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  Without giving us Roman the bull 
  It is true we are lost 
  I kick the same way as I punch 
  It is true I am an orphan 
  This country has beautiful mountains 
  Their fields are barren’. 
 


The singer expected to be married in a family where the members 


have good human relations and are generous.  She is, however, 


disillusioned because for her reception she was given a fowl 


instead of a bull.  This is indicative of her poor reception and her 


unfulfilled expectations:  Vha tshi ri fha khuhu muthenga vha sa ri 


fhi phulu Romani ‘when they slaughter a fowl for us instead of a 


bull’.  Usually a goat or a bull is slaughtered for the bride and the 


bridesmaid but if a fowl is slaughtered for them instead it is a sign 


of not welcoming them.  The singer compares a beautiful 


mountain and buildings with barren fields to indicate that the 


husband might be well-built but cannot fulfil his sexual role as 


expected by his wife.  In the expression shango la fhano, lo naka 


dzithavha masimuni ndi lukwangu fhedzi ‘this country has 


beautiful mountains, the fields are barren’, the singer chooses this 


ornate expression because she is referring to a very sensitive 


issue, namely,  that of a husband who cannot have sexual 


relations with his wife.  She also blames the aunt who arranged 


the marriage because she feels she has been used by her own 


aunt who knew her son’s condition but did not reveal his sexual 
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standing to her before marriage.  A bitter, jealous and lonely 


woman would sing the following song because her expectations 


are unfulfilled. 


 


  A si lwone holwu lwanga 
  Lu a tsa lufuno lu tuwa na bada. 
 
  ‘Mine is not real love 
  It is pleasant love goes down the road’. 
 


In the first tshigombela song ‘song for leisure’, the singer’s 


expectations were unfulfilled because she expected to have been 


received with propriety.  The words Ro da tshothe na khosi a ro 


ngo i suma ‘We are committed to this marriage we did not bid 


farewell to our khosi’, shows the total commitment of the woman 


who convinced herself that she was getting married to a well 


mannered husband in a stable family.  She thus regrets her 


position and states ndi hone ndo xela ‘I am lost’.  She is saying 


this because she knows how impossible it will be for her to leave 


her marriage because she has nowhere to go to nne iteli ndi 


tsiwana ‘I am an orphan’.  This is also true for the married woman 


in the second malende ‘dance for leisure’ song who knows what it 


means to be loved.  The singer deliberately uses the negative 


statement a si lwone holwu lwanga ‘mine is not real love’.  She is 


challenging both her husband and her in-laws for being inhuman.  


The main similarity is that in both songs the singers use self-
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reference.  In the first song ro ‘we’, nne ‘I’, wanga ‘mine’ are used.  


The reason for this is to express pain and dissappointment while 


the difference is that the singer in the first song has a long story to 


tell unlike the singer of the second song who is brief. 


 


The two songs advise married women to assess their marriage 


situations critically in order to find out if they are being treated 


fairly or not.  The assessment should be done against the normal 


expectations of wives in similar situations where normal rules and 


procedures are followed. 


 


4.1.1.5 Sadness, despair, depression, rejection, and betrayal 


 


Victims of abuse are saddened by the behaviour of their abusers, 


resulting in feelings of rejection by the husband, co-wives or in-


laws.  These victims usually lose hope completely and end up 


looking down upon themselves.  Such experiences are revealed 


by the following song: 


 


  A vha takali ngani? 
  Nne ndi a tuwa ndi yo vhona vho hayani 
  Nne vha sala vha funa munwe 
  Ndi yo funa Mandiwana 


 Nne vha sa mpfuna musadzi wa Hamanenzhe ndi 
cherrie yanga 
Nne nda humbula musadzi a no lala 
Hamanenzhe ndi cherrie yanga 
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Nangwe vha nnyala vha sala vha funa munwe 
Ndi ya u dzula na mme anga 
 
‘Why are you not happy? 
Oh my, I leave for a visit 
Oh my!  He remained loving somebody else 
I am going to fall in love with Mandiwana 
If you do not love me a woman at Manenzhe 
is my girlfriend 
I am thinking of a woman who sleeps at Manenzhe 
she is my girlfriend 
Even if you despise me and love somebody else 
I am going to stay with my mother’. 


 


The singer feels rejected because the husband cannot behave 


himself during the wife’s absence.  He falls in love with somebody 


else each time she is away.  The singer scornfully sends a 


message stating that she plans to fall in love with Mandiwana but 


if he rejects her she threatens rather to fall in love with another 


woman.  She is so depressed that she thinks no other man will 


ever love her again.  Mandiwana refers to any other man.  Her 


falling in love with another woman implies total failure on her part. 


The tshigombela ‘dance for leisure’ song below reveals this 


disillusionment on the part of a woman in her family. 


 


  Nne ndi a tuwa muhodo wo ntanganya thoho 
  Nne ndi a tuwa nne ndi a nala 
  Vha ha thovhela ndi lala ndi tshi la mbilu 
  Vhannani ndi la mbilu na mafhafhu 
  Nne ndi a tuwa nga mulandu wa muhodo 
  Vhamudzhiba ndi matsheloni avhudi. 
 
  ‘I am leaving, goods bought on credit mix me up 
  I am leaving my marriage because of having 
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taken offence 
  Those belonging to the royal family 
  I worry throughout the night 
  I eat up my heart and my lungs 
  I am leaving because of goods bought on credit 
  Those staying in town good morning’. 


 


The singer is depressed and she feels rejected and betrayed by 


her husband who has deserted the family.  The expression ndi la 


mbilu na mafhafhu ‘I eat up my heart and my lungs’ indicates that 


the singer has completely lost hope.  She indirectly chooses to 


use Vha ha thovhele ‘those belonging to the high authority’ as a 


way of pointing out that the husband is always placed in a higher 


rank.  While he is in that position he designates his wife to a lower 


rank. 


 


In the first song the sadness, despair, and depression are caused 


by the husband’s love for another woman.  In the second song 


she is depressed because the husband does not support her 


financially.  The emphasis in both songs is the use of nne and ndi 


‘I in particular’.    In both songs nne and ndi ‘I in particular’ have 


been used to stress the idea of rejection and betrayal.  Both 


songs use self-reference to stress these ideas. 
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4.1.1.6 Strained love and frustrations 


 


Frustrations occur to women when their husbands love other 


women.  This makes women feel extremely unhappy because 


they find themselves in a state of pessimism and cynicism.  With 


such sense of frustration singers resort to singing as follows: 


 


  Magaraba hae!  Vhala vha hashu vho vhuya na? 
  Vho vhuya mulovha - chorus 
  Ee..! A vho ngo vhuya, vho vhuya na? 
  Vha hashu a vho ngo vhuya 
  Vho vhuyela ha Vho-Maria 
 


‘Men returning from work in town Oh! has my lover 
not returned?   
Yeah…?  He has returned yesterday - chorus 
He did not return, did he? 


  My lover did not return 
  He returned and went to Maria’s. 
 


The woman is frustrated when she notices that all the other men 


in the neighbourhood have returned from urban areas during 


festive seasons.  She starts the song by asking if her husband 


has returned and further confesses that he has returned but has 


gone to see another woman.  The singer chooses to use 


questions as a way of showing sarcasm.  She also indirectly 


refers to the husband’s lover as Vho–Maria because she does not 


want to reveal the lover’s real name.  This type of discurcive style 


is mostly understood by women in their speech community.  This 
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is communicative competence at best.  This situation depresses 


her because she strongly feels that her husband does not miss 


her at all even after having gone away for a long time. 


 


The following song also indicates the woman’s frustration: 


 


  Mbilu yanga i a vhavha ho-le-le-we! 
  Hee…! Mbilu yanga i a vhavha - chorus 
  Vha khou nkhakhela zwithu hezwi 
  Vha khou nkhakhela ndi ya hayani 
  Vha khou nkhakhela Mudangawe 
  Ndi lala ndo ima munangoni 
  Ndi tshi thetshelesa nduni hafha 
  Nduni hu na mini hu na zwithu 
  Ro imela vhone Mudangawe. 
 
  ‘Oh! my heart is painful 
  Oh! my heart is painful - chorus 
  You are wronging me by this 
  You are wronging me I am going home 
  You are wronging me Mudangawe the 


one who got married because of you 
  I spend the night standing by the door 
  Listening to what is going on inside the hut 
  What is inside, there are things 
  I am waiting for you Mudangawe the 


one who invited me’. 
 


The singer is frustrated because she is denied her conjugal rights.  


The husband brings home another woman and shares his 


bedroom with her in his lawful wife’s presence.  The singer 


stresses that she is wronged and that she is waiting for 


Mudangawe ‘the one who got married because of you’.  The 


name Mudangawe has been used because of its implications, 
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namely, Mudangawe ndi musunda iwe’ means that the one who 


got married because of you  is also in a position which enables 


him to see to it that you get expelled. 


 


The two songs reveal frustration.  One type of frustration is 


caused by the husband who no longer pays a visit to his home 


while the other type is caused by the husband bringing a lover to 


his home.  Both songs thus reveal strained love in these 


instances. 


 


4.2 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF REFERENTIAL 


EXPRESSIONS IN SONGS 


 


In this section, selected referential expressions are analyzed in 


various songs.  The comparison is based on person referring 


expressions as used by singers in various songs.  Singers usually 


refer to the self, distance the self, address the self, and then refer 


to other people (Laberge and Sankoff 1986) and O’Connor 


(1994).   This type of reference enables a speaker to succeed 


with his or her communicative competence.  Whenever singers 


use self-reference, they tend to be more or less direct, but with 


self-distancing and general reference they can be vague as well.  


Generality or impersonal reference is used in abuse songs 
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through general statements wherein points for consideration are 


not detailed.  Such general statements result from a consideration 


of the particular facts in this case concerning issues of abuse.  


The singer might appear to be ambiguous because the 


addresssees might have an unclear meaning as opposed to self-


reference where a singer appears to be a principal victim of 


abuse.  Singers use generality or impersonal reference because 


they know that other women are also suffering the consequences 


of cultural restrains which oppress them.  Singers act on a 


general agreement giving the audience the opinions of everybody 


in the community, including those women who cannot voice their 


complaints because of feelings attached to issues of abuse.  


Issues of abuse are regarded as both personal and fragile.  The 


background in Chapter 3 about referrential expressions is applied 


in the following section. 


 


4.2.1 Self-reference 


 


Singers refer to the self when using expressions such as nne ‘I’, 


thi or a thi ‘I do or I do not’, ndi ‘I’, ri  ‘we’, rine ‘we’, -n or -m for 


objective me (Cf. 3.3.1.2).  These expressions are employed 


while indicating a high degree of involvement. 
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Self-reference is analyzed in the songs for different occasions 


expressed in the following song: 


 


  A vha takali ngani? 
  Nne ndi a tuwa ndi yo vhona-vho hayani 
  Nne vha sala vha funa munwe 
  Ndi yo funa Mandiwana 
  Nne vha sa mpfuna musadzi wa Hamanenzhe 
  Ndi cherie yanga 
  Nne nda humbula musadzi a no lala 
  Hamanenzhe ndi cherrie yanga 
  Nangwe vha nnyala vha sala vha funa munwe 
  Ndi ya u dzula na mme anga. 
 
  ‘Why are you not happy? 
  Oh my! I leave for a visit 
  You remained loving another woman 
  I am going to fall in love with Mandiwana 
  If you do not love me a woman at 
  Hamanenzhe is my girlfriend 
  I am thinking of a woman who sleeps at 
  Manenzhe she is my girlfriend 
  Even if you despise me and love somebody else 
  I am going to stay with my mother’ 
 


The expression nne has been used four times in the song.  In the 


second line one nne and two ndi have been used to emphasise 


that she is the one who is being abused and she is the one who is 


going to determine her own destiny by abandoning her marriage 


to go to stay with her parents. The use of both nne and ndi ‘I in 


particular’ is further expressed in the following song: 


 
  Nne ndi a tuwa muhodo wo ntanganya thoho 
  Nne ndi a tuwa nne ndi a nala 
  Vha ha thovhela ndi lala ndi tshi la mbilu 
  Vhannani ndi la mbilu na mafhafhu 
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  Nne ndi a tuwa nga mulandu wa muhodo 
  Vhamudzhiba ndi matsheloni avhudi. 
 
  ‘I am leaving goods bought on credit mix me up 


I am leaving marriage because of having taken 
offence 


  Those belonging to the royal family  
  I worry throughout the night 
  I eat up my heart and my lungs 
  I am leaving because of goods bought on credit 
  Those staying in town good morning’. 
 


In the first, second and fifth lines of the second song both nne and 


ndi ‘I in particular’ follow each other.  In the second line the nne 


and ndi ‘I in particular’ are either used at the beginning or in the 


middle of the lines.  These referential expressions have been 


used for both referential emphasis and rhyming in both songs.  In 


the first song the singer uses ndi indirectly to associate herself 


with her husband’s lover ironically meaning that her husband’s 


lover is her girlfriend.  This is a face saving device as explained in 


Chapter 3. 


 


The vhusha song ‘song for initiation for mature girls’ 


Tswukamavhele i a ndidza ‘kneading of breasts makes me cry’ is 


analyzed to reveal the use of  -n making it objective. 


 


The thi ‘I do not’ in the malende song ‘song for leisure dance’ is 


repeated in the following song: 
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  Thi funi mariphosa nduni yanga thi funi 
  Ahee! vho nkhakhela. 
  U kovhelelwa ndi u toda u fhelekedzwa 
 
  ‘I do not like plastic shoes in my house 
  I do not like 
  Oh! you wronged me 
  Waiting until dark is a way of requesting 
  Somebody to accompany you’. 
   
   
The thi ‘ I do not’ is both at the beginning as well as at the end for 


emphasis.  The -n ‘causes me to cry’ in ndidza and nkhakhela 


‘you wronged me’ too is placed at the end in the two songs to 


make it objective.  The nne and ndi ‘I in particular’ in the songs 


above are used by the singer to personalize the pain but the -n in 


the vhusha song is used ironically to show empathy to the initiate 


who is experiencing the pain but the -n in nkhakhela refers to the 


singer.  Nne ‘I in particular’ is used positively while thi ‘I do not’ is 


used negatively to emphasise what the singer does not like.  This 


analysis shows how the choice of referencing expressions reflects 


the attitudes of singers towards particular abusive situations and 


different persons who are perpetrators of abuse. 


 


The singer does not address her song to the husband directly but 


through other women.  The manner in which the message is sent 


across reveals that the singer is eloquent in her singing and she 


has succeeded with communicative competence because she 


uses nne, thi ‘me, I do not’ -m or -n as referencing expressions 
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indirectly.  The addressee will understand the message 


communicated.  The expressions mentioned above are thus used 


as a means of establishing rapport with the audience. 


 


4.2.2 Impersonal reference and self-distancing 


 


The use of impersonal referencing applies to anyone and or 


everyone as described by Kitagawa and Lehrer (1990).  In this 


study impersonal reference is used for vague usage as well as the 


number feature.  The vhone ‘you’ can be used to refer to anyone, 


one person or a group of people.  This provides a good face saving- 


device because she is addressing the perpetrators indirectly.  For 


impersonal reference the singer would use muthu wanga ‘my 


person’, muthu ‘person’, iwe ‘you’, vhone ‘they or you’ or use a 


name that stands for the referent.  This use could be self-distancing 


because the singer does not want to refer to herself.  She could be 


protecting herself or criticising somebody as the following song 


reveals. 


 


   Vhasadzi vha fhano vha na luambiso 
   Vha toda u ndzhiela khotsi a Taki. 
 
   ‘Women here propose love to men 
   They want to snatch Taki’s father from me’. 
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The song is about a woman who is concerned about the behaviour 


of other women at a party.  Having noticed that they have feelings 


for her husband she indirectly starts a song as a way of 


discouraging them. 


 


The song has ndzhiela ‘take away from me’ which is personal and 


Taki’s father as impersonal.  The singer starts off by announcing 


that some women have feelings for other women’s husbands.  This 


statement indirectly includes her husband and his concubines.  She 


becomes personal when she uses the object verb ndzhiela ‘take 


away from me’  but she further feels that she must not mention her 


husband by his real name.  She, therefore, chooses to be 


impersonal and use a name Khotsi a Taki.  The name Taki is used 


to refer to any child because the singer is criticisizing her husband 


and other husbands due to his or their unfaithfulness. 


 


The use of linguistic units such as ‘this’, ‘that’, ‘here’, ‘there’, ‘now’ 


and ‘later’ also bring about impersonal reference.  In the preceding 


song the singer keeps the discussion within the limits of personal 


deictic.  The use of the demonstrative fhano ‘here’ gives an 


immediate context meaning of those women who are in the group of 


which she is a part. 
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   Ndi amba ngeo 
   Thi lali nnda ndi ndothe 
   Mavhele ndo limela zwili 
   Ndi ri thi lali nnda ndi ndothe. 
 
   ‘I mean you there 
   I cannot sleep alone 
   I ploughed mealies for pests 
   I stay here I cannot sleep outside alone’. 
 


The singer indirectly refers to her husband who spends many nights 


away from his rightful wife.  She sings this song while doing her 


household chores when the husband and his other wives are 


present. 


 


The demonstrative ngeo ‘there’ in this song indicates that the singer 


is addressing other people who are within reach.  The use of ngeo 


‘there’ gives the impression that the singer is talking to some 


specific people, but in the song it can be general whereas in reality 


it would be referring to a specific person.  In the first song, the 


singer refers to the self using fhano ‘here’ but uses ngeo ‘there’ 


while referring to others. 


 


The singer of the first song is singing indirectly.  The issue of abuse 


does not come out clearly because she is blaming other women as 


a way of protecting her husband.  
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The issue of abuse is also apparent when the singer is complaining 


about the way her husband commands that she spends the night 


alone as in the second song.  The message has been 


communicated better in the second song than in the first song. 


 


In some of the songs, singers distantly relate themselves to the 


situation.  People use self distancing by using general expressions 


such as munwe na munwe ‘everyone’ iwe ‘you’ as in (3.3.1.2).  A 


song can sometimes have both self-referring and self-distancing 


expressions.  The following songs use munwe na munwe 


‘everyone’ and iwe ‘you’: 


 


  Nyannda u vhone madembe iwe 
  Munwe na munwe a vhone madembe 
  Iwe Muofhe hae! Zwi a vhavha 
  Midunungu na Milaboni 
  Vhomme avho hae zwi a vhavha 
  Zwishango zwa u vhandekana. 
 
  ‘The one from outside sees miracles 
  Everyone it is painful 
  You Muofhe oh! it is painful 
  At Midunungu and Milaboni 
  Their mothers it is painful 
  Neighbouring communities’. 
 


The singer makes people aware that abuse is experienced 


everywhere.  The singer starts her song by distancing herself 


from the situation by sending a warning to everyone to observe 


things which are happening in the community.  She then explicitly 
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points out that munwe na munwe ‘everyone’ should be careful 


when observing miracles, meaning forms of abuse.  The word 


nyannda refers to anbybody.  Its generic or inclusive usage 


implies the same use as munwe na munwe.  Iwe ‘you’ is used to 


refer to somebody else and is placed at the beginning followed by 


the name of a person.  In the song, Sala ntovhele ‘Remain and 


follow me’ the emphasis is on the use of iwe and munwe na 


munwe ‘everyone’.  The use of iwe and munwe ‘everyone’ refers 


to anybody and can mean ‘you’ or ‘anyone’ in similar 


circumstances.  The singer is trying to generalize her own 


experience by using it as something which would affect or apply 


to anybody.  She is bringing an awareness to the people that 


husbands are being used by women with low morals, as the 


following song reveals: 


 


Sala ntovhele iwe wee! 
  Iwe sala ntovhele mungana 
  Vhanna vha vhanwe vha a liwa 
  Vha liwa Swobani iwe 
  Munwe na munwe u liwa Swobani. 
  Vhasadzi ndi madabadaba 
  Tshinakaho a tshi yi thambo. 
   


‘Remain and follow me you oh! 
  You remain and follow me friend 
  Men are used 
  They are used at Swobani 
  Everyone is used at Swobani 
  Women are irresponsible people 
  A good thing does not last’. 
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The song refers to women who are staying in marriages where 


their husbands emotionally abuse them by not financially 


maintaining them.  The singer stresses sala-ntevhele ‘remain – 


follow me’ to indicate that although they are persevering, they will 


one day abscond their marriages.  In the first song munwe na 


munwe ‘everybody’ is used just after iwe ‘you’.  In the fourth line 


iwe ‘you’ runs into the fifth line while singing, thus indicating a 


special way of referring to read as iwe munwe na munwe ‘you in 


particular’.  Although self-distancing is realised in addressing 


general statements, it does not necessarily mean that the singer 


is not part of what she is singing about.  The singer uses 


impersonal reference as a way of protecting either herself or other 


people from the perpertrators.  She is at the same time exposing 


the ill-treatment women are suffering at the hands of the abusers.  


Vhomme avho hae zwi a vhavha ‘their mothers it is painful’. 


 


Self-referencial expressions sometimes turn out to be general 


expressions, as the following song reveals: 


 


  Thi funi mariphosa nduni yanga 
  Thi funi vho nkhakhela muthu vhone 
  Thi funi muthu wanga. 
 
  ‘I do not like plastic shoes in my house 
  I do not like, you wronged me 
  I do not like my person’. 
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The singer is complaining about her husband’s lovers.  She 


compares the different women with different kinds of shoes.  She 


hates those who wear plastic shoes, those who wear takkies, and 


those who wear formal shoes.  She is in a way saying that she 


does not approve of her husband falling in love with any woman.  


The thi and yanga ‘I do not and mine’ are self-referring 


expressions but the muthu vhone ‘you person’ is general.  If the 


singer wanted to refer to the self she would have used muthu 


wanga ‘my person’ in the third line.  The muthu vhone ‘you 


person’ is used when the singer is not sure of the mood of the 


person she is referring to but if the husband is in a pleasant mood 


she sings the muthu wanga ‘my person’.  Thi ‘I do not’ can be a 


general expression whereby a singer is putting herself in the 


position of any woman who is being abused by her husband who 


brings home his concubines. 


 


The singer uses thi ‘I do not’ self-referencing to indicate sincerity 


and her personal conviction in what she does not like, that of 


sharing her husband with other women.  She also switches from 


the use of thi ‘I do not’ alone and adds vho ‘you’ which is other-


referencing to refer to all the women who are abusing fellow 


women by using the victim’s husband.  The vho ‘you’ indirectly 
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refers to individuals or groups of people outside the role of the 


singer and the audience. 


 


 4.2.3 Other reference 


 


This is usually clear by the use of vhone, inwi or iwe, vhoinwi or 


vhoiwe ‘you’ or the referent is mentioned by name or names.  The 


singer is trying to draw in her addressee in to share in the pain 


she is experiencing.  In the song below the singer uses iwe ‘you’ 


and a name Muofhe as a specific individual to refer to others: 


 


Nyannda u vhone madembe iwe 
  Munwe na munwe a vhone madembe 
  Iwe Muofhe hae! Zwi a vhavha 
  Midunungu na milaboni 
  Vhomme avho hae zwi a vhavha 
  Zwishango zwa u vhandekana. 
 
  ‘The one from outside see miracles 
  Everyone it is painful 
  You Muofhe oh! it is painful 
  At Midunungu and Milaboni 
  Their mothers it is painful 


Neighbouring communities’. 
 
 


The singer is expressing the idea that abuse is rife in 


communities hence she refers to different communities 


Midunungu na Milaboni vhone ‘you’ which is the same as vhoinwi 


‘you’ is used in the following song as a way of trying to draw the 


adressee into the topic: 
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 Rine ri vha Lutorini 
A ro ngo tendelwa u saina basa - chorus 
Nde ndi humbela biya 
Nde ndi humbela khene 
Ho tendelwa vhone 
Nde ndi yo twa na vhanwe 
Vhasadzi vha fhano a vho ngo tendelwa 


 
‘We belong to Lutorini 
We are not allowed to sign an identity document - chorus 
I in particular ask for beer 
I said I am asking for a can 
You are allowed 
I wanted to socialize with the others 
Women in the neighbourhood are not allowed’. 


 


In the following song vhoinwi or vhoiwe ‘you’ is omitted but the 


subject concord ni indicates their use.  Their omission weakens 


the directness of the message communicated. 


 


 Vhaloi haee! 
  Ahee…! Haee…! Shavhani modoro 
  Ni vhone u sa do ni kanda 
  Shavhani modoro - chorus 
  Vha vhone u sa do vha kanda 
 
  ‘Oh…!  Witches 
  Oh…!  Oh…! Be careful of the car 
  Be careful it will knock you down 
  Be careful of the car - chorus 


Be careful it will knock you down’. 


 


This song warns women to be careful because boys were setting 


women alight because of unfounded stories about witchcraft.  The 


referential expressions vhone, inwi, iwe ‘vhoinwi or vhoiwe ‘you’ 


have been used either directly or indirectly depending on the 


situation.  The vhone ‘you’ in this song is used indirectly during a 
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party because the singer is indirectly referring to her husband 


who is the person who stops her from attending such parties.   


The use of Vhamusanda Vho-Maligana in the next song is a 


direct form of other reference because it was usually sung by 


female singers at Ha-Mashau in  their acting chief’s presence: 


 


 Vha hanya nga u humbela - chorus 
   Vhamusanda vho-Maligana 
   Re ri renga hemmbe 
   Vhe ri renge na swithi. 
 
   ‘He is always asking - chorus 
   Chief-Maligana 
   We bought him a shirt 


He said we should also buy a suit’. 


 


The song refers to a situation where a khosi ‘chief’ was not 


grateful when his subjects offered him presents.  Self-referencing, 


impersonal, and self-distancing including other referencing, depict 


either the use of directness or indirectness of expressions as 


used by female singers to publicize abuse.  Any person who 


understands Tshivenda will understand the intended message. 


 


4.2.4 Concepts used with referential expressions 


 


This sub-section will analyze the concepts discussed in Chapter 3 


namely those of indirectness such as innuendo, evasion, and 


circumlocution, metaphors, and proverbs because they express 
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communicative competence when used with referentials.  The 


concepts will be discussed in relation to the choice of the 


participants and their goals.  The following song contains 


metaphors. 


 


  Nne ndi tshidongo 
  Tswina dzi a tanaila 
  Musadzi mutswuku ha malwi 
  Ndi tshilemba tsha phaladza mudi. 
 
  ‘I am an earthernware dish 
  Lizards are proudly crawling 
  Never get married to a woman who is 
  Light in complextion 
  She is a colourful cap, which destroys  
  The family’. 
 


The singer is complaining about how she is treated.  She is 


expected to do all the hard work.  Her co-wives do as they please.  


She has been experiencing a drastic change in her husband’s 


behaviour since the arrival of a particular woman who is light in 


complexion Musadzi mutswuku.  In the song above nne ndi 


tshidongo ‘I am an earthernware dish’ and ndi tshilemba tsha 


phaladza mudi ‘She is a colourful cap which destroys the family’ 


express the innuendo. 


 


The line nne ndi tshidongo ‘I am an earthernware dish’ is 


compared with the line Tswina dzi a tanaila ‘Lizards are proudly 


crawling’.  As participants, singers clearly indicate the pain 
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experienced by the woman by comparing herself with an 


earthernware dish as opposed to the pleasure experienced by the 


abusers who are compared with crawling lizards.  The metaphoric 


meaning lies in the use of the earthenware dish and the manner 


in which lizards move which symbolizes pride.  The singer is 


direct when she uses nne ‘me’ a self-referring expression in order 


to inform everybody that she is being abused but she uses an 


evasive tactic when she points out to the abusers by referring 


them as crawling lizards.  She further uses another reference 


when using the word musadzi ‘woman’.  She refrains from calling 


the woman by name and further uses a metaphoric expression 


ndi tshilemba tsha phaladza mudi ‘she is a colourful cap which 


destroys the family’.  The second, third and fourth lines are used 


as face-saving devices because the participants, being the singer 


and the addressees, want to give the information but the singer 


should not be held responsible for having accused the abusers. 


 


Reference to others is clearly expessed by the use of indirectness 


as a means of expression because singers also prefer to use the 


second and the third person to index the self when presenting 


sensitive issues as in the following songs: 


 


  Vhaloi haee! 
  Ahee…! Haee…! Shavhani modoro 
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  Ni vhone u sa do ni kanda 
  Shavhani modoro - chorus 
  Vha vhone u sa do vha kanda 
 
  ‘Oh…!  Witches 
  Oh…!  Oh…! Be careful of the car 
  Be careful it will knock you down 
  Be careful of the car - chorus 
  Be careful it will knock you down’. 
 


The song is about the women who became victims after being 


labelled witches during the struggle in 1990 in Limpopo.  As in the 


first song the innuendo is used in the second song.  The 


expressions which represent the innuendo are shavhani modoro 


‘be careful of car’ and ‘vha vhone u sa do vha kanda ‘be careful it 


will knock you down’. 


 


This song describes the unfair treatment of women who were 


blamed for wicthcraft.  The issue of witchcraft has had a bad 


history in South Africa where a large number of unfortunate 


people in rural areas (mostly women) were burnt to death due to 


unfounded accusations of witchcraft.   The issue of labelling 


women belittles women’s dignity.  Men and boys have abused 


their power and their culture by burning mostly women victims.  


The victims are vaguely addressed by the singer as vho, vhala 


‘she, those, they’.  Shavhani ‘Be careful’ could refer to one person 


or more people as used in the first line as well as in the third line.  


The singer addresses the accused as ni which is used 
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derogatively and vha which refers to aggression and attack.  


Shavhani modoro ‘beware of the car’ is used figuratively to refer 


to the necklace ‘a tyre’ which was put around the necks of victims 


who were regarded as witches and set alight.  Women are being 


warned or attacked by the singers.  To the researcher this song 


reveals the unfair treatment of women because some of the 


singers, mainly the men or boys have been satisfied by how 


women are treated.  This is conveyed  by the use of the word 


vhaloi ‘witches’. 


 


To understand the theme of pain in this song one should have a 


picture of a person being knocked down by a car.  The use of ni 


and vho ‘you in the singular or in the plural’ shows reference to 


others.  A car is a viable means of transport but can also hurt or 


kill a person.  Marriage  is compared to a moving car, because it 


is good being married if everything goes well but once there is ill 


treatment women anticipate accidents as in a moving car.  


Married women are, therefore, warned to be careful in their 


marriages and should strongly oppose abuse of any form.  The 


following song uses idiomatic expressions used to express abuse: 


 


  Vho-Mashau ri khou vha luvha 
  Musidzana a songo tamba 
  U mona na nndu a lila 
  A tshi vhona zwiita vhanwe 
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  Tshi nakaho a tshi yi thambo 
  Tshi no ya thambo ndi mutshinyalo 
 
  ‘Khosi Vho-Mashau we subject ourselves to your rule 
  A girl who did not enjoy her youth. 
  She goes around the hut and cries 
  When she observes others enjoying themselves 
  A good thing does not last for ever 
  That which lasts is a bad thing’. 
 
 
The reference to Khosi Vho-Mashau is directed at him because 


the song was sung by a group of singers from Ha-Mashau who 


referred to their Khosi ‘Chief’ and sang in his presence.  This 


song can be used by any group of singers from any village having 


replaced the name of Khosi Vho-Mashau by the name of their 


Khosi.  The name of the Khosi is direct because singers are 


warning the Mahosi not to choose wives from the group of mature 


girls at a domba ‘initiation for mature boys and girls’ because the 


Khosi ‘Chief’ will be marrying the young inexperienced woman to 


join the line of the many abused wives of the chief.  The Khosi 


‘Chief’ will not be totally committed to that newly wedded woman.  


The woman  herself will be frustrated when she observes other 


young women married to young men of their age who do not have 


many wives. 


 


The expression musidzana a songo tamba ‘a girl who did not 


enjoy her youth’ refers to a newly wedded woman who was forced 


into marriage only to encounter hardships on her arrival.  A 
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person who is experiencing hardships is referred to in the third 


person.  u ‘she’ and a ‘she’ meaning mature girls are being 


admonished for having rushed into womanhood before they had 


understood what marriage meant.  Singers are in a way warning 


mature girls not to rush into marriage because they will not stand 


the abuse they may experience.  Singers sing as though there are 


no clear adversaries in their singing. 


 
  Tshigombela  
  Ee…!  Huwe…! Vho vhuya nalo 
  Vho vhuya na bemu phafula - chorus 
  Vhala vha Khalavha vho vhuya na? 
  Vha mutanga wa ndodzi vho vhuya na? 
 
  ‘Dance for leisure 


Oh…!  Oh…!  Did they return? 
  She came back with a half shaved head from 


Phafuri chorus 
 The one from Khalavha did she return? 


The one with a garden in a swampy ground full of 
tears.  Did she return?’ 


 


The meaning of the lines musidzana a songo tamba, a tshi vhona 


zwiita vhanwe and u mona na nndu a lila ‘a girl who did not enjoy 


her youth, when she observes others enjoying themselves and 


she goes around the hut and cries’, is quite clear.  The a ‘she’ and 


u ‘she’ have been used to refer to other people but the singer can 


be referring to herself as one who was forced into marriage 


before she was ready.  The choosing of marriage partners for 


others is an abuse of their rights. 
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The proverb Tshi nakaho a tshi yi thambo ‘a good thing does not 


last for ever’ as used in the previous song exposes the treatment 


of the woman who is experiencing abuse in her marriage, 


because she did not expect the love she once tasted before 


marriage to have changed (Cf. 4.1.1.1 about shock and blame) 


but the singer cannot directly articulate her feelings. 


 


The use of innuendo, evasion and circumlocution in the songs 


analysed in this sub-section has thus clearly revealed that the 


singer has communicated competently. 


 


4.3 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE GOAL OF THE SONGS 


 


This sub-section aims at giving a comparative analysis of the goal 


of songs as revealled through referential expressions.  Any song is 


sung to send a message across.  Abuse songs contain admonising 


messages which cannot be accepted by the addressees.  This 


forces the singer to choose ways and means of conveying the 


message.  Singers may choose to be direct or indirect but the main 


objective is to admonish the behaviour of the perpetrators of abuse. 


 


If a setting allows the singer to be direct she does so in order to 


expose the bad behaviour of her abusers, especially if she is 
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singing during chores or during communal celebrations, such as in 


the song Ndo itwa nga makhadzi wanga ‘My aunt is the cause of all 


these’.  The ndo and wanga ‘I did and mine’ are self-referring 


expressions which are sung in the presence of the mother-in-law 


who is the singer’s biological aunt.  The aunt cannot retaliate on the 


scene but would wait until the woman bears a child and then 


retaliates by giving the child a name which also condemns the 


actions of the daughter-in-law.  Names such as Azwiambiwi ‘it 


should not be talked about’, Azwifarwi ‘it should not be touched’, 


Thivhudziswi ‘I am not to be asked’, and Thingivhone ‘I am not 


same as you are’ are evidence of such practices.  This form of 


direct singing is also done by singers during communal celebrations 


where singers protest and expose the bad behaviour of the leaders. 


 


  Vha hanya nga u humbela - chorus 
  Vhamusanda Vho-Maligana 
  Re ri renga hemmbe 
  Vhe ri renge na swithi 
 
  ‘He is always asking - chorus 
  Chief-Maligana 
  We bought him a shirt 
  He said we should also buy a suit’. 
 


Here the singers are directly referring to themselves by using re and 


ri ‘we’ to indicate that they are the ones who gave him the presents.  


The vha ‘you’ and Vhamusanda vho Maligana refer to the then 


Acting Chief W M Mashau.  Singers cannot afford to address him 
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indirectly, or say Vhamusanda Vho- Mashau because they wanted 


to be specific to this  Acting Chief of Ha-Mashau by the name of 


Maligana which is his real name to expose and protest that he is 


over demanding and should learn to be grateful rather than abusing 


his powers on women. 


 


The next song uses indirect expressions as compared to the 


previous one which uses direct expressions: 


 


  Ndo wanala Hamagadani 
  Tsindi ndi shavhela kule 
  Hamagadani - chorus 
  Vhugaligali ha khomba 
  Ndo wanala, ndo wanala 
 
  ‘I was found at Magadani’s 
  I flirt far 
  At Magadani’s - chorus 
  The unfaithfulness of a mature girl 
  I was found, I was found’. 
 


The singer of this song uses an indirect expression by mentioning a 


name of any man.  The use of such names makes the song 


ambiguous.  The singer does this as a way of trying to be polite  


(Brown 1987 and Lakoff 1974).  The singer’s discursive strategies 


such as the confessing statement  ndo wanala, ndo wanala ‘I was 


found out, I was found out’ or the use of the interrogative form 


enables her to manipulate her addressees’ thinking.  In other words,  


the addressees will realize that the singer is politely reprimanding 
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men who flirt in the neighbourhood.    The use of indirectness as a 


goal is mainly meant for the singers to take refuge in the songs if 


the addressees do not understand the meaning of the songs. 


 


Impersonal references are meant to reveal in a polite way while at 


the same time protecting themselves as singers from having to face 


threatening situations. 


 


The sending of messages through songs implies that the role of 


songs is to correct or to justify the situation which is being sung 


about or which entails the composition of such a song.  Songs can 


correct a situation if the words used are so clear that the message 


need not necessarily have to be analysed by the addressees in 


order to understand the message.  If the message is not clear, 


songs could be taken for granted by the addressees and the singer 


could be singing merely to relieve her tension. 


 


Recapitulation 


 


In this chapter, the researcher has endeavoured to make a comparative 


analysis of contextual themes.  Main themes as well as sub themes 


have been identified and discussed in trying to show how female songs 


can take on a comparative perspective.  Person referring and 
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generalization as main contextual themes have served as the basis for 


the comparison of sub themes such as pain, anger, shock, grief, blame, 


resignation, resentment, bitterness, jealousy, loneliness, betrayal, 


misery, rejection, depression, sadness, frustration, unfulfilled 


expectations, and strained love.  Self-reference, other or addressee 


reference, and impersonal reference have been compared by giving 


reasons for their use.  The chapter which follows will highlight the 


findings of this research. 
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CHAPTER 5 


 


RESEARCH FINDINGS, INTERPRETATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


5.0   INTRODUCTION 


 


The analysis of song texts in the previous chapter has revealed 


the manner in which female singers express abuse.  The main 


objectives of this chapter are to comment on the interpretations 


and conclusions contained in this reseach within the context of 


the problem as it was posed in the first chapter.  This chapter will 


also demonstrate how the literature review, the data collected and 


the analysis of the data resolved the problem that has been 


researched.  This Chapter has three purposes namely, to provide 


the findings of this research, its limitations, and lastly the 


recommendations on issues of paramount importance related to 


women abuse. 


 


This research study started with the topic of women abuse as 


expressed in Tshivenda female songs.  Problems and questions 


were outlined.  The appropriate procedures for collecting data 


were selected (Cf. Chapter 1).  Literature was reviewed and the 
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research problem was socio-culturally contextualized within a 


broader context of knowledge on folk songs and on female songs 


(Cf. Chapters 2 and 3).  The analysis of abuse songs was 


designed and planned according to the type of the problem by 


applying various techniques such as theme, referential 


expressions as used either directly or indirectly which made it 


possible to obtain the research results (Cf. Chapter 4).  This final 


chapter serves to close this research cycle by bringing this 


research to its destined conclusion and to share with readers and 


other researchers the findings, limitations, and recommendations 


for future research. 


 


5.1 FINDINGS 


 


The findings of this research will be discussed under the following 


subheadings:  Literature review, method of data collection, 


sampling, analysis, context, socio-cultural setting, scene, themes 


in various songs, participant reference, goal of the songs, and 


what the comparison of songs revealed. 
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5.1.1 Literature review 


 


The review of related literature in this study accomplished to 


relate this study to the ongoing dialogue in the literature on folk 


songs to provide the framework for comparing the results of this 


study with that of other studies. 


 


The sharing of ideas of other researchers on folk songs as well as 


on female songs was done by grouping the researchers 


according to their views.  Researchers with similar views were 


grouped together.  African researchers as well as those 


researchers of Western origin have exposed that folk songs have 


a great impact on the lives of Africans.  It was revealed that the 


views of male researchers tended to stress the idea of the 


significance and functional value of folk songs while views of 


female researchers showed that female songs are used to protest 


and admonish the behaviour of the perpetrators of abuse.  The 


review of related literature became a logical point of departure for 


the selection of methods to be used in the analysis of data in 


order to determine wether female singers do express abuse in 


their singing. 
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5.1.2 Method of data collection 


 


The main aim of this qualitative study was to purposefully select 


informants that would best represent the whole area where 


Tshivenda abuse songs are sung by women.  The researcher of 


this study became both a participant and an observer by visiting 


the physical settings and established that all twenty-two groups of 


singers from various communities around Venda sing abuse 


songs and use such songs interchangeably.  One song could be 


used by one group in a certain setting while the same song could 


be used by another group in a different setting.  The similarity is 


situated in the fact that the same message is being 


communicated.  This happens in songs for leisure.  Singers were 


willing to give explanations where the researcher had difficulty in 


understanding the different versions of a song.  The researcher 


was in a way trying to make sense of the singers’ experiences 


and how they structured their lives. 


 


The method of data collection discussed above showed that all 


the groups were comfortable to sing about their experiences and 


about the experiences of those other women who do not want to 


open up.  Such findings became possible because the researcher 


of this study is a woman.  In this way, the singers helped the 
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researcher of this study to understand the use of songs in context 


after they had been assured that their information would be 


handled in an ethical manner. 


 


The findings of this study do not exclude the results obtained from 


the songs obtained from secondary sources which also reveal 


that female songs may express abuse. 


 


This study has proven that some songs which were obtained from 


secondary sources were similar to those sung by the groups of 


singers who provided the researcher with primary data.  The 


singers too helped the researcher to understand the meaning of 


the songs obtained from secondary sources.  When the 


researcher transcribed the songs from secondary sources she 


realized that the singers had omitted certain words and phrases 


from such songs.  This omission might have been caused by the 


fact that the person who collected such songs might have been 


an African man or a researcher of Western origin or singers had 


not given all the lines of the song to the researcher because they 


felt they could be abusing themselves. 
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5.1.3 Sampling 


 


This researcher used a multistage procedure where she first 


collected songs from groups of women from communities around 


Venda and worked within such clusters.  Secondly, she grouped 


songs according to their contextual use.  The survey instrument 


used in this study was self-designed.  In all the songs used for 


analysis issues of abuse were communicated.  Abuse and the 


stress associated with it as revealed by the samples indicate that 


each person going through an abusive process or one putting 


herself in an abused person’s position has a unique way to 


express her experiences. 


 


Combining the information contained in the samples provided by 


the groups identified for this research with the information from 


the secondary sources, a clear picture emerged of what 


constituted the involvement of women in issues of abuse and how 


they perceived their relationships with their husbands or in-laws 


or how they grouped themselves into their singing groups. 


 


It is clear from the samples that female singers have an important 


role in publicizing abusive tendencies in relationships.  The 


wording of the songs differ because abuse is a very subjective 
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experience.  It is a unique experience because no two people are 


identical or share the same circumanstances. 


 


5.1.4 Analysis of data 


 


The analysis of abuse songs indicated that a major theme which 


is revealed through such songs is that of indirectness.  


Indirectness reveals that women choose to address the 


perpetrators indirectly because they live in fear but they at least 


try to announce what concerns them most in well-constructed 


statements.  It is in a way an indication that singing cannot be 


regarded as a particularly liberating experience.  The most 


important coping mechanism women employ is that of taking 


control of their situations by singing about their concerns.  This is 


evident by the way women distance themselves from their 


abusers and by not revealing their emotions to the abusers.  This 


is achieved by not using direct language all the time. 


 


In order to cope, the songs stress an aspect of endurance.  


Singing sokou kondelela zwi do fhela ‘just persevere it will come 


to and end’ shows that women regard themselves as strong 


personalities as opposed to how they are viewed by men, namely  


as being sensitive, weak, and needing some strengthening by 
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being abused.  This analysis has shown the need to strike a 


balance between the need of the abused woman to be 


emancipated from the bonds of slavery and to be loved by her 


husband and that of demonstrating a self-conception of portraying 


a message of coping well:  nne ndi tshidongo kondelela ‘I am an 


earthenware dish, persevere’. 


 


The analysis has furthermore focussed on the image of marriage 


and family as situation in the authority of the mother-in-law and 


her son Cf. Ndi pfe wa nnyi mulayo ‘Whose law should I abide 


with?’. 


 


Women are also struggling to cope with the idea of sharing their 


husbands with other wives, as portrayed by the words:  vha 


mbulaiselani nga muhadzinga? ‘Why do you allow the co-wife to 


torture me?’  Abused wives had expectations which were not met, 


and have lost their status and their identity.  (Cf. song no. 4), 


Mbilu ndi mbili mazwale wanga tho ngo zwi divha.  ‘I have two 


hearts my mother-in-law I did not know’. 
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5.1.5 Use in context 


 


Context enables the singer to choose the manner in which to 


express her abuse.  Context also informs the use of words and 


phrases.  Abuse songs in initiation songs contain a large number 


of metaphors.  This is a way of confusing the young women about 


how they should perceive womanhood. 


 


During communal celebrations songs with plain language are 


used because the abuse is expressed in a jovial mood.  This is 


possible because the singers believe that they are not addressing 


a particular abuser.  Sometimes a singer can, however, pretend 


and sing using direct language to express directly what she is 


singing.  (Cf. song no. 7) khii ndi dzanga thi wari wari ‘keys are 


mine I do not care’.  In essence the singer is deeply hurt about 


the situation which compels her to share her husband with other 


women. 


 


5.1.6 Socio-cultural setting 


 


According to the socio-cultural rules of the Vhavenda, no woman 


is free or liberated.  They are all victims of some kind of abuse.  


Only some elderly widows can be described as emancipated.  
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Young widows are still abused like married women by the 


relatives of their late husbands because a married woman is 


regarded as a kind of property which has been bought for the 


family and also due to the fact that relatives of the late husband 


are supposed to take over and care for the widow.  They are 


frequently traumatised to such an extent that one may conclude 


that they are defeated by life and its demands.  The general 


feeling is that women are subordinate to men.  The women have 


succumbed to this type of treatment to such a degree that they do 


very little or nothing to change the situation.  In-laws expect their 


daughters-in-law to stay in relationships even when they are 


manipulated, exploited, and ill-treated.  The issue of divorce is a 


taboo according to Venda culture, hence vhida la musadzi li 


vhuhadzi ‘The grave of a woman is at her in-laws’.  Culture is 


viewed in The English Dictionary of Contemporary English (1978: 


270) as ‘a particular system of art, thought and customs, beliefs 


and all the other products of human thought made by people at a 


particular time’. 


 


Culture is a word which is understood as a way of life, expressing 


the world view of people.  Culturally Vhavenda women are viewed 


as dependent on men.  The saying khuhu ya phambo a i imbi 
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mutsho ‘a hen never crows at dawn’ justifies this.  The accepted 


norm is that it is the cock that crows at dawn. 


 


It is relevant to mention that the use of female songs in a socio-


cultural context means the replacement of language with songs 


as a means of sending messages.  Songs are interpreted to 


satisfy the maintenance of language as described from an 


ethnographic point of view.  Despite the change in structure of 


Venda society from its traditional set-up to its present condition, 


many women are still traumatised and prefer to express their 


feelings and expectations through songs. 


 


The use of songs in a socio-cultural context is mainly dependent 


on the capacity of the singers and listeners to use language for 


purposes of gaining social co-operation because of the close 


relationship between languages, beliefs, values, likes or dislikes 


in the culture of the speech community. 


 


For the pupose of this study the social context cannot be 


separated from the cultural one, because:  ‘All contexts which are 


social in nature have to do with the structure of social relations 


between individuals within a culture’ (Herndon and McLeod, 


1980:19) 
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Like any other people Vhavenda women are social beings 


conditioned by the life and worldview of their society where 


concepts such as freedom and choice have a direct bearing on 


lives.  Women always find themselves co-existing with other 


people, especially men, who are co-partners in life and are not 


lifeless objects.  The concept of ideology refers to forms of social 


and cultural consciousness that are regarded to be aesthetic 


without any bias.  Vhavenda men frequently cannot face the truth 


about their social relationships with women because they are 


caught up in false cultural conciousness of their view.  This 


behaviour is unacceptable to women.  This is realised by how 


women become emotionally charged in such context and react by 


singing as Lupton (1988:15) remarks on the relationship between 


emotions and context:  ‘Emotional states are viewed as purely 


contextual’. 


 


Through songs, women reveal if their relationships with their 


husbands or in-laws are bad or good, useful or damaging.  They 


also discover themselves in terms of who they are, how they live 


in relation to others, and how they respond towards their fellow 


men.  Women demand and expect husbands to be loving 


partners.  Husbands, on the other hand, believe that wives should 


always submit themselves before the authority of their husbands, 
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mothers-in-law as well as sisters-in-law vhahalivho or vhavhuye 


‘just a stern, strong minded individual’ and vhavhuye meaning 


muvhuya nga dzanga ‘sister-in-law who was paid for with my 


bride price’ are the words used to precipitate abuse because of 


the paying of mamalo ‘bride price’ by the husband’s family.  She 


is being ill-treated as though she was bought. 


 


For a woman to meet in communal activities is a social as well as 


a cultural phenomenon.  During such meetings women share their 


secrets and pain with those who are listening to their songs.  As 


soon as the shameful secrets are revealed, such feelings are 


externalised and the women feel that they are together in painful 


situations. 


 


Even though the singers are not quite sure that the abusers get 


the message through songs, they feel they are true to their own 


values and thus build or restructure relationships with other 


women and empathize with one another.  This helps them to heal 


their wounds inflicted upon them by their husbands or in-laws.  


After singing the singers may find it easier to live with self-


acceptance and self-forgiveness.  Women’s socialization heals 


them as Bepko (1991: 192) avers:  ‘Women’s depth grow, they 


grow deeper, they also feel a connection to the Goddess to all 
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sisterhood, to all women of all time.  In guided imagery exercises, 


women typically can imagine this wise woman who has been so 


choked through shame’. 


 


Female singers frequently explore marital problems of one 


couple, comparing and contrasting it with social and cultural 


values and beliefs.  The family exists in a culture where women 


are dominated by males and in-laws.  Although women do not 


verbally oppose this assumption, they also sing about their 


discontentment when men are around.  The understanding of 


their socio-cultural context enabled the researcher to understand 


the song texts and be able to analyse the themes appropriately. 


 


Women belong to their own speech community which forces them 


to develop their own sub-culture as members of their own 


stratum.  Belonging to such a social unit gives them a chance of 


socialization which helps them to unite.  This is realized in the 


analysis of the many different songs sung in various situations 


which are sung as a measure of social control because 


performances have always been socially and culturally controlled.  


This control comes in the information given through songs which 


regulate the social relationships of the members of a society.  The 


moral behind initiation songs is to indoctrinate female initiates to 
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accept themselves as minors while unconditionally accepting 


male supremacy throughout their lives. 


 


As a social control the reed-like peg used in the song 


phephenyane i a nduma tswaro ‘a bald fishtailed insect is biting 


my thighs’ symbolizes a penis as an act of sexual insinuation 


because girls should be prepared for a sexual act which they will 


one day experience.  Should any woman feel pain during the first 


sexual act she should endure it while allowing the man to enjoy 


the act.  If women do not want to endure the pain caused by 


intercourse, society encourages men to look for a willing woman 


or other women will grab the man. 


 


The song ndi lila ndi navho (Cf. song no. 38) ‘I miss him even 


though I have him’ portrays a picture of a woman who has been 


resented by her husband while staying together.  This song is a 


way of telling the initiates that women should not be bothered 


about such behaviour because others have experienced the 


same treatment.  The line rothe ri lila ri navho ‘we all suffer even 


though we have husbands’ emphasizes the suffering women 


experience in marriage.  The message sent across is to try and 


hold married couples together.  Women are not satisfied with this 


situation as the song Thi funi mariphosa nduni yanga ‘I do not like 
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plastic shoes in my house’ illustrates.  The different types of 


shoes are used as symbols of identification of the different wives.  


As a social control singers are encouraging other women to act 


likewise if their husbands engage in sexual acts with other 


women. 


 


The themes expressed in 4.1 enable singers and listeners to 


meet the needs of their society.  They also get into a stage of 


varying moods while reflecting their concerns or the values of 


their society.  Nketia (1988: 204) mentions the importance of 


songs when stating that someone who wishes to complain or cast 


insinuation, may find it more effective to do so in song than in 


speech. 


 


Because female singers are free to use any theme in any context 


without fear of creating animosity in their families or communities, 


singing can enable performers to conform to the moral code of 


the society.  Most of the work songs address proclamations and 


complaints arising from family feuds as a way of adjusting the 


situation.  Songs for davha ‘communal work’ are meant to control 


the behaviour of people in a community.  This also happens in 


songs for leisure.  Singers try to make peace through contact, co-


operation, co-presence, and communication with fellow women as 
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well as with abusers when they are interacting socially and 


culturally. 


 


 Contact and co-presence 


 


The two words are not synonymous but they are strongly 


interrelated.  Contact refers to getting in touch with someone 


or reach someone by message in order to feel each other’s 


presence.  Co-presence means being present together.  


Female singers do not only sing in isolation.  They may sing at 


home where there are husbands and in-laws, at beer drinking 


parties where there are their immediate families as well as 


their community at large.  Singing where there are people is a 


way of trying to be in close proximity with the abusers.  


Singers also sing at initiation ceremonies where the audience 


is only women.  They sing as a way of trying to jointly 


overcome a common threat to reduce prejudice. 


 


Men and women meet at communal celebrations on an equal 


basis.  It is during such occasions where messages are given 


without prejudice.  The impact of the message is also 


determined by the way such messages are phrased and 


presented.  Women might sing as a way of presenting an  
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argument which supports their position.  The song vha Lutorini 


tho ngo tendelwa.  Nde ndi didzinze na vhanwe, tho ngo 


tendelwa ‘Those at Lutorini.  I am not allowed reveals.  I 


wanted to spend my leisure time with others.  I am not allowed’ 


explains. The song refers to the attitude of a husband who 


opposes his wife’s right to socialize with other women at beer 


drinking parties yet the wife does not deny him his right to do 


so.  Women are protesting by mentioning that they are also 


responsible adults who should be allowed to socialize. 


 


 Co-operation 


 


Through choral singing women co-operate in fighting the 


common enemy – the abuser -  because they are collectively 


victimized, harassed, ridiculed, and they share the same 


predicaments.  Myers (1996: 590) remarks that shared 


predicaments are a powerful trigger for co-operation. 


 


Culturally Vhavenda women had a higher degree of co-


operation than men.  They came together when they went to 


fetch water, look for firewood or look for vegetables.  They also 


came together when they taught one another new songs, 


when they gossiped about what happened to fellow women.  
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To them this sharing of information was a way of concern as 


saying ‘an injury to one is an injury to all’.  Men always feel 


threatened by such co-operation. 


 


 Communication 


 


Misunderstandings which result in abuse are compounded by 


ineffective communication where women are not listened to, 


not given an opportunity to speak while people normally 


should open up and resolve their differences. 


 


Although women are not given such opportunities they are 


convinced that the information contained in their songs is 


objective and that the abusers will learn because learning also 


takes place when truths are spelled out.  It is through singing 


that women are trying to seek a conciliatory state. 


 


 Conciliation 


 


Female singers always try to win the support of their fellow 


women.  This is the best way of gaining each other’s trust.  


The way women sing about their experiences is of great 


significance because the themes discussed reveal the world in 
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which they live and how perversely women are treated.  By 


singing songs of protest and persuation women are trying to 


reach a conciliatory state with the abusers and with 


themselves.  The song thi wari-wari nangwe vha nyamba, khii 


ndi dzanga thi wari-wari ‘I do not care even if you talk about 


me.  The keys belong to me’ stresses this idea. 


 


The singer is trying to make peace with herself and her 


abusers because she is revealling to them that she is aware of 


the manner in which they are treating her.  A person who does 


not worry is at peace with herself and with others. 


 


Female singers find it easier to handle conflicts and resist 


negative pressure by realising that abuse is linked to power, 


and to explore alternative ways of expressing their own power 


by singing abuse songs.  They develop skills to respond with 


non-abusive actions. 


 


Finally women have consciousness.  They feel, see, interpret, 


and experience the world they live in in terms of meaning.  


Through singing they create their own social reality within their 


speech community. 
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5.1.7 Scenes 


 


Physical as well as psychological settings determine the manner 


in which songs are sung.  Scenes for songs for recreation provide 


a space for victims to share their pain with each other and to gain 


emotional support from other women (Cf. 5.1.5). 


 


Being in a group with other women who are experiencing the 


same treatment and singing their pleas would possibly allow the 


women to relinguish their need to be seen as strong.  Going to 


the performances helps abused women to focus on other things 


than the abusive situation they are experiencing in their homes.  


In these groups the victims also get a chance of hearing other 


women’s views on how they think certain problems could be 


solved.  (Cf. song no. 23) Hwala gonyongo u tuwe ri yo haka 


muwewe vhanwe vho tuwa ngani? ‘Carry your half full sack and 


go, we are going to join the others, what caused the other women 


to leave their husbands?’.  In this way a woman who was 


convinced that divorce is a taboo in the culture of the Vhavenda 


may change her mind set.  It is in this setting where she may 


realize that divorce is also acceptable in the eyes of the victims in 


order to free themselves.  This takes place in a physical setting. 
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Exposure to such views could assist the victims of abuse in 


internalising a new definition of what marriage means.  It would 


appear that female singers may be a useful eye-opener for 


victims of abuse who lack the necessary skills for solving their 


problems. 


 


A psychological scene which allows victims of abuse to express 


their true feelings is during chores.  The singer who is the victim 


of abuse sings as though she is thinking aloud because she sings 


in the presence of her abusers.  The victim is not afraid to spell it 


all out.  She chooses to use metaphorical language which she 


knows it is understood by the mother-in-law. 


 


5.1.8 The various themes in songs 


 


Seen against this background, the analysis of the songs and their 


themes has revealed that female songs express abuse.  In 


society the sub-ordinate position of women is reinforced by being 


portrayed as members of a minority group. 


 


Abuse songs provide particular kinds of information about abuse 


experienced in relationships.  Singers should go beyond the 


traditional use of songs, namely that of protesting to become 
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more of a vehicle to assist in the cultivation of a higher order of 


dialogue in relationships. 


 


The themes identified and compared in (4.1.1), namely, shock, 


grief, blame, resignation, anger, resentment, bitterness, jealousy, 


loneliness, betrayal, misery, pain, rejection, depression, sadness, 


despair, unfulfilled expectations, frustrations, and strained love, 


do a fair degree of harm to women who are abused to such an 


extent that they live in constant fear of attack in their own homes, 


the one place they should feel safe (Cf. song no. 4).  Ha vha 


zhakatila ‘It turned out to be a confusing situation’. 


 


When women are engrossed in fear they end up singing indirectly 


in a manner which encourages the perpetrators to continue with 


abusive acts.  This is evident by the way women point fingers at 


themselves and unconditionally accept the blame for such acts 


(Cf. 4.1.1.1).  Women accept the blame because they were 


culturally conditioned to believe that for husbands and in-laws to 


be in control of wives and daughters-in-law respectively they 


should scare them, hurt them, label them and demean them.  (Cf. 


song no. 17) Va, va makuse na rine ro itwa ngaurali ‘Burn, burn, 


pubic hair we also experienced the same problem’. 
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Themes of abuse songs succeed by showing the original problem 


which has caused the abuse as (song no. 19) ndo itwa nga 


makhadzi wanga ‘My aunt is the cause of the problem’ reveals.  


In other circumstances songs provide conditions which could 


solve the problem as in the song hwala gonyongo u tuwe ‘carry 


the half full bag and go’. 


 


Indirectness as a theme indicates that the emphasis on the use of 


figures of speech in abuse songs is on the contributions the 


symbols provide to the main issue of abuse. 


 


The device of comparison contrast is also used as in the (song 


no. 10) vhanwe nga nne vho rengelwa dziwatshi nne ndo newa 


rannda ‘watches were bought for the others, I was given a rand’.  


The singer uses comparison and contrast as a means of gaining 


understanding of her situation. 


 


The use of close-reading in individual songs provides perceptions 


and knowledge about the songs. 
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5.1.9 Participant reference 


 


Participant reference encodes different aspects of communicative 


competence between the performers and their audience.  Self-


referential expressions and other referential expressions reflect 


the thinking and attitudes of the singers towards abuse topics as 


addressed to particular personalities (Cf. self-distancing). 


 


The use of other reference reveals that the singer is not only 


articulating her thoughts or experiences but is putting herself in a 


position of being the voice of other women who are experiencing 


abuse as well.  Her songs usually point to a group that she 


represents. 


 


The use of me ndi/ndo/nda ‘I in particular’ places the singer in a 


position of being in authority.  Other reference or the use of 


names is always used for attacks and aggression.  While using 


the impersonal inwi, iwe, vhoinwi, vhoiwe ‘you’ the singer is 


putting on an act to the addressee.  She is putting herself in a 


position of being a comrade of the addressee. 


 


The use of thi, a thi ‘I do not’ for negative purposes, criticism or 


attack is more likely to occur in the context in which the singer is 
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trying to address her addressee (Cf. song no. 31) Thi funi 


mariphosa nduni yanga, thi funi ‘I do not like plastic shoes in my 


house, I do not’.  In this way the singer is choosing the use of 


milder language and politeness for persuasion. 


 


Singers compose and sing their songs mainly for the perpetrators 


of abuse, even though they may not address them directly. 


 


5.1.10 Goal of the song 


 


The goal of the song reveals that there are three main domains of 


reference:  the world of the singer, the world of the audience, and 


an intermediate world between them.  The goal of the song joins 


the singer and her audience, thus creating an interactional 


relationship between them.  The goal of the song is mainly 


intended to address issues according to age, social group or 


group membership (Cf. song no. 31) thi funi mariphosa nduni 


yanga, thi funi ‘I do not like plastic shoes in my house, I do not’.  


This song is addressed to the husband.  The singer chooses the 


use of mild language.  The song Basani yavho vha songo tsha 


nwala. Vhurifhi vha nwalele mme avho ‘Do not write my name in 


your identity document, you must write letters to your mother’ is 


directed to the mother-in-law.  The goal of the song is that the 
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mother-in-law will communicate the message to her son.  The 


goal of these two songs is to convey a message in a diverse way.  


Differences can also be found in the goals of the songs for 


leisure, for initiation, and work songs. 


 


5.1.11 What the comparative method reveals 


 


In terms of comparison of themes and the use of referential 


expressions in chapter four the whole study reveals that female 


songs do express abuse.  The main realization is that women are 


placed in a subordinate position in their society.  This is realised 


by how women are given names as a way of labelling them as 


being bad (Cf. song no. 21) where a woman is shunned because 


she cannot conceive and the husband can not be called names if 


he is unable to impregnate his wife. Labelling demoralises 


women, their dignity is affected and the whole community 


dispises such a woman. (Cf. song no. 34). 


 


Women sing as a way of saying that they want to live in a 


supportive family because a family is an essential cornerstone for 


a safe community.  They demand husbands and in-laws to create 


this conduciveness of the situation (Cf. song no. 4) the song mbilu 


ndi mbili mazwale wanga, ha vha zhakatila ‘I am in doubt my 
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mother-in-law.  There is confusion’.  The singer describes the 


family in which she lives as a situation without order.  A place 


without order is strongly lined with some kind of abuse. 


 


The socio-cultural knowledge and image of a person is still largely 


that of a man.  Women are usually left out or their roles are 


devalued (Cf. song no. 10) vhanwe nga nne vho dzheniswa 


dzinduni nne ndo newa rannda ‘some women have had sexual 


relations with their husbands and I was given a rand’.  A man is 


always thought of as being in a position that allows him to do 


what he wishes but a woman is not thought of a fully-fledged 


person.  Giving a rand to a wife is a clear indication of devalueing 


the wife by her own husband. 


 


Abuse affect everybody not only those who are victimized.  


Women collectively sing songs of protest because to them any 


abuse experienced by one woman becomes a collective concern. 


 


Abuse songs provide a great deal of provocative information and 


interesting material to be studied which exposes women being 


exploited (Cf. song no. 37) Vhamusanda Vho-Maligana.  Re ri 


renga hemmbe vhe ri renge na swithi ‘Chief Maligana we bought 


you a shirt, you demanded a suit’.  This form of exploitation is 
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abuse of power by the chief who should have been satisfied by 


whatever token of appreciation he was given. 


 


Women abuse as expressed in Tshivenda female songs cannot 


be understood without relating the issue of abuse to the socio-


cultural context of the Vhavenda hence these figurative language 


(Cf. chapter 3 and chapter 4) on the use of innuendo, 


circumlocution, metaphors and proverbs while expressing issues 


of abuse in an indirect form. 


 


Female singers are the best manipulators of language which 


creates songs to be as communicative as possible without using 


words which are threatening or aggressive.  By choosing the right 


words singers get in touch with their own feelings of anger, 


aggression, insecurity, and frustration by beginning to sing about 


their own feelings (Cf. song no. 7) Khii ndi dzanga thi wari-wari 


‘Keys belong to me, I do not care’.  These are limitations that are 


learned by women as they internalize the rules of behaviour 


appropriate to them as women.  Abused women do not allow the 


abusive experiences to destroy them completely.  They delimit 


their own limits and give themselves room to continue with their 


lives. 
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Songs for initiation for mature and imature girls are meant to 


condition the initiates to feel and accept male degration.  Despite 


this concern about the message in the songs for initiation, songs 


were traditionally taken seriously because no event was regarded 


as complete without the use of songs. 


 


The use of referring shows exiting tactics used by women when 


directly or indirectly singing about issues of abuse.  No matter 


what expressions are used, be it self-reference or other 


reference, the fact remains that messages about women abuse 


are being sent across. 


 


Women are made to believe that the very activities which society 


values most are likely to threaten their feminity hence the mature 


girl who does not cry is regarded as behaving like a man.  


However such an action is regarded as a positive quality on the 


part of men but it is regarded as obstinate behaviour in women 


(Cf. song no. 13) Ha athu a lile lile khomba ‘She hasn’t cried, 


cried the initiate’. 


 


This study has thus clearly revealed that different kinds of abuse 


are expressed through songs.  Women are abused either 


verbally, physically, sexually, or emotionally.  Abuse is usually 
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perpetrated by either women against women, men against 


women or one against oneself.  The latter happens when a singer 


cannot voice her problems but suppresses her anger, hereby 


allowing the tension to mount inside her until she ends up being a 


perpetrator of her own abuse because she will always feel 


unhappy. 


 


Sexual abuse 


 


Singers reveal that some women can be debarred from enjoying 


their lives as fully-fledged human beings.  They are forced to 


endure denial of their conjugal rights.  Men on the other hand 


cannot endure such treatment.  Magezis (1996:108) argues that 


sexual intercourse between men and women is meant to be 


pleasurable so that there will be children for future generations.  


This traditional view of sexuality focuses on the idea that it is a 


basic, natural, internal drive.  This is an essentialist approach.  


The woman who sings the following song is in a way asking her 


husband to consider his actions.  vhanwe nga nne vho dzheniswa 


dzinduni ‘some other women – meaning co-wives had sexual 


intercourse with their husband’ (Cf. song no 10).  The elongation 


of the labia minora is meant for the men to enjoy sexual 


intercourse with  women who have engaged themselves in this 
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activity.    The motive behind this practice is to prepare girls to 


become special plates for their husbands.  The song Gongo lo 


kundwa vhakwevhi ‘The big clitoris did not have anybody to pull it’ 


is sung while inspecting the initiate’s womanhood.  This form of 


sexual harassment is an abuse in itself because when young girls 


pull their labia minora the clitoris disappears little by little and her 


labia minora becomes elongated.  This was a cultural 


enforcement by elderly women who could not give any special 


reason for enforcing this activity on girls.  The one who does this 


process of the elongation of the labia minora destroys her most 


sensitive sexual part which is tatamount to abuse.  Magezis 


(1996: 109) asserts that sexologists have been remarked on the 


importance of the clitoris in women’s sexual response to orgasms. 


 


Verbal abuse 


 


The many songs for vhusha and musevhetho ‘initiation for mature 


and imature girls respectively’ usually contain foul language.  It is 


humiliating to the initiate who is being abused by fellow women 


during initiation (Cf. 3.2.3). 
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Emotional abuse 


 


Any type of harassment culminates into emotional abuse because 


a woman is an emotional being.  The inspection of the initiate on 


the last day of the domba ‘the final initation ceremony’ and the 


singing of Tshi mukuloni wa khomba, tsho da tsho tunama hani? 


‘It is on the neck of the initiate why is it upside down?’ must  hurt 


the initiate because strong words are used even though the words 


are not used literally since mukulo ‘neck’ refers to the mouth of 


the vagina, tunama ‘upside down’ refers to a vaginal membrane 


which has raptured.  The rapture of the membrane is assumed to 


have been caused by a penis, so the initiate will be jeered at as a 


way of accusing her of having had sexual relations before 


marriage.  The initiate will not be given a chance to defend herself 


against the accusations that she has never deflowered herself.  


Like the elongation of the labia minora, the inspection is aimed at 


conditioning the initiate to maintain her virginity so that her future 


husband can be gratified.  This impacts negatively on the 


emotional standing of an initiate. 


 


The song Phephenyane ‘a peg like reed which is placed between 


the thighs of the initiate’ encourages initiates to be secretive and 


to persevere hardships.  This lesson is sometimes so traumatic 
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for the initates that they never reveal anything about sexual 


intercourse because the elderly women have indoctrinated the 


initiates to allow male sexuality to keep women down.  Magezis 


(1996: 111) states that women who express their sexuality are 


regarded as having asked to be sexually abused. 


 


Many songs for mafhuwe ‘songs for pounding grain’ and for 


malende ‘songs for leisure’ are a revelation of emotional abuse.  


Any feeling a person has can be expressed through songs.  The 


song Matakadza mbiluni ndi nwana ‘That which pleases a heart is 


a child’, mbiluni ya mukwasha ndi nwana ‘a son-in-law’s heart is a 


child’ emphasizes that it is the son-in-law who is thought of not 


the woman.  The in-laws do not give moral support to the woman 


but blame her for any misfortune. 


 


Physical abuse 


 


The role of initiation rites towards abuse cannot be over 


emphasized.  During vhusha ‘initiation for mature girls’ the initiate 


is expected to thaga or do the lunya ‘dancing in a squating 


position’ for a considerable length of time without resting.  If she 


falls to the side or stops she is beaten by the older initiates. 
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The acting of the formula Lunya ndi mavhulaise ‘Stubborness 


does not pay’ shows very serious physical abuse because the 


initiate is expected to cross her arms against her back, the right 


arm over the right shoulder and the left arm crossing over to allow 


both hands to come together.  The initiate is then expected to 


dance in this position to the accompaniment of a murumba ‘small 


drum’ while older initiates sing lunya ndi mavhulaise ‘stubborness 


does not pay’. 


 


Initiates are also expected to pick up a lukunda ‘bangle’ with her 


teeth.  She is expected to be lying on her back so that her head is 


pushed backwards until she picks up a number of bangles.  This 


is an abusive act because the initate should have been told long 


before initiation so that she might have practised such a skill. 


 


The tshilala ndo ima ‘sleeping while standing’.  This is the singing 


of domba ‘initation for mature boys and girls’ songs which is done 


during the last night of the initation.  This process is marked by 


the raising of the arms while dancing in a circle around the fire 


throughout the night.  If an initate drops her arms, she will be 


severely beaten. 
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On the last day of the domba ‘initiation for mature boys and girls’ 


the female initiates alone are smeared with cow dung and the 


powder of a velvet-stinging bean.  This mixture is called tshitipi ‘a 


good mixture’.  The initiates are then ordered to run to the river 


where they immerse themselves in the water.  These practices 


can be described as abusive because only female initiates 


undergo this treatment while their male counterparts are not being 


ill-treated. 


 


Some songs for malende ‘dance for leisure’ contain words which 


literally show that women are assulted.  Should a woman be 


strong enough to hit her husband in return she is accused of 


unbecoming behaviour, stating that she turned herself into a man 


u di ita munna.  This philosophy gives licences to men to 


continuously abuse women.  Physical abuse is practically shown 


by beating women (Cf. song no. 12) Vho rwa musadzi nga 


tshibonda ‘He hit the wife with a stick’.  The process of u shangula 


‘stripping off the clothes’ and u kamisa ‘soaking in cold water by 


the river’ while singing affects the physical being of the initiate.  


The stripping off, of the initiates’ clothes is total deprivation of 


privacy which negatively affects the initiate emotionally to the 


extent that she is indoctrinated into allowing other people to 


undress her and do what they like with her body.  It can be 
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argued that women and older initiates want to inspect the initiate 


to see if she had not been impregnated before she was admitted 


to the vhusha ‘initiation for mature girls’.  The question is whose 


concern is it if the initiate is pregnant before or after initiation?  


The process of u kamisa ‘soaking in cold water by the river’ is 


mainly meant to harden the initiate physically because initiates 


are soaked in very cold water being naked during winter for no 


apparent reason. 


 


The issue of abuse comes out clearly on this practice because 


those initiates from the royal family do not undergo the soaking 


process.  It is said that if they soak their skins will crack and their 


husbands who are expected to be mahosi ‘chiefs’ of other areas 


will not be satisfied with such skins.  Again, it is men who are 


thought of, not women. 


 


A major discrimination in terms of status of the initiate’s family 


background is revealed because initiates from commoners are 


subjected to more severe ill-treatment than those from royal 


families. 
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The singing of the song khomba dzavho a dzi ndoshi ‘your 


initiates do not squat before me’ compels women to subject 


themselves before the authority of men throughout their lives. 


 


The comparison also provides answers for the questions posed in 


the opening chapter. 


 


The degree of protest 


 


The forgoing discussions given in this chapter indicate that there 


is a very high degree of protest on women abuse in female songs.  


The questions as appearing in (1.3) will thus be addressed: 


 


Why do Vhavenda women sing songs which are sarcastic? 


 


Vhavenda women have been culturally conditioned to retaliate by 


giving expression to their desire to hurt someone by using 


sarcastic utterances.  This is applied as a face-saving device. 
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What kindles the desire for the continuous composition and 


performance of such songs? 


 


The consequences of the maltreatments that women get in their 


relationships cause them to compose such songs in order to 


make other people aware of their experiences.  It is also a way of 


showing the perpetrators that the victims are aware of the fact 


that what the perpetrators are doing is inhuman. 


 


Why do abusers take abuse songs for granted? 


 


Women are often taken for granted.  The same applies to the 


disregard for their songs, yet women are unshakeable beacons 


on whom husbands and in-laws depend.  The perpetrators take 


abuse songs for granted because they know that they are 


culturally protected.  Men have been accorded a superior status 


to women.  Another reason for the disregard of abuse songs is 


the manner in which such songs are performed, especially 


malende songs ‘songs for leisure’ which are performed in a jovial 


mood but use sarcastic words.  The abuser cannot personalize 


the derision which is sung about, because of such a manner of 


performance. 
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Lack of assertiveness 


 


Vhavenda women are so oppressed and abused that they lack 


assertiveness in terms of articulating their dissatisfaction and they 


opt to find refuge in songs. 


 


5.2 LIMITATIONS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 


 


The focus of this research was to show how women express their 


abuse through songs.  Although the focus of this research has 


been realised by the findings given above, there are certain 


issues related to the present study that could be pursued. 


 


This study concentrated mainly on the use of songs in a socio-


cultural context.  The use of songs in a historical and a political 


context can still be researched.  Within the framework of this 


study the focus was on abuse songs in rituals for mature and 


immature girls, recreation ceremonies, individual work songs, and 


during communal work.  Attention could thus be given to other 


female songs such as choruses, kwaito, gospel, to mention but a 


few that could throw further light on the present findings. 
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5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


The most difficult aspect of dealing with issues of abuse is when a 


person who wants to offer support cannot get information from the 


victims.  This study suggests that abusive conditions are 


amenable for change.  It too reveals the role of interacting socio-


cultural context in influencing the degree of changes to be 


undertaken and sustained.  Initiates could still be initiated in a 


traditional fashion but having removed the issues which are 


abusive.  Husbands could move away from their traditional 


definition of women and redefine women in terms of the current 


world.  Attitudes, beliefs, and socialization practices must change 


in order to create a safe space for men and women so that 


together they positively participate in the whole spectrum of 


human activities. 


 


There is probably some point in the lifetime of a culture when its 


radical values need to change.  This inevitable change can only 


happen if during this modern era songs could be studied properly 


at schools.  If this could happen both victimized and unvictimized 


learners will have been provided with both physical and emotional 


outlets.  Singing helps learners to deal with deep-rooted 


psychological issues.  Educators would encourage learners to 
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express their thoughts, feelings, and experiences through 


constant singing.  By encouraging learners with psychological 


problems to open up by singing about their thoughts, educators 


could be able to reach out and assist the learners.  This would 


often improve the self-image of learners and enable them to 


interact better with their peers.  The victimized learners would 


gain independence, have an improved picture about life, while 


also being able to gain emotional stability. 


 


Many illiterate women have now left their homes to seek 


employment.  They are becoming a more important part of the 


labour force in South Africa.  They are often employed and given 


tasks which focus on care and servicing people such as cleaning, 


doing washing, or baby-sitting.  Some women are employed in 


factories or plantations.  Women working as labourers in factories 


or plantations face increasingly poor working conditions.   These 


workers sing abuse songs while working as a way of voicing their 


discontent and also as a way of notifying their employers of the 


conditions which they feel are unacceptable.  The employer might 


be in a position that makes him or her not to understand the 


message meant for him or her.  Union and health members 


should listen to the songs in order to grasp what the workers are 


dissatisfied with and should take up the matter with management 
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as a way of assisting the employees who are afiliates of that 


union.  (Cf. song no. 44) Ndi a fa ndi a nembelele.  Nanwaha ri do 


fhela nga tshipurei ‘I am dangling from a rope.  This year we shall 


all die because of insecticides’ reveals a situation where 


employees at a plantation have taken ill and been admitted to 


hospital and diagnosed with having inhaled a poisonous gas.  The 


problems faced by working women appear to be endless and 


hopefully this research will have relevency to the problems that 


women experience. 


 


Union members should alert management so that the employer 


could feel bound to address the use and risks of the insecticides 


on their employees and offer safety measures before using such 


health hazards as this could damage the health of the employees.  


Workers are also abused in terms of salaries and working 


conditions.  It is after listening to such songs that such messages 


should be addressed. 


 


Community structures could be linked with different Government 


Departments in order to transmit the disatisfaction which women 


are singing about.  Stakeholders could identify problems of abuse 


which need referrals to the relevent Government Departments in 


order to offer assistance to the victims of abuse. 
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With the above considerations in mind, the study makes the 


following recommendations in various communities so that 


structures such as the church, burial societies, family gatherings 


and parties, zwisevhesevhe ‘parties of friendship’ issues of abuse 


should be discussed and solutions suggested. 


 


The media could become a powerful instrument in encouraging 


the use and understanding of abuse songs.  Radio talks could be 


embarked upon to create an awareness in those who do not listen 


to such songs.  It could also bring about positive results to see 


singers of abuse songs being  interviewed on television. 


 


If women traditionally used songs to voice their complaints it 


remains the responsibility of women to construct meaningful 


learning experiences that may lead to the attainment of freedom 


of expression on matters of abuse. 


 


It is understood and acceptable that there are still women who are 


illiterate but such women should be assisted by the literate ones 


who belong to organizations which assist women victims of 


abuse.  Literate women should listen to the songs sung by 


illiterate women and devise strategies which will help singers to 


understand their rights as stipulated in the South African 
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Constitution.  Motivational speakers could be invited to address 


those women who cannot open up.  Adult Basic Education could 


also be of use in training reserved women to speak about their 


experiences.  Should these women acquire the basic skills of 


reading and writing even their thinking will change for the better 


and enable them to try to address their problems. 


 


Research councils, government departments, especially 


Education, Health and Welfare, Justice, Safety and Security, 


support centres, non-governmental organizations and other 


relevant organizations with an interest in the safety, health, and 


welfare of women should create public awareness and advocacy  


aimed at listening to abuse songs in order to change attitudes 


related to female songs rather than taking these songs for 


granted.  The bodies mentioned above should embrace abuse 


songs because they give reports on how people are being 


perversely treated. 


 


Recapitulation 


 


This study commissioned to ascertain the needs of female singers so 


that they may be fully catered for in terms of publicising abuse songs.  It 


could also be regarded as having made a contribution to the explication 
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of the role played by Vhavenda female singers in that it offers a view on 


issues about women abuse and how such songs could be analyzed to 


reveal their intended messages.  As such, this study on women abuse 


will inform other disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, and 


psychology and any other with an interest on human behaviour.  This 


will be for the benefit and enhancement of the good of all humanity. 
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APPENDIX 


1. Tshi mukuloni ‘It is on the initiate’s neck’ 


Tshi mukuloni wa khomba 
Chorus Hee!  Hee!  Ahuwee! 
Tsho da tsho tunama hani? 


 
‘It is on the initiate’s neck 
Chorus Ah!  Ah! Ah! - Why is it upside down?’ 
 


2. Tsimu yavho ‘Your field’ 


Vho-makhadzi ahee! huwee! 
Tsimu yavho. Tsimu ya nwana 
A i fheli ngani tsimu ya Gondeni tsimu yavho - chorus 
I do fhela, ahee! huwee! 
Tsimu yavho Tsimu ya nwana 
I do fhela ngani vho sala vho dzula vho-makhadzi? 
 


 ‘Aunt Ah! ah! 
 Your field.  The field of a child. 
 Why can’t this field of Gondeni be completed? - Chorus 
 It will be completed, ah, ah! 
 Your field, the field of a child. 
 How will it be completed when you remained 
 Seated aunt?’ 
 
3. U do amba hani? ‘How will you speak?’ 
 


U do amba hani? 
 A wo ngo tendelwa u saina basa 
 Ho tendelwa vhone. 
   


‘How will you speak, your are not 
 Allowed to sign an identity document 
 You have been allowed’. 
 
4. Mbilu ndi mbili ‘I am doubting’ 
 


Mbilu ndi mbili mazwale wanga 
Tho ngo zwi divha - chorus 
Ha vha zhakatila. 
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‘I am doubting my mother-in-law 
I did not know - chorus 
It turned out to be a confusion’. 
 


5. Tshidongo ‘Earthenware dish’ 
 


Nne ndi tshidongo 
 Tswina dzi a tanaila 
 Musadzi mutswuku ha malwi 
 Ndi tshilemba tsha phaladza mudi. 
 
 ‘I am an earthernware dish 
 Lizards are proudly crawling 
 Never get married to a woman who is 
 Light in complextion 
 She is a colourful cap, which destroys  
 The family’. 
 
6. Hogo! ‘Initiation’ 
 


Lekgarebe le tswele madi sebopong hogo! 
 Sekhubekhube sa basadi hogo! 
 Nnyo yawe ya mabalabala hogo! 
   


‘Blood has come out of the girl’s vagina 
 Co-habitation of women hogo! 
 Her colourful private parts hogo!’ 
 
7. Thi wari-wari ‘I do not care’ 
 


Thi wari wari nangwe wa nyamba 
 Khii ndi dzanga thi wari wari 


  Nama i do swa ha sala muthotho. 
    


‘I do not care even if you talk about me 
  I do not care the keys belong to me 


 The meat will burn leaving the gravy in a pot’ 
 
8. Ha Magadani ‘At Magadani’s’ 
 
 Ndo wanala ha-Magadani 
 Tsindi ndi shavhela kule - chorus 
 Ha-Magadani 
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 Vha ri vhugali ndi hawe 
 Ndo wanala ndo wanala 
 Thi ambi na Vho-Masindi 
 Vhugali ha khomba khovhula. 
 
 ‘At Magadani’s 
 I flirt far - chorus 
 At Magadani’s 
 They say she is an out and out liar 
 I am found out, I am found out 
 I am not speaking to Masindi 
 Masindi is a mature girl 
 An unfaithful mature girl’ 
 
9. Vha na luambiso ‘They propose love to men’ 
 


Vhasadzi vha fhano vha na luambiso 
 Vha toda u ndzhiela khotsi a Taki. 
   


‘Women around here propose love to men 
 They want to take Taki’s father from me’. 
 
10. Tamu-tamu mungana ‘Envy, envy friend’ 
 


Vhanwe nga nne vho rengelwa dziwatshi 
Ahelee! Welee! Tamu-tamu mungana - chorus 
Kha vha sokou ralo 
Vhanwe nga nne vho rengelwa minwenda 
Kha vha sokou ralo 
Vhanwe nga nne vho rengelwa dzitshali 
Kha vha sokou ralo 
Nne ndo newa rannda 
Kha vha sokou ralo 
Luambo lu si na musi ndi do vhuya nda fa 
Vhanwe nga nne vho dzheniswa dzinduni. 
 
‘Watches were bought for my co-wives 
Ah! Oh! envy envy friend - chorus 
Just do like that 
Salampo dresses were bought for my co-wives 
Just do like that 
Shawls were bought for my co-wives 
I was given a rand 
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Just do like that 
Quarell which take place daily will kill me 
Co-wives had sexual intercourse with their husband’. 


 
11. Lufuno lu tuwa na bada ‘Love goes down the road’ 
 


A si lwone hulwu lwanga 
 Lu a tsa lufuno lu tuwa na bada. 
 
 ‘Mine is not real love 
 It is pleasant love goes down the road’. 
 
12. Tshibonda ‘Short stick’ 
 


Vho rwa musadzi nga tshibonda 
 Haee …!  Haee …!  A vha humbuli ngani? - Chorus. 
   


‘He hit his wife with a stick 
Oh!  Oh!  Why does he no think? - Chorus’ 


 
13. Ha athu a lile ‘She has not cried’ 
 
 Ha athu a lile lile khomba. 
   


‘She hasn’t cried she hasn’t the initiate’. 
 


14. Vha mbulaiselani ‘Why do you let they destroy me’ 
 


Vha mbulaiselani nga muhadzinga 
Vha toda u sala vha tshi funana - chorus 
Nga vhukodo vhukodo. 
 
‘Why do you cause me to suffer 
You want to remain loving each other - chorus 
By standing in a bent position with buttocks 
protruding meaning with pride’. 


 
15. Matangwa ‘Female dance’ 
 
  Vhannani ndi felani ndi tshi tambula 
 Matangwa a lila thi dzuli 
 Tsha musadzi ndi u kondelela 
 Mutambo wa phula dza Venda 
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Nwana a si na makhulu 
 Makhulu wawe ndi mutana. 
   


‘Oh! I am suffering.  I always attend 
 Matangwa (meaning pounding grain) 
 For a woman is to persevere 
 The play of Venda bulls 
 The child has no granny 
 Its granny is my back’. 
 
16. Basani yavho ‘In your identity document’ 
 


Ndi ri basani yavho vho songo tsha nwala 
Vhurifhi vha nwalele mme avho. 
 
‘I say do not write my name in your identity document 
You must write letters to your mother’. 


 
17. Va! Va! Makuse ‘Burn!  Burn! Pubic hair’ 
 


Va!  Va!  Makuse 
 Na rine ro itwa ngaurali. 
   


‘Burn!  Burn!  Pubic hair 
We also experienced it’. 
 


18. Vho-Elelwani ‘ Ms Elelwani’ 
 


Vho-Elelwani kha vha nyanyathe 
Vha khou nkwanya dzimbabvu – chorus 
Sokou kondelela 
Tshe nda kondelela 
Vha do tshewa dembe 
Zwi do fhela. 
 
‘Ms Elelwani show pride 
You are hurting my ribs – chorus 
Just persevere 
I have persevered 
Your private parts will be cut off 
It will come to an end’. 
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19. Thi fulufheli ‘I do not trust’ 
 


Thi fulufheli nandi vho nkhakhela vho nkhakhela 
Ndo itwa nga makhadzi wanga 
Murengi wa khali khokhonya u si renge khali 
dzhenzheda 
Ndo rengela nwenda phomoni. 


 
‘I cannot believe this, you wronged me. 
You wronged me, my aunt is the cause 
The one who buys a new clay pot should test it first 
Do not buy a half-baked clay pot 
I bought a salampo dress without examining it’. 


 
20. Vho-Makhadzi ‘Aunt’ 
 


Ri vhomakhadzi haee! 
Musidzana a songo tamba 
U mona na nndu a lila  
A tshi elelwa zwiita vhanwe 
Ri sedza vhone vhomakhadzi. 


 
‘We look upon you aunt 
A mature girl who rushed into womanhood 
Goes behind the hut and weeps 
Thinking of what those belonging to her age 
Group are experiencing’. 


 
21. Matakadza mbiluni ‘That which pleases a heart’ 
 


Ahee! nwana ha lili 
Matakadza mbiluni ndi nwana 


 Mbiluni ya mukwasha ndi nwana. 
 
 ‘Oh! the child does not cry 
 That which pleases a heart is a child 


The son-in-law’s heart is a child’. 
 


22. Tshidavhula mananga ‘A bus crossing the 
wilderness’ 


 
Tshidavhula mananga khotha khotha. 
Ndi nga si khothe nwana wa mutshangana. 
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Tshidavhula mananga ndi Vho-Sidima  
Vho-Sidima vha na khomba vha a shavha. 
Tshidavhula mananga tshivhunge vhunge, 
tshivhuya vhuya nwana wa mutshangana. 
Tshidavhula mananga nne thi senwi, 
nne thi senwi nda malwa nda tenda. 
Tshidavhula mananga haka, haka, 
ri yo haka muwewe vhanwe vho tuwa ngani? 


 
‘A bus crossing the wilderness squat, squat. 
I cannot squat before a son of a Tsonga person. 
A bus crossing the wilderness it is Mr Sidima, 
Mr Sidima is afraid of mature girls. 
A bus crossing the wilderness repeat, 
repeat and son of a Tsonga person. 
A bus crossing the wilderness I cannot be scolded, 
I cannot be scolded and agree to marriage. 
A bus crossing the wilderness join, join, 
we are going to join the queue. 
What made others to leave’. 


 
23. Hwala gonyongo u tuwe ‘Carry your load and go’ 
 


Ahee! hwala gonyongo u tuwe 
 U sa do linda saga - chorus 


  Saga la vha gonyongo hwalai 
  Saga tsha vha tshituku dzhiai. 


 
 ‘Oh! take your half a sack full and go 
 Before you wait for a full bag - chorus 
 A bag full if it is half a sackfull carry it 


A bag full if it is small take it’. 
 


24. Tshibulebule ‘Puzzle’ 
 


Tshibulebule ee! Haa! 
 Ro da tshothe na khosi a ro ngo i suma 
 Vhathu vha fhano a si u tonga 
 Vha tshi ri fha khuhu muthenga 
 Vha sa ri fhi phulu Romani 
 Ngoho ndi hone ro xela 
 Mpundu wanga ndi feisi 
 Nne itali ndi tswiwana 
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 Shango la fhano lo naka dzithavha 
 Masimuni ndi lukwangu fhedzi. 
   


‘Guess ah! Oh! 
 We came before saying farewell to our khosi 
 People are proud 
 They gave us a fowl 
 Without giving us Roman the bull 
 It is true we are lost 
 I kick the same way as I punch 
 It is true I am an orphan 
 This country has beautiful mountains 


Their fields are barren’. 
 


25. A vha takali ngani? ‘Why are you not happy?’ 
 


A vha takali ngani? 
 Nne ndi a tuwa ndi yo vhona vho hayani 
 Nne vha sala vha funa munwe 
 Ndi yo funa Mandiwana 


Nne vha sa mpfuna musadzi wa Hamanenzhe ndi 
Cherrie yanga 
Nne nda humbula musadzi a no lala 
Hamanenzhe ndi cherrie yanga 
Nangwe vha nnyala vha sala vha funa munwe 
Ndi ya u dzula na mme anga. 


 
‘Why are you not happy 
Oh my, I leave for a visit 
Oh my!  He remained loving somebody else 
I am going to fall in love with Mandiwana 
If you do not love me a woman at Manenzhe 
is my girlfriend 
I am thinking of a woman who sleeps at Manenzhe 
she is my girlfriend 
Even if you despise me and love somebody else 
I am going to stay with my mother’. 


 
26. Nne ndi a tuwa ‘I am leaving’ 


Nne ndi a tuwa muhodo wo ntanganya thoho 
 Nne ndi a tuwa nne ndi a nala 
 Vha ha thovhela ndi lala ndi tshi la mbilu 
 Vhannani ndi la mbilu na mafhafhu 
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 Nne ndi a tuwa nga mulandu wa muhodo 
 Vhamudzhiba ndi matsheloni avhudi. 
 
 ‘I am leaving, goods bought on credit mix me up 
 I am leaving my marriage because of having 


taken offence’. 
 


27. Magaraba ‘Those from towns’ 
 


Magaraba hae!  Vhala vha hashu vho vhuya na? 
 Vho vhuya mulovha - chorus 
 Ee..! A vho ngo vhuya, vho vhuya na? 
 Vha hashu a vho ngo vhuya 
 Vho vhuyela ha Vho-Maria. 
 


‘Yeah…?  He has returned yesterday - chorus  
He did not return, did he? 


 My lover did not return 
He returned and went to Marias’. 


 
28. Mbilu yanga i a vhavha ‘My heart is painful’ 
 


Mbilu yanga i a vhavha ho-le-le-we! 
 Hee…! Mbilu yanga i a vhavha - chorus 
 Vha khou nkhakhela zwithu hezwi 
 Vha khou nkhakhela ndi ya hayani 
 Vha khou nkhakhela Mudanagawe 
 Ndi lala ndo ima munangoni 
 Ndi tshi thetshelesa nduni hafha 
 Nduni hu na mini hu na zwithu 
 Ro imela vhone mudangawe. 
 
 ‘Oh! my heart is painful 
 Oh! my heart is painful -chorus 
 You are wronging me by this 
 You are wronging me I am going home 
 You are wronging me Mudangawe  


(The one who invited me) 
 I spend the night standing by the door 
 Listening to what is going inside the hut 
 What is inside, there are things 
 I am waiting for you Mudangawe (the 


one who invited me)’. 
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29. Nyannda u vhone madembe ‘The one from outside 
sees miracles’ 


 
Nyannda u vhone madembe iwe 


 Munwe na munwe a vhone madembe 
 Iwe Muofhe hae! Zwi a vhavha 
 Midunungu na milaboni 
 Vhomme avho hae zwi a vhavha 
 Zwishango zwa u vhandekana. 
 
 ‘The one from outside see miracles 
 Everyone it is painful 
 You Muofhe oh! it is painful 
 At Midunungu and Milaboni 
 Their mothers it is painful 


Neighbouring communities’. 
 


30. Sala ntovhele ‘Remain and follow me’ 
 


Sala ntovhele iwe wee! 
 Iwe sala ntovhele mungana 
 Vhanna vha vhanwe vha a liwa 
 Vha liwa Swobani iwe 
 Munwe na munwe u liwa Swobani. 
 Vhasadzi ndi madabadaba 
 Tshinakaho a tshi yi thambo. 
 
 ‘Remain and follow me you oh! 
 You remain and follow me friend 
 Men are used 
 They are used at Swobani 
 Everyone is used at Swobani 
 Women are irresponsible people 


A good thing does not last’. 
 


31. Mariphosa ‘Plastic shoes’ 
 


Thi funi mariphosa nduni yanga 
 Thi funi vho nkhakhela muthu vhone 
 Thi funi muthu wanga. 
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 ‘I do not like plastic shoes in my house 
 I do not like, you wronged me 


I do not like my person’. 
 


32. Thi lali nnda ndi ndothe ‘I cannot sleep outside 
alone’ 


 
Ndi amba ngeo 


  Thi lali nnda ndi ndothe 
  Mavhele ndo limela zwili 
  Ndi ri thi lali nnda ndi ndothe. 
 
  ‘I mean you there 
  I cannot sleep alone 
  I ploughed mealies for pests 


I stay here I cannot sleep outside alone’. 
 


33. Modoro ‘Car’ 
 


Vhaloi haee! 
 Ahee…! Haee…! Shavhani modoro 
 Ni vhone u sa do ni kanda 
 Shavhani modoro - chorus 
 Vha vhone u sa do vha kanda. 
 
 ‘Oh…!  Witches 
 Oh…!  Oh…! Be careful of the car 
 Be careful it will knock you down 
 Be careful of the car - chorus 


Be careful it will knock you down’. 
 


34. Vho-Mashau ‘Chief Mashau’ 
 


Vho mashau ri khou vha luvha 
 Musidzana a songo tamba 
 U mona na nndu a lila 
 A tshi vhona zwita vhanwe. 
  
 ‘Khosi Vho Mashau we subject ourselves to your rule 
 A girl who did not enjoy her youth 
 She goes around the hut and cries 


When she observes others enjoying themselves’. 
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35. Tshigombela “Dance for leisure’ 
 


Tshigombela  
 Ee…!  Huwe…! Vho vhuya nalo 
 Vho vhuya na bemu phafula - chorus 
 Vhala vha Khalavha vho vhuya na? 
 Vha mutanga wa ndodzi vho vhuya na? 
 
 ‘Oh…!  Oh…!  Did they return? 
 She came back with a half shaved head from Phafuri – 


chorus 
 The one from Khalavha did she return? 
 The one with a garden in a swampy ground full of tears 


Did she return?’ 
 


36. Vha hanya nga u humbela ‘He is always asking’ 
 


Vha hanya nga u humbela - chorus 
  Vhamusanda Vho-Maligana 
  Re ri renga hemmbe 
  Vhe ri renge na swithi. 
 
  ‘He is always asking - chorus 
  Chief-Maligana 
  We bought him a shirt 


He said we should also buy a suit’. 
 


37. Ri lila ri navho ‘We suffer even when we have them’ 
 


Ndi rothe ri lila ri navho 
Nne ndi lila ndi navho - chorus 
A zwi ili u vha hone. 
 
‘I say we all suffer even though we have husbands 
I suffer even though I have him - chorus 
It does not matter even if you have him’. 


 
38. Vha Lutorini ‘Those of Lutorini’ 
 


Rine ri vha Lutorini 
A ro ngo tendelwa u saina basa - chorus 
Nde ndi humbela biya 
Nde ndi humbela khene 
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Ho tendelwa vhone 
Nde ndi yo twa na vhanwe 
Vhasadzi vha fhano a vho ngo tendelwa. 
 
‘We belong to Lutorini 
We are not allowed to sign an identity document - 
chorus 
I I nparticular ask for beer 
I sai I am asking for a can 
You are allowed 
I wanted to socialize with the others 
Women in the neighborhood are not allowed’. 


 
39. Lunya “Stubbornness’ 
 


Lunya ndi mavhulaise 
Lunya – chorus. 
 
‘Stubbornness does not pay 
Stubbornness - chorus’. 


 
40. Tswukamavhele ‘Kneading of breasts’ 
 


Tswukamavhele i a ndidza 
Ahee! i a nndidza - chorus. 
 
‘Kneading of breast causes me to cry 
Ah! It causes me to cry - chorus’. 


 
41. Phephenyane ‘A reed-like peg’ 
 


Phephenyane i a nduma tswaro 
Hee! Ndele wee! i a nduma tswaro - chorus 
Gongo lo kundwa vhakwevhi. 
 
‘A reed-like peg is biting my thighs 
Oh! smart person oh! is biting my thighs - chorus 
The big clitoris did not have anybody to 
Elongate the labia minora’. 
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42. Mushangu ‘Stripping off’ 
 


Mushangu wa khomba ro shangula 
Re shangu – shangu ku dzhene vhanweni 
Ro shangula - chorus. 
 
‘Stripping off the clothes of an initiate who stripped off 
We stripped stripped to admit her 
We stripped off shangula’ - chorus. 


 
43. Ndi a fa ‘I am dying’ 
 


Ndi a fa ndi a nembelela 
Ri do fhela nga tshipurei - chorus 
Vhominidzhere hae! 
Yuniyoni hae! 
 
‘I am dying, I am dangling 
We shall all die due to insecticides - chorus 
The manager oh! 
Union members oh!’. 


 
44. Mbuyavhuhadzi ‘The one who returns from her 


place of marriage’ 
 


Mbuyavhuhadzi mbuyelela 
Yo vhuyela zwila zwa madekwe - chorus. 
 
‘The one who returned from her place of marriage 
return 
She came back because of what happened last night’ – 
chorus. 


 
45. Fola li na mulandu na? ‘Is asking for snuff 


offensive?’ 
 


Vhamusanda fola li na mulandu na? 
Vho ro tenda ngoho fola li na mulandu na? - chorus 
Nde ndi tota fola 
Tshanda tsha garaba 
La vhuya la senga. 
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‘Khosi is asking for snuff offensive? 
He agreed.  Is it offensive - chorus 
I took a pinch of snuff 
A hand of a man from town 
I was persecuted 
Is engaging in an affair offensive?’ 
 


46. Vhasadzi vha fhano ‘Women around the 
neigbourhood’ 


 
Vhasadzi vha fhano vha na luambiso 


  Vha toda u ndzhiela khotsi a Taki. 
 
  ‘Women here propose love to men 


They want to snatch Taki’s father from me’. 
 


47. Mulenzhe mbere! ‘Throwing hard of a leg’ 
 


Mulenzhe mbere! 
U nonga wa mbidi ya shango - chorus 
Mulenzhe taswa! 
Phanda ha khotsi 
Phanda ha mme. 
 
‘The one which looks like that of a zebra - chorus 
Straightened leg! 
Before the father 
Before the mother’. 


 
48. Tshitipi ‘Good mixture’ 
 


Tshitipi tsha khomba na khomba 
Haee! Haee! Haee! – Chorus. 
 
‘Good mixture for the initiates 
Oh! Oh! Oh! - chorus’. 


 
49. Nwana ha na makhulu ‘The child has no granny’ 
 


Nne ndi sinda ndo beba 
Nwana ha na makhulu 
Makhulu wawe ndi mutana 
Idani ni vhone madembe 
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Ndo itwa nga makhadzi wanga. 
 
‘I pound grain with my baby on my back 
My baby has no grandma 
Its grandma is my back 
Come and witness miracles 
My aunt is the cause of all these’. 


 
50. Nwana ndi nga si mu wane ‘I cannot conceive’ 
 


Ndo mona mona na dzinanga nwana ndi nga si mu 
wane. 
Ndo mona mona na mashango nwana ndi nga si mu 
wane.  Phophi tshikhevhereshi nwana ndi nga si mu 
wane. 
Nne ndo malelwa mazwale nwana ndi nga si mu wane. 
Phophi o bebelwa vhone nwana ndi nga si mu wane. 
 
‘I consulted many doctors I cannot conceive. 
I went to different communities I cannot conceive. 
Phophi the whore I cannot conceive. 
I was married for my mother-in-law I cannot conceive. 
Phophi was meant for you I cannot conceive’. 
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